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CHAPTER 1 

HUMAN T CELL DEVELOPMENT 





ffiJMAN T CELL DEVELOPMENT 

Martie C.M. Verschuren and Jacques J.M. van Dongen 

Department of Immunology, Erasmus Ulliversity Rotterdam and 
University Hospital Rotterdam, Rotterdam; Ihe Netherlands. 

INTRODUCTION 

The immune system 
The immune system protects the body against pathogens such as bacteria, 

viruses, fungi, and parasites, when they pass the first line of body defence such as 
the skin or other epithelial and mucosal barriers. 

After penetration into the body, micro-organisms encounter the second line of 
defence. This concerns the so-called aspecitlc immune system, which consists of 
phagocytes, such as macrophages and granulocytes, complement factors, and natural 
killer cells. Generally, support by the third line of defence is needed, i.e. the so
called specific irrunune system. 

Specific immune system 
The specific immune system consists of lymphocytes that are able to specifically 

recognize foreign molecules (antigens) by specific surface receptor molecules 
(antigen-specific receptors). Two types of lymphocytes exist: B lymphocytes and T 
lymphocytes. The antigen-specific receptor of B lymphocytes are inmlUnoglobulin 
molecules, which are associated on the cell surface with CD79 molecules for signal 
transduction. In T lymphocytes the T cell receptor (TCR) and CD3 molecules have 
these functions, respectively. 

When the immunoglobulin or TCR molecules of a particular B or T lymphocyte 
recognize the antigen against which the receptor is directed, lymphocyte activation 
and proliferation will follow. The B lymphocytes derived in this process can mature 
to plasma cells which secrete immunoglobulin molecules (antibodies) that are capable 
of recognizing soluble antigens. Activated T lymphocytes have a number of functions 
including: helping B lymphocytes to make antibodies (helper T lymphocyte); and 
recognizing and destroying cells infected with virus (cytotoxic T lymphocyte). After 
first contact with antigen (primary immune response) both Band T lymphocytes are 
capable of forming memory cells which mediate an efficient and rapid secondary 
immune response. 

Band T lymphocytes are continuously generated in the human body from 
hematopoietic progenitor cells. Special micro-envirOllllents are needed for 
differentiation of the progenitor cells into mature lymphocytes: the bone marrow 
(BM) for B lymphocytes and the thymus for T lymphocytes (I). Band T cells are 
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subjected to selection processes during their differentiation to assure that Band T cell 
antigen-specific receptors react to the foreign antigens but not against autologous ·aiitlgens(se[{anifgensf . . .. ~......... . .. ~ ......... ~.................. . . ................ . .. ... . .... . 

T lymphocytes 
T cells differentiate and acquire their antigen-specific receptor in the thymus and 

mature into several subpopulations with different effector functions. Some 
subpopulations can be recognized via their cell surface molecules, such as CD4 
molecules on T lymphocytes with helper functions and CD8 molecules on T 
lymphocytes with cytotoxic functions (2, 3). TCRmolecules do not recognize soluble 
antigens but antigens that are bound in the groove of major histocompatibility (MHC) 
molecules on the smface of so-called antigen presenting cells. The TCR of CD4 + T 
lymphocytes recognize antigens in the groove of MHC class I molecules, and the 
TCR of CD8 + T lymphocytes recognize antigens in the groove of MHC class II 
molecules. These CD4 and CD8 molecules act as co-receptors in concert with the 
TCR-CD3 complex to transmit cell-activating signals through the cell membrane (4, 
5). 

Two forms of TCR molecules exist, which are disulphide-linked heterodimers 
consisting of c< and fl, or y and 0 protein chains (6, 7). In healthy children and adults 
the majority ofT lymphocytes in blood express the TCR-c<fl heterodimer, while only 
a minority expresses TCR-yo molecules (8). At present it is still unknown whether 
TCR-yo+ T lymphocytes recognize antigens presented by MHC molecules, 01' 

presented by other, nonpolymorphic, antigen presenting molecules. Therefore the 
exact function of TCR-yo+ T lymphocytes is still a subject of debate (reviewed in 
refs. 9-11). 

All T lymphocyte sUbpopulations descent from a common precursor cell during 
T cell development. Most of the observations regarding T cell development have been 
made in mouse (I, 5, 12). In this chapter we will focus on the knowledge of human 
T cell development. Wherever relevant for understanding general T cell 
differentiation processes, information about murine T cell development will be 
reviewed. 

IMMUNOPHENOTYPE OF T CELLS DURING DIFFERENTIATION 

Early T cell progenitors generated in fetal liver or in BM migrate to the thymus 
(13). The human fetal thymus is colonized by hematopoietic stem cells at 8 weeks of 
gestation (14). These cells mature and differentiate through interactions with thymic 
stroma cells and the variety of cytokines they produce (I, 15). 

The availability of monoclonal antibodies (McAb) reactive with functionally 
imp0l1ant and/or T cell lineage-specitlc molecules has increased our understanding 
of the developmental T cell biology (16). Application of these McAb for detailed 
inUllunophenotyping of BM and thymus cell samples allowed the recognition of 
different T cell subpopulations, the estimation of their relative frequencies, and the 
design of hypothetical schemes of human T cell differentiation, as illustrated in 
Figme I (8, 17-24). 
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Figure 1. Hypothetical scheme of human T cell differentiation. The scheme is designed based on detailed 
immunophcnotyping of BM, thymocytes, and peripheral blood (8, 17-24). The relative expression levels 
of the markers are indicated: + +, strong expression; +. intermediate expression; ± weak or partial 
expressioni and -, no expression. The relative frequencies of the different thymocyte subpopuJations(18) 
are indicated. See text for detailed explanation. 

T cell differentiation takes place in the thymus, but some commitment towards 
the T cell lineage might already occur at the pre-thymic level in BM, because the 
immunophenotype of the putative T cell precursor in fetal BM was found to be 
sinlilar to the earliest T cell precursor in the thymus (18). Although several attempts 
have been made to identify progenitor cells in BM that are already committed to one 
of the hematopoietic lineages (reviewed in refs. 13, 22), the problem of their precise 
identification has not yet been solved. It might well be that studies on the cell surface 
immunophenotype of these progenitor cells are too superficial and that detection of 
intracellular molecules (transcription factors and signalling molecules) is needed for 
precise identification. 

The CD34 cell surface molecule appears to be an important marker for early T 
cell development. CD34+ triple negative (TN; CD3-CD4-CD8-) thymocytes 
develop into more mature thymocytes in human fetal thymic organ culture (FfOC) 
systems (19). In vitro cultured TN thymocytes can give rise to both TCR-all+ and 
TCR-')'o+ T cells (25, 26). Quantitatively the CD34+ thymocytes represent 1-3% of 
the total thymocytes (18, 22). They can be subdivided by the expression of tbe CD! 
cell surface marker: based on the higber density of the CD34 antigen on 
CD34 +CDI - TN thymocytes, it was suggested that these thymocytes are the most 
immature thymocytes followed by CD34+CD! + TN thymocytes (18, 19). 

Flow cytometric analysis of human tbymocytes (18, 20), repopulation studies in 
SCID-hu mice (small fragments of human fetal thymus grafted miller the left kidney 
capsule ofSCID mice)(2l), and human FfOC systems (19) have shown the existence 
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of an intennediate CDrCD4+CDS- thymocyte subset before the double positive 
(DI);m4+~J)~S~L~J)3~CD4+~DS+ and c:i)3 +CD4+CD8 + thymocyte stages. In 
the innnature CD3 -CD4+CDS- subset, tile percen(ageoroivioiiig cells is ma-ximal 
(27). Finally, the CD3+CD4+CD8+ thymocytes further differentiate into mature 
CD4+ or CD8+ single positive (SP) thymocytes (21,28). Expression of CD69 and 
CD27 molecules is thought to be induced in the CD3 + CD4 + CD8 + thymocyte stage 
during the early phase of positive selection (29, 30), whereby several differentiation 
stages can be defined by the relative expression of CD69, CD27, and CD I, as 
illustrated in Figure 1 (24). Down regulation of the CDI antigen occurs before the 
thymocytes migrate from the thymus into the periphery (20). 

TCR GENE REARRANGEMENT AND EXPRESSION DURING T CELL 
DEVELOPMENT 

In the earliest phase of fetal thymus colonization, at 8.2 weeks of gestation, a 
small subset (5%) of thymocytes was stained with the JlFl McAb, suggesting 
expression of TCR-Jl protein chains. Furthennore, a few TCR-,), + cells were found 
to be present in these 8.2 weeks thymi, whereas no TCR-o surface proteins were 
detectable (14). TCR-o surface proteins could be detected in fetal thymus samples at 
9.5 weeks of gestation (14). 

Although four TCR chains exist (TCR-a, TCR-Jl, TCR-,)" and TCR-o), only 
TCR-')'o or TCR-aJl molecules are observed, except for the human T cell line 
DND41, which contains an unusual TCR-JlO heterodimer (31,32). The TCR protein 
chains consist of a variable domain and a conMant domain. The variable domain is 
encoded by two, three, and sometimes four gene segments at a particular locus. The 
two protein chains of each TCR molecule are encoded by two different types of TCR 
genes: one gene contains variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) gene segments 
(TCR-o and TCR-Jl chains), whereas the other gene contains V and J gene segments 
(TCR-,), and TCR-a chains). The V, (D,) and J gene segments are joined via 
rearrangement processes. 

The germline configuration of the four human TCR genes is depicted in 
FigUl'e 2. The human TCR-a and TCR-Jl genes contain large series of V and J gene 
segments, whereas the TCR-,), and TCR-o genes contain a limited number of V and 
J gene segments (33, 34). The total potential receptor diversity does not only depend 
on the number of gene segments, but also on the junctional diversity; I.e. diversity 
due to nucleotide insertion (N-region) and deletion of nucleotides from the gennline 
sequences of the gene segments at their joining sites. Because the junctional diversity 
of the TCR-o genes is generally larger than of the TCR-a and TCR-Jl genes, the total 
diversity of the TCR-,),o and TCR-aJl molecules is assumed to be comparable (7). The 
enonuous diversity of TCR molecules is estimated to be larger than 1012 and has the 
potency of recognizing a very large number of foreign antigens. 

Because of the limited number of available V(D)J gene segments in the TCR-,), 
and TCR-o genes, several studies have been perfomled to investigate whether the 
gene segments are used in a preferential way in fetal and postnatal thymocytes (35, 
36). In fetal thymi at 15-17 weeks of gestation, the V02 gene segment is 
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the germ line configuration of the four human TCR genes. The TCR-(X 
gene consists of many V(X gene segments (> 50) and 61 J(X gene segments. The TCR-o gene consists of 
approximately six VO gene segments, three Do gene segments, and four Jo gene segments. The TCR-o
deleting elements oRec and #(X are also indicated. The TCR-(J gene consists of many V{3 gene segments 
(>70), and two D13-16 gene segment clusters each consisting of one D/3 and six or seven J/3 gene 
segments, respectively. The TCR-y gene consists of two clusters of a three and two Jy gene segments, 
respectively, and a restricted number of six functional (solid boxes) and nine pseudo (open boxes) Vy 
gene segments. 

preferentially rearranged (Vo2-Do3 and Vo2-Do3-Jo3) (35). The same preference was 
observed in human fetal liver (37). However, in postnatal thymocytes the Vol gene 
segment is used preferentially (35). It was not possible to identify predominantly 
expressed Vy gene segments throughout fetal thymic ontogeny (36). 

Most data concerning the order of human TCR gene rearrangements are obtained 
from studies on T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL), which are regarded to 
be malignant counterparts of cortical thymocytes (reviewed by Van Dongen et al. 
(8)). The TCR-o genes rearrange early during T cell development, probably prior to 
other TCR genes; this assumption is based on a few CD3 - T-ALL with rearranged 
TCR-o genes and germline TCR-Il and TCR-y genes (38). More recently, reverse 
transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis performed by Ktorza et 
al. (39) showed the expression of full length TCR-o transcripts in the CD34 +CDI -
TN thymocyte subset, prior to the expression of full length TCR-Il transcripts in the 
CD34+CDl + TN subset. The CD34+CD1- TN subset only contained incomplete 
DIl-JIl-CIl transcripts. 

Probably the TCR-y genes rearrange before rearrangement of the TCR-Il genes, 
since a few CD3 - T-ALL with rearranged TCR-o and TCR-y genes but germline 
TCR-Il genes have been reported (8). TCR-a gene rearrangements and transcripts are 
mainly found in CD3+ T-ALL, whereas CD3 - T-ALL have germline TCR-a genes. 
This suggests that TCR-a rearrangements occur late during T cell development and 
are probably innnediately followed by TCR-ap' expression on the cell surface. 

In murine T cell development the TCR-Il gene is expressed at the cell surface 
together with a 33 kDa glycoprotein before expression of the TCR-all heterodimer 
(40,41). This so-called pre-Ta glycoprotein is postulated to playa crucial role in the 
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development of murine TCR-aO+ T cells, but not in TCR-I'o+ T cells (42). It is 
.......... thought.that.thefonnatiOlLof..the.pre~Tcell .. receptoccomplex.resu1tslllexpal~LolloL 

the T cells before TCR-a rearrangement (43,44). Recently, the human pre-Ta gene 
has been cloned (45), and RT-PCR analysis has shown that pre-Ta transcripts are 
present in the immature CD3-CD4+CDS- thymocyte subset, which, comparable to 
mice, also contains most of the dividing cells (27). Northern blot analyses using 
thymocyte sllbpopulatiOll~ showed a strong expression of pre-Ta in the itmnature 
CD3 -CD4+CDS- thymocyte subset and also in the more mature CD3 -CD4 +CDS+ 
thymocyte subset, whereas the expression observed in earlier and later stages of 
development was much weaker (46). 

Rearrangements of the TCR-a gene segments will delete the TCR-o gene, 
because of the location of the TCR-o gene between the Va and Ja gene segments 
(47), therefore, rearrangements of the TCR-a gene segments will exclude TCR-o 
gene expression. The here described order of TCR rearrangements is depicted in 
Figure 3. 

The V(D)J gene rearrangement process itself remains a black box. However, 
several factors have been described that play an essential role in V(D)J recombination 
(reviewed by Lewis (4S)). The expression of two of these essential genes, 
recombination activating gene (RAG-) 1 and RAG-2, seems to be lymphoid specific 
(49, 50). The other essential proteins were shown to be also involved in the more 
general processes of double-strand break repair (51-56). Another itnportant protein 
for V(D)J recombination is the enzyme telminal deoxynucleotidYI transferase (TdT), 
which is responsible for the itlSertion of N-region nucleotides (57-59). 

Knowledge of the expression pattern of these proteil1~ can certainly add 
information to the understanding ofV(D)J rearrangement during T cell development. 
RAG-l and RAG-2 are co-expressed in both TCR-CD3 - and TCR-CD3 + thymocytes 
(60). More recently the expression pattern of RAG-l and RAG-2 was examined in 
human thymocyte SUbpoplllatiOllS using RT-PCR analysis. RAG-l and RAG-2 are 
already expressed in the most immature CD34 +CD1- TN thymocyte subset (39), 
which is in line with the observed expression of full length TCR-o transcripts and 
itnmature DJl-JO transcripts in this subset (39). The RAG-l gene was shown to be 
trallScribed at high levels in DP T-ALL, but absent in more mature SP T cell 
leukemias (61). The enzyme TdT is also expressed in vittually all c011icai thymocytes 
and T-ALL, while mature T cells and mature T cell leukemias are negative for TdT 
(S). 

BIFURCATION OF THE TCR·aO AND TCR-,),o LINEAGES 

Although the TCR-aJl and TCR-I'o heteroditners are known for nine years now, 
the precise relationship between the progenitors of the TCR-aJl and TCR-I'o T 
lymphocytes is unclear and has been subject of debate for several years. The majority 
of mature TCR-I'o+ T lymphocytes are CD4-CDS-, while a minority expresses 
CD4 or CDS molecules (S). In contrast, tlte vast majority of mature TCR·aO + T 
lymphocytes express CD4 or CDS molecules. These TCR-aO+ T lymphocytes 
originate from CD4 -CDS - thymocytes, raising the question whether TCR-aO and 
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TCR-yo T lymphocytes are related or arise from two different lineages (62) . 
. -TCR'afi-and-TCR-yo···thymooytes·are·thought.tobe ... derived.-from·.a_common~. 

precursor. Two models have been proposed to explain the differentiation of TCR-afi 
and TCR-yo thymocytes from this common progenitor (reviewed in ref. 63). The fIrst 
model proposes that progenitor cells conunit to the TCR-afi lineage or TCR-yo 
lineage prior to rearrangement of any set of TCR gene segments. The single evidence 
for this model comes from a study of Winoto and Baltimore (62), who identifIed 
circular DNA excision products ofVa-Ja gene rearrangements with the TCR-o gene 
in gennline configuration. However, another study (64) has shown examples of 
rearranged TCR-o genes in Va-Ja excision circles. This finding fits into the second 
model proposing that progenitor T cells first attempt to rearrange TCR-y and TCR-o 
genes, and only attempt further TCR-a and TCR-Jl rearrangements if they fail to 
successfully produce a functional TCR-yo receptor (65). Further evidence for this the 
so-called sequential or stochastic model was obtained by studying TCR 
rearrangements in peripheral blood T lymphocytes and T-ALL. It appeared that 98% 
of nomlal TCR-aJl+ T lymphocytes have biallelic TCR-y rearrangements, whereas 
the remaining 2 % have one rearranged TCR-y allele (66), and that TCR-y genes are 
rearranged in all TCR-afi + T- ALL (8, 67). 

Most of the data concerning the commitment of T cells to one of the lineages 
comes from studies on transgenic and mutant mice (reviewed in ref. 5). Some of 
these stndies support the idea that lineage conllnitment occurs independently of TCR 
gene expression, because normal TCR-yo T cell development was observed in TCR-fi 
and TCR-a knock-out mice (68), while disruption of the TCR-Co gene segment had 
little or no effect on the development of TCR-afi + T cells (69). Another interesting 
observation was that treatment of a murine FTOC system with CD81 McAb that 
block thymocyte-stroma cell interaction, inhibited TCR-aJl, but not TCR-yo T cell 
development (70). This suggests that both lineages can develop under different 
conditions in the thymus. 

A recent study on the productivity of TCR-yo rearrangements in TCR-aJl + T 
cells further supports the stochastic model of lineage commitment. It was found that 
both TCR-y and TCR-o gene rearrangements are predominantly (80%) out-of-frame 
in TCR-aiJ lineage T lymphocytes (71). This study also showed that TCR-iJ 
rearrangements are in-frame in TCR-yo+ T lymphocytes, which suggests that 
successful rearrangement of the TCR-iJ locus remains compatible with TCR-yo or 
TCR-aiJ T lymphocytes. Based on comparable data, Livak et a1. (72) proposed an 
alternative model for the bifurcation of the TCR-afi and TCR-yo lineages, the so
called competitive model for T cell lineage conunitment. This competitive model has 
a number of elements in common with the stochastic model, but differs from it in 
assuming that thymocytes remain unconunitted and bipotential during and after 
completion of TCR-iJ rearrangements (72). 

A compilation of the different models for T cell lineage commitment in 
combination with the immunophenotype and irrnnunogenotype of the T cells during 
T cell development is depicted in Figure 3. The lower part of this figure represents 
the model of TCR-aJl lineage conunitment independent of TCR-yo lineage 
commitment, in which germline TCR-o genes can be found in Va-Ja circular excision 
products (62). The middle and upper pathways in Figure 3 represent the competitive 
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model of lineage connnitment (72). In this model, TCR-o, TCR-,)" and TCR-fi can 
~~ -actively-rearrangein-thesame-uncommitted-precursor-cell-.-If~in-frame .... rearranged~ 

TCR-,), and TCR-o genes express a functional TCR-,),o heterodimer, RAG expression 
will be down regulated, and the T cell is conunitted to the TCR-')'o lineage. This can 
occur at any stage from inunature CD34 +CDI - TN thymocytes, which can explain 
the presence of gemlline TCR-JJ genes in some TCR-,),o+ T-ALL (8), through 
CD34 -CDI + DP thymocytes. This latter stage can only be accomplished in (murine) 
T cells with in-frame TCR-JJ rearrangements (5). In DP thymocytes, the pre-T cell 
receptor complex competes with the TCR-')'o receptor, and the pre-T cell receptor 
might receive or induce signals which activate TCR-c¥ rearrangement and other TCR
c¥fi lineage commitment events. 

REGULATION OF TCR GENE REARRANGEMENT 

Little is known about the regulatory elements ofT cell lineage commitment. Two 
of the factors that may play an important role are TCR gene enhancers and silencers. 
Human transcriptional enhancers of all TCR genes as well as transcription factors that 
likely play an essential role in the activation of these enhancers have been identified 
(73-81). The known human TCR enhancer binding proteins are being expressed in 
both TCR-c¥fi+ and TCR-')'o+ T cells (75,78,79). In the murine system evidence has 
been obtained for the existence of TCR-c¥fi and TCR-')'o lineage specific enhancers 
and silencers. Previous experiments of Ishida et al. (82) suggested that a 
transcriptional silencer in mice restricts TCR-,), gene expression to TCR-')'o+ T cells. 
Winoto and coworkers identified two silencers in the TCR-c¥ locus, which turn off 
the TCR-c¥ enhancer (or TCR-c¥ promoters) in TCR-,),o+ but not in TCR-c¥fi+ T cells 
(83,84). Finally, Lauzurica and Krangel made several constructs of the human TCR
o gene and showed that the Vo-Do to Jo rearrangement is controlled by the TCR-o 
enhancer, whereas the VO to Do rearrangement is controlled by other elements. The 
TCR-o enhancer positive constructs also showed that Vo-Do-Jo rearrangement is T 
cell specific but not TCR-c¥fi or TCR-')'o lineage specific (85). However, replacement 
of the TCR-o enhancer with the TCR-c¥ enhancer in the same construct showed 
restriction of V 0-Do-JO rearrangements to the TCR-c¥/J lineage (86). Further 
investigation on TCR enhancers and silencers will result in a better understanding of 
T cell lineage conmlitment and recombination processes during T cell development. 

TCR-o GENE DELETION 

Because the TCR-o and TCR-c¥ gene segments are interspersed along 
chromosome 14q 11, rearrangements of the TCR-c¥ gene segments will delete the 
TCR-o gene (47). Moreover, deletion of the TCR-o gene will irreversibly cOlfunit the 
thymocytes to the TCR-c¥filineage. In 1988 De Villartay et al. (87) identified two so
called TCR-o-deleting elements, oRec and IfJc¥, that flank the major part of the TCR
o gene segments. With the identification of these TCR-o-deleting elements the 
question raised whether deletion of the TCR-o gene defines an intennediate event in 
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the process of differentiation towards the TCR-aB lineage (38, 88). The observed 
----- -- ---highfrequency-ofthenon-functional-IiReG-fJa-rearrangcmentinhuman-thymus--eell

samples suggests the importance of this rearrangement during T cell development (87, 
89, 90). Previous experiments showed that the IiRec-fJa rearrangement occurs 
approximately 2,OOO-fold more frequently in TCR-aB + T cells than in TCR-'YIi+ T 
cells, and that this rearrangement can precede subsequent Va-Ja rearrangements (91, 
92). Deletion of the TCR-Ii locus prior to Va-Ja rearrangement seems not to be 
obligatory in murine T cell differentiation (93). 

One of the factors that is postulated to playa role in the regulation of the IiRec
fJa rearrangements is transcription of the so-called T-early-a (TEA) gene. This gene 
was first identified in inllllature TN T-ALL, as a 2-kilobase TCR-a-related transcript 
spliced to the Ca gene segment (94). The sterile TEA-Ca transcripts are present in 
human fetal thymocytes and the transcription declines during T cell differentiation 
(94). TEA was shown to be expressed in TCR-'YIi+ T-ALL, but not in TCR-aB+ T
ALL (38), and it was suggested that the activity of the TEA promoter could be 
directly linked to the tissue-restricted activity of the TCR-a enhancer (95). The TEA 
transcript starts directly upstream of the fJa gene segment. Therefore TEA 
transcription may playa regulatory role in opening the TCR-Ja locus to obtain TCR
Ii deletion, and subsequent Va-Ja rearrangement (8, 38, 88, 95), but no definitive 
proof has been obtained yet for the exact role of the TEA gene. The function of the 
TEA gene stops after TCR-Ii deletion, because the TEA gene is deleted by IiRec-fJa 
or Va-Ja rearrangements. 

The IiRec gene segment rearranges preferentially to the fJa gene segment and 
vice versa (87, 89, 90), but other rearrangements involving one of the two TCR-Ii 
deleting elements have also been observed (33, 87, 96, 97), Although transcription 
of TEA can probably play an important role in the opening of the TCR-Ja locus, this 
does not fully explain why only the most upstream Ja gene segment (fJa) is used 
preferentially. It is also unknown why the IiRec gene segment is used most 
frequently, while it is located between different Vii and Va gene segments. 
Interestingly, the Viii gene segment, which is preferentially used in postnatal 
thymocytes (35), is located upstream of the IiRec gene segment. Therefore, 
rearrangements of the Viii gene segment will delete the IiRec gene segment, thereby 
excluding TCR-Ii deletion via IiRec-fJa rearrangements. 

It remains to be resolved whether germline or (non-)functional TCR-Ii 
rearrangements are deleted prior to Va-Ja rearrangements, according to the stochastic 
model of T cell commitment. Furthermore, there have to be some other important 
regulatory elements that playa role in preferential IiRec-fJa rearrangements and 
TCR-Ii deletion. 

AIM OF THE THESIS AND INTRODUCTION INTO THE EXPERIMENTAL 
WORK 

The aim of this thesis was to gain more insight in the process of TCR-Ii deletion 
via the TCR-li-deleting elements. Therefore we tried to identify additional 
rearrangements of the TCR-li-deleting elements (Chapters 2, 3, and 4), and we tried 
to identify putative DNA-binding proteins that might playa role in the preferential 
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liRec-if;Jc< rearrangements (Chapters 5 and 6). 
_._.Chapter_2 .. describesthe.identification.ofsome.additionalpreferential-rearrangements· 

of the liRec gene segment. Their junctional region sequences are compared to liRec
..pJc< junctional region sequences. Furthermore, rearrangements of Vii gene segments 
to ..pJc< are described and their relation to the liRec gene segment is discussed. 
Chapter 3 compares the rearrangement patterns of ViiI, liRec, Vli2, and Vli3 to DIi, 
JIi, and Jc< gene segments, in order to identify the nature of the liRec gene segment 
with regard to the Vii gene segments. 
Chapter 4 provides a new experimental model to further investigate regulation of 
TCR-Ii deletion, and liRec-if;Jc< rearrangements in particular. 
Chapter 5 describes a DNA-binding protein in hlmlan thymocytes that recognizes the 
..pJc< gene segment. The possible role of this protein in TCR-Ii deletion is discussed. 
The study in Chapter 6 further characterizes the expression of the ..pJOi binding 
protein in T-ALL and thymocyte subpopulations. Its role with respect to T cell 
differentiation is discussed. 
Chapter 7 integrates the obtained results into a new model for TCR-Ii deletion during 
T cell development. 
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ABSTRACT 

The major part of the T cell receptor (TCR)-Illocus is flanked by the so-called 
TCR-o-deleting elements oRec and #01, which preferentially rearrange to each other 
in human thymocytes. Based on our combined Southern blot and polymerase chain 
reaction analyses, we also identified the prominent oRec-J0I58 rearrangement and 
three other preferential oRec rearrangements. 

The latter rearrangements concern oRec rearrangements to the Do3, Jo I, and J03 
gene segments. These oRec rearrangements do not delete the complete TCR-o locus 
and are homologous to Vo-JO rearrangements, because the majority of their junctional 
regions contain Do gene segments. In contrast, the prominent oRec-#OI and IlRec
J0I58 rearrangements, representing -68% and -23% of all oRec rearrangements, 
respectively, are homologous to VOI-JOI rearrangements, because Do gene segments 
are absent in their junctional regions. Additional PCR analysis of Vo-fJOI and VO-

,J0I58 coding and signal joints revealed that also these rearrangements resemble VOI-JOI 
rearrangements, except for V02-#0I and Vo2-J0I58 rearrangements, which resemble 
Vo-JO rearrangements. 

Our data show that virtually all TCR-o-deleting rearrangements are VOl-like, and 
the high frequency of these rearrangements in the human thymus suggests that most 
thymocytes use these rearrangements to further differentiate into the TCR-OIlllineage. 
Based on the very low frequency of oRec and #01 rearrangements in 4 % of the T cell 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia patients (n= 151) and 6% of the T cell lines (n=26), 
we hypothesize that rearranged TCR-o-deleting elements exist for only an extremely 
short period during thymocyte differentiation, probably due to rapid subsequent VOI
JOI rearrangements. 

1 Submitted for pUblication 
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INTRODUCTION 

T cell receptor (TCR) molecules consist of two different glycoproteins (TCR-a 
and TCR-Jl or TCR-,), and TCR-o). The variable domain of each chain is encoded by 
a combination of variable (V), (diversity (D),) and joining (J) gene segments (I, 2). 
These gene segments are joined by rearrangement processes that are mediated via 
specific recombination signal sequences (RSS), present at rearranging sites of each 
gene segment (3, 4). RSS are classified according to the size of the spacer (12 or 23 
base pairs (bp)) , which is located between conserved heptarner and nonarner 
sequences. Only gene segments with differently sized spacers are able to rearrange 
to each other (12123 rule) (3-5). 

The human TCR-o locus is located within the TCR-a locus, between the Va and 
Ja gene segments (6) (Figure I). This location of the TCR-o gene excludes co
expression of a functional TCR-a and TCR-o gene from the sarne allele. Therefore, 
deletion of the TCR-o gene is thought to play an important role in TCR-yo versus 
TCR-alliineage conunitment (7-9). The major part of the TCR-o locus is flanked by 
two gene segments (oRec and fJa), which preferentially rearrange to each other 
during both human and murine thymocyte differentiation (7, 10, II). Rearrangements 
of the oRec and I/;Ja gene segments, the so-called TCR-o-deleting elements, are 
nonfunctional (7, 10). The TCR-o-deleting oRec-fJa rearrangement is thought to 
prepare the allele for subsequent TCR-a gene rearrangement (8). This is supported 
by a report of De Villartay et al. (9), who performed in vitro thymocyte 
differentiation experiments. 

Based on the 12123 rule, the oRec gene segment can potentially rearrange to Do, 
10, and Ja gene segments. Indeed, oRec-JOI, oRec-fJa, and oRec-Ja rearrangements 
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Figure 1. Restriction map of the complete human TCR-o gene and a part of the human TCR-a:: gene. The 
relevant restriction sites are indicated: B. BamHI; Bg, BglIl; E. EcoRI; H, HindU!; K. KpnI; *. 
polymorphic restriction sites. Exons are indicated as solid boxes in the bars; dotted boxes in the bars 
represent non-coding gene segments. Solid boxes below the restriction map represent the probes used for 
Southern blot hybridization. 
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have been observed (7, 10-(5). Only IiRec-Ja rearrangements will delete the major 
-part oftheTCR-Ii-gene,-but rearrangement of-theIiRecgenesegment-to-the-J03gene
segment will also exclude functional TCR-Ii gene transcripts (Figure I). The genomic 
position of the human IiRec gene segment as a major TCR-li-deleting element is 
peculiar, because only two of the six known Vii gene segments rvli2 and V1i3) are 
located downstream from the IiRec gene segment. Therefore, rearrangement of the 
frequently used ViiI gene segment (8, 16, 17), or the V04, V1i5, and Vli6 gene 
segments will delete the IiRec gene segment (Figure I). Furthennore, it remains 
difficult to assign the IiRec gene segment as a Va-like or Vii-like gene segment, 
because of lack of homology to any V gene segment (18). 

The human .pIa gene segment is the most 5' located Ja gene segment (Figure 1) 
(19). Based on the 12/23 I11le, the !{IJa gene segment can potentially rearrange to Va, 
IiRec, Vii, and Dii gene segments. In previous studies, Va3.1-!{IJa, IiRec-.pIa, V1i2-
!{IJa, and DIi3-!{IJa rearrangements have been observed (7, 10-12, 20, 21). All 
rearrangements to the !{IJa gene segment will delete the TCR-Ii gene, except for the 
VIi3-y,Ja inversional rearrangement (Figure I). 

In Southern blot analysis of thymocyte cell samples, the IiRec-!{IJa rearrangement 
appears as a strong band, indicating that it represents a dominant preferential 
rearrangement. Furthermore, we and others have shown the existence of other 
preferentially rearranged bands in Southern blot analysis (7, 10, II). In this study we 
attempted to identify the additional preferential rearrangements of the IiRec and .pIa 
gene segments, in order to gain more insight in their function in TCR-Ii deletion. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell samples 
Thymocytes were obtained from a fetal thymus at 18 weeks of gestation and from three postnatal 

thymus samples of children undergoing cardiac surgery at the ages of 3 days, 10 months, and 15 years, 
respectively. The thymus samples were gently squeezed in an open filter chamber containing a nylon gauze 
filter with 100 I!m openings (NederJands productielaboratorium voor Bloedtransfusieapparatuur en 
InfusievloeisloffenB.V., Emmer-Compascuum, The Netherlands). The released thymocyles were washed 
twice in phosphate buffered saline (pH 7.8) supplemented with 0.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin. 
Mononuclear cells (MNC) were isolated from 151 T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) patients 
at initial diagnosis, from peripheral blood (PB) of healthy volunteers, and from neonatal cord blood (NCB) 
by Ficoll paque(density 1.077 g/ml; Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) densitycentrifugation.AII human tissue 
and cell samples were obtained with the approval of the Medical Ethics Committee of the Erasmus 
University Rotterdam and University Hospital Rotterdam (Rotterdam, The Netherlands). 

Twenty-six hUman continuous T cell lines were analyzed. The T cell Jines were classified by their 
TCR immunophenotype; TCR - cell lines: ARR, CCRF-CEM, CML-Tl, COL-21, GHI, HSB-2, JVM-2, 
Karpas299, MOLT-3, MOLT-4, MT-I, PI2/ICHlKAWA,PF-382, RPMI-8402,SKW-3, SUP-TI, SUP
T3, and ST-4; TCR-yo+ cell lines: Louey and PEER; and TCR-Q:S+ cell lines: HPB-ALL, HUT-78, 
JURKAT, Ke-37, KT-l, and MOLT-16 (22, 23). Celiline HeLa (adenoeareinoma)was used as a germline 
control in Southern blot analysis. 

Soulhern blot analysis and quanlitalion 
DNA was isolated from thymocytes, MNC, and T celilincs, digested with the restrktion enzymes 

BgllI, EcoRI, or HindUI, size fractionated in agarose gels (0.7%), and transferred to Nytran-13N nylon 
membranes (Schleicher and Schuell, Dassel, Germany) as previously described (2). TCR-o rearrangements 
were studied by hybridizationof the filters using our series of 16 TCR-o gene DNA probes (Figure 1) (17), 
which were 32p random oligonucleotide labeled. DNA probe TCRAJ58 (JQ:58; 545 bPi Figure 1) was 
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obtained by cloning the purified polymerase chain reaction (peR) amplification product of granulocyte 
__ ","_uDNA from a hea!.tlJY_,YQlun.!.~!, using_sP£91u£",Q!igQ1!~clet)tid~P1LI11_~!~(!~bl~JJ~,~,,_,,~,,~,_"'_,~,~,~,,~ _ 

Hybridizationswere analyzed with Fuji NIF-RX films (Fuji Photo Film Co .• Tokyo, Japan), or wHh 
a phosphor-imager (Phospholmager; Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA) using ImageQuaNT analysis 
software, 

peR amlJlification analysis 
peR analysis was performed using 1 p.g DNA, 12.5 pmol 5' and 3' primers, and 1 unit of AmpUTaq 

DNA polymerase (Perkin~ElmerCetus, Norwalk, CT) in 100 p.1 reaction volume. Oligonucleotide primers 
used are listed in Table I. The first peR cycle was performed al 94°C for 3 min, 600C for I min, and 
720C for 3 min in a thermal cycler (Perkin~Elmer Cetus), followed by denaturation, annealing and 
extension steps for another 39 cycles at 94°C for 1 min, 60°C for 1 min, and 72°C for 3 min, respectively. 
Finally, an additional extension step of 720C for 7 min was performed. Ten microliter of PCR 
amplificationproducl was analyzed by electrophoresisin ethidium-bromidcstained 1.2% agarose gels. The 
specificity of the amplified fragments was validated by their predicted size and most of these fragments 
were fUrther identified with oligonucleotide hybridization experiments. Furthermore, DNA of cell line 
HeLa and water were used as negative controls in all experiments. All peR primers were proven to be 
functional, because peR analysis with coding joint and signal joint primers amplified germline fragments 
of the predicted size. 

TABLE I. Oligonucleotide primers used in the construction of DNA probes or peR amplificaliorf 

Primers for construction Primers for peR analysis Primers for PCR analysis 
of DNA probes of coding joints of signal joints 

code position length code position length code position length 
(bp)b (bp) (bp)b (bp) (bp)b (bp) 

Jc<S8pS' +48 33 oRec-S'E -204 33 oRecsj3' +213 28 
Jc<S8p3' +526 35 V&1-5'XBg -252 34 VOIsj3' +84 24 
Jc<53p5' +1 3S V02-5's -242 32 V02sj3' +2S 24 
Jc<S3pY + 178 33 V03-S's -243 27 V03sj3' -247 23 
oRecsjS' +71 34 V04-S'XBg -240 33 Dol-5's -26 34 
1JtJasj3 ' -67 33 VOS-S'XBg - -238 33 Dol-3'xBg +23 34 
Jc<58sj3 ' -68 26 V06-3' -30 23 D02-5'xBg -11 33 

Dol-5's -34 34 Do2-3's +40 28 
Dol-3'xBg +30 34 D03-5's -30 31 
Do2-S'XBg -20 33 D03-3'XBg +38 33 
D02-3's +49 28 JolsjS' -139 24 
D03-S's -43 31 J02sjS' -9 2S 
D03-YXBg +SI 33 J03sjS' -130 23 
JOl-3'xBg +IS7 31 fJasj5 ' -127 27 
J02-3's +64 32 Jc<S8sjS' -99 34 
J03-3' s +88 32 
1JtJa-3'H + lOS 34 
Jc<S8-3'E +40 33 

8, Only limited information is provided in this table, because most primers have been pUblished (6, 10, 
14, 17~19, 36-39). Additional oligonucleotide primer 
information can be obtained from the authors. 

b, The position of the 3' site oftlIe oligonucleotide primers is indicated upstream (-) or downstream (+) 
relative to the cleavage site of the RSS. 
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Sequence analysis 
A germ line DNA fragment of 224 bp immediately downstream of the J0:53 gene segment, as well 

-- - --- - 'as"as'eries'oC-34'''oRec=r&58'rearrangement'sweic'-PCK'amplified-'usingsi,')'e'cificolig-ri'iiuCieotide-iiriineis--- -
(listed in Table I) and cloned into pUC19 vector, Sequence reactions were performed with a T7-sequencing 
kit (Pharmacia), following the manufactor's instructions using 35S radiolabeling, and run in a normal 
denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gel. 

RESULTS 

Southel'O blot patterns of the TCR-b-deleting element bRec 
DNA from fetal and postnatal thymocytes and DNA from MNC of NCB and 

adult PB was analyzed by Southern blotting for rearrangements of the TCR-b-deleting 
element bRec, using the TCRDRE probe. Besides the germline band, several 
rearranged bands were visible (Fignre 2, middle panel). The most prominent 
rearranged band in all cell samples represented bRec-fJa rearrangements (II). We 
were interested whether we could identify the other preferential rearrangements. 

Our series of 16 TCR-b probes (Figure 1)(17) was used to detect and identify 
these preferential bRec rearrangements. In fetal thymocytes two rearranged bands 
with different density were detectable, besides the bRec-fJa rearranged band (Fignre 
2, middle panel). The weaker rearranged band could be attributed to bRec-Db3 
rearrangements, whereas the stronger rearranged band could not be identified with 
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Figure 2. Southern blot analysis of preferential rearrangements of the liRec, 1fJo:, and J0:58 gene 
segments, Lane 1, control DNA (cell line HeLa); lane 2, fetal thymus (18 weeks); lane 3, postnatal 
thymus (3 days), lane 4, postnatal thymus (10 month); lane 5, postnatallhymus (15 years); lane 6, NCB; 
lane 7, PB (16 years); lane 8, PB (28 years), Filters with HilldIlI digested DNA were succe.:::sively 
hybridized with the ,,,In: probe TCRAPJ (left panel), the .Rec probe TCRDRE (middle panel), and the 
J0:58 probe TCRAJ58 (right panel), All identified rearranged bands and sizes are indicated, G indicates 
the germline band. 
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our VO, Do, or Jo DNA probes. An additional faint rearranged band could be 
_ . _ detected.afterlongfilmexposure, and.wasJdentified as IlRec,J03.r earrangement{data . 

not shown). 
In addition to the oRec-IfJa rearranged band, we detected two rearranged bands 

with different density in postnatal thymocytes (Figure 2, middle panel). The weaker 
rearranged band could be attributed to oRec-JOI rearrangements, whereas the stronger 
rearranged band was identical to the yet uncharacterized band in fetal thymocytes. 
Comparable to oRec-IfJa, this latter rearranged band was also visible in MNC of 
NCB and adult PB as a very faint rearranged band after long exposure times (data not 
shown). 

Preferential oRec-JaSS rearrangements 
The second most prominent rearranged oRec band in fetal and postnatal 

thymocytes could not be identified with our TCR-o DNA probes. Therefore we 
investigated whether this band contained oRec-Ja rearrangements. Southern blot 
analysis with three different restriction enzyme digests (BgnI, EcoRI, and HilldIU) 
was perfornled and the sizes of the restriction fragments of the unknown rearranged 
oRec bands were estimated. These estimated fragment sizes were compared with the 
calculated sizes of BgnI, EcoRI, and HilldIU restriction fragments of oRec-Ja 
rearrangements; i.e. calculated for all 61 TCR-JQ! gene segments. These calculations 
were based on our oRec restriction map (17), and the TCR-Ja sequence data obtained 
by Koop et al. (19) (EMBL database accession no M94081). 

The estimated oRec-Ja fragment sizes of the BgnI and Hil/dIII digests were 
identical to the calculated sizes of oRec-Ja58 rearrangements. However, the estimated 
size of the EcoRI digest was 7.7 kilobase pairs (kb) smaller than the calculated size. 
A sinlilar 7.7 kb discrepancy was found in cell line HSB-2, which seemed to contain 
a oRec-Ja59 rearrangement. We performed Southern blot analysis using our Ja58 
probe (TCRAJ58; Figure I), which indeed allowed the detection and identification 
of the preferential oRec-Ja58 rearrangement on filters containing HilldIII digested 
DNA (Figure 2, right panel). 

Southern blot analysis of EcoRI digested DNA samples from 18 thymi and 5 cell 
lines showed the presence of an EcoRI polymorphism in 73 % of the alleles 
(Figure 3A). Furthermore, by cloning and sequencing 224 bp of DNA, 7.7 kb 
downstream of the Ja58 gene segment, we were able to map the polymorphic EcoRI 
site 95 bp downstream of the RSS cleavage site of the Ja53 gene segment (Figure 
3B). 

Sequence analysis of oRec-JaSS junctional regions 
A total series of 34 oRec-Ja58 junctional region sequences was analyzed to 

determine their diversity and to investigate whether Do gene segments can occur in 
these junctional regions. The sequences of the various cell samples are presented in 
Figure 4. In fetal thymocytes, the mean number of inserted nucleotides was lower 
than in postnatal thymocytes (4.8 versus 6.3 nuc!eotides, respectively). The mean 
nnmber of deleted nucleotides in fetal and postnatal thymocytes was comparable (7.5 
and 7.9 nucleotides, respectively). P-region nucleotides were observed in 15% of the 
seqnences (5/34). 
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Figure 3. EeoRI polymorphism 
downstream of the JaS3 gene segment. 
A. Southern blot analysis for the 
detection of the polymorphic EeoRI 
restriction site in cell line HeL'l, a 
thymocyte sample, and T cell line HSB-
2. The EeoRI filter was successively 
hybridized with the oRec probe 
TCRDRE, and the JedS probe 
TCRAJ58. The HeLa cell line and the 
thymus sample are heterozygous for the 
EeoRI restriction site, Two oRec-Jo:58 
rearranged bands are detectable in the 
thymus cell sample. The HSB-2 cell 
line is homozygous for the EeoRI 
polymorphism, containing a 11.6 kb 
oRcc-J0:59 rearranged hand. n. EcoRI 
polymorphism at 95 bp downstream of 
the RSS cleavage site of the J0:53 gene 
segment. The nucleotide is either a C 
or a T (EeaRI site). The possible 
configurations are presented: CIC, CIT, 
TIT. 

We could identify putative Do-derived nucleotides in 47% of the junctional 
regions (underlined sequences in Figure 4). Although in some junctional regions 
(4/34) five putative Do3 derived nucleotides were present, no complete Do gene 
segments were observed. 

PCR analysis of signal joints of rearrangements of the bRec gene segment 
If oRec gene segments rearrange directly to the J«58 gene segments, then 

circular excision products, containing J«58-oRec signal joints, should be detectable 
by PCR analysis. We investigated the occurrence of signal joints of several oRec 
rearrangements. We were able to detect large amounts of PCR products of J«58-
oRec and ,pJ«-oRec signal joints in both fetal and postnatal thymocytes and tbese 
PCR products were also found in MNC of NCB and adult PB (Figure 5, Table 
II). 

Do3-oRec signal joints were observed in fetal and postnatal thymocytes, but 
not in PB. DOl-oRec signal joints were not detectable in any of the tested cell 
samples, but Do2-oRec signal joints were observed in all cell samples (Figure 5, 
Table II). No Jo3-oRec and Jo2-oRec signal joints were observed in any sample 
tested. Although a weak peR signal of 10 l-oRec signal joints was observed in 
postnatal thymocytes, no 101-oRec signal joints were detectable in fetal 
thymocytes and PB. 

Ratio of the preferential bRec rearrangements 
To obtain insight into the relative frequencies of the preferential bRec 

rearrangements, the relative density of the germline and rearranged bands was 
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FETAL THYMUS 
-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-,-,- -~-~-~oReG-~-- _ junctional_reg ion_ ____ Ja58 ___ ~~~ __ 

GTGTGAGGAGCC TTTAAGAAACCA 

G AAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC AAGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGC TTAAGAAACCA 
GTG CCG AGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGC AGG GAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC TCG GAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC GGGG GAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC GGGGG CC* 
GTGTGAGG GGGCTA AAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGC GGGGAG ACC* 
GTGTGAGGA CCCTCTCT AGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC TCGCGTATGG AACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC CTGGGTTCGGGGAG GAAACC* 

POSTNATAL THYMUS 
oRec junctional region Ja58 

GTGTGAGGAGCC TTTAAGAAACCA 

GTGTGAGGAGCC TTAAGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC CC TTAAGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC CGGG GAAACCA 
GT TAGGGG GAAACCA 
GTGTGAGG GGCTCT GAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC gGAAGA AAACCA 
GTGTGAGGA CCCTAAT TTTAAGAAACCA 
-19 GATGGGTAGGG AACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC gAGTTGAGGTGGTGG GAAACCA 

PERIPHERAL BLOOD 
ORec junctional region Ja58 

GTGTGAGGAGCC TTTAAGAAACCA 

GTGTGA AAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC g TAAGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAG GG GAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAG AG AGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC CGGG CCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC ggTGT AGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC GGGGTG AGAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGA CCGGAGG GAAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGC TCCCGCTC AAACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC ggGGGGGG AACC* 
GTGTGAGGAGCC GGGAAAGAT ACCA 
GTGTGAGGAGCC TCTTGCACG TAAGAAACA 

DOl GAAATAGT 

D02 CCTTCCTAC 

D03 ACTGGGGGATACG 

Figure 4. Junctional region sequences of oRec-Ja58 rearrangements in fctal thymocytes, postnatal 
thymocytes, and adult PB. Germline sequences are double underlined, putative Do-derived l1uclcotides 
are single underlined, and lower characters represent P-region nucleotides. Nucleotides which might be 
assigned as either P-region nucleotides or Do derived nucJeotides are underlined and indicated in italics. 
* indicates a junctional region with five nuclcotides, which might be derived from the 063 gene segment 
(see text). Germline D6 gene segment sequences are also depicted. 
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signal joint with 6Rec 

__ __ ,_,_,_,_,,_,~~,~D51:""',_,,~,,_,,_~~DB2 .. ~~ __ ~~_~DB3'_"'~"'~~~~lVJCL-.-------~,~,_,_~Ja5B. 

2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 

-
hybridized with cRecsJ5' probe 

Figure S. PCR analysis of signal joints of ~Rcc"D~I, ~Rec-Do2, ~Ree-D~3, oRee-t/-Ja and oRee-Jo:58 
rearrangements. PCR products were analyzed by electrophoresis in ethidium bromide stained agarose gels 
followed by blotting and hybridization with the ~Recsj5 ~ oligonucleotide probe. DNA was obtained from 
cell line HeLa (lane I), fetal thymocytes (lane 2), postnatallhymocyles (lane 3), and adult PB (lane 4). 
* The observed bands represent Do2-~Rec signal joints, which can be amplified from circular excision 
products because of the short distance between the Dol and Do2 gene segments. 

measured by use of a phosphor-imager. In both fetal and postnatal thymocytes the 
density of the oRec->,Ha rearranged band was nearly equal to the germline band, 
whereas the density of the oRec->,Ha rearranged band in MNC of NCB and adult PB 
was only -I % of the gerrnline band. In fetal thymocytes the ratio between oRec->,Ha 
and oRec-Do3 rearrangements was 10: I. In postnatal thymocytes the ratio between 
oRec->,Ha and oRec-Jol rearrangements was approximately 8: I. The density of the 
oRec-Ja58 rearranged band was only three times less than the oRec->,Ha rearranged 
band in both fetal and postnatal thymocytes. We were not able to reliably determine 
the ratio of oRec-fJa and oRec-Ja58 rearrangements in MNC of NCB or adult PB, 
because of the faintness of the rearranged bands. 

TABLE II. peR analysis of signaIjoints of ~Rec rearrangementS' 

signal joint 

Dol-oRec 
Do2-oRec 
Do3-oRec 
JOI-oRcc 
Jo2-oRee 
Jo3-oRec 
t/-Jo:-oRec 
Jo:58-oRec 

fetal thymus 

+ 
++ 

++ 
++ 

postnatal thymus 

++ 
+ 
± 

++ 
++ 

peripheral blood 

+ 

+ 
+ 

a. Symbols used for density of the PCR product: + +, strong band; + I moderate band; ±, faint band; 
-, no PCR product visible in agarose gel. 
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Southern blot patterns of the TCR-b-deleting element !{tJrx 
·------DNA-from-fetal-atld-postnatal-thymocytes-and-DNA-from-MNC-or-NCB·arrd---

adult PB was analyzed for the presence of #rx rearrangements by use of Southern 
blotting with the TCRAPJ probe. Besides the germline band and the IlRec-!{tJrx 
rearranged band, multiple rearranged bands could be detected (11). We were unable 
to identify these rearranged bands using our series of six Vil probes. Therefore, these 
rearranged bands probably represent other rearrangements, such as Vrx-!{tJrx 
rearrangements. 

PCR analysis of coding joints of Vo-!{tJrx and Vb-JrxS8 rearrangements 
Except for IlRec-!{tJrx rearrangements, we were not able to identify preferential 

#rx rearrangements by Southern blot analysis. To analyze coding joints of 
rearrangements of the six known Vil gene segments and the three Dil gene segments 
to the !{tJrx and Jrx58 gene segments, PCR analysis was performed on DNA from fetal 
and postnatal thymocytes as well as on DNA from MNC of NCB and adult PB. 

All Vil gene segments were able to rearrange to #rx and Jrx58 in fetal and 
postnatal thymocytes and adult PB (Figure 6, Table III). In MNC of NCB only V1l2-
!{tJrx rearrangements were easily detectable. 

Although DIlI-!{tJrx and DIlI-Jrx58 rearrangements could not be detected, DIl2-#rx 
and D1l2-Jrx58 rearrangements were detected in postnatal thymocytes, and DIl3-!{tJrx 
and D1l3-Jrx58 rearrangements were detectable in both fetal and postnatal thymocytes 
(Table III). 

A 

coding 
Joint 
with 
'l'Ja 

coding 
Joint 
with 
Jo:58 

B 

signal 
Joint 
with 
IjIJo: 

signal 
joint 
with 
J«S8 

Figure 6. peR analysis of coding 
joints (A) and signal joints (D) of 
YO and bRec rearrangements to the 
,pJex and JaS8 gene segments. DNA 
was obtained from fetal thymocytes 
(lane 1), postnatal thymocytes (lane 
2), and adult PB (lane 3). 
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TADLEIII. peR analysis of coding and signal joints of rearrangements to the 1f;JCi and JCi58 gene 
segmcnt~ 

5' gene segment 3' gene segment (primer) 
(primer) 

fJ", J",58 

FT PNT NCB PB FT PNT NCB PB 

coding joint 
V04 + ++ + + ++ ND + 
V06 ++ ++ ± ++ ± + ND ± 
VOl + ++ ± + + ++ ± + 
Vo5 + + ± + ++ ND ++ 
oRec + ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ 
V02 + + + + + + ± ± 
DOl 
Do2 + ± ± ND 
D03 + ± ± ± ± ± 
vo3 + ++ + ± + ± ± 
signal joint 
Vol + ++ ± ± + + ± ± 
oRec ++ ++ + + ++ ++ ++ + 
V02 
Dol 
Do2 
Do3 + ± + + ND 
V03 + + ± ± ± + 

a, Abbreviations used: FT, fetal thymocytes; PNT, postnatalthymocytes; NCB, neonatal cord blood; PB, 
adult peripheral blood; ND, not determined. Symbols used for density of the PCR product: + +, 
strong band; +, moderate band; ±, faint band; -, no PCR product visible in agarose gel. 

As expected from our Southern blot analysis, l'earrangements of oRec-y,Ja and 
oRec-Ja58 were easily detectable in all thymus and blood cell samples tested, 

peR analysis of signal joints of Vo-y,Ja and Vb-JaSS rearrangements 
The occurrence of signal joints of the most frequently used VO gene segments 

(Vol, V02, and V03) to y,Ja and Ja58 gene segments was investigated, We were able 
to detect y,Ja-Vol, y,Ja-V03, and Ja58-VOI signal joints in all cell samples tested as 
well as Ja58-V03 signal joints in fetal and postnatal thymocytes (Table III), We could 
not detect y,Ja-V02 01' Ja58-V02 signal joints with our peR analyses, although coding 
joints of the latter rearrangements were detectable (Table III, Figure 6), Signal joints 
of y,Ja-D03 and Ja58-D03 were observed in thymocytes, but signal joints using the 
Dol and 002 gene segments were not observed, 

To further investigate the occurrence of y,Ja-Vb2 or Ja58-V02 signal joints, we 
perfornled additional PeR-blotting-hybridization experinlents, We observed weak 
hybridization signals of y,Ja-V02 signal joints in postnatal thymocytes and Ja58-V02 
signal joints in fetal, postnatal thymocytes, and adult PB after long exposure tinles 
(Figure 7), 
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• • 
hybridized with vJnsj3' probe hybridized with Ju58sj3' probe 

Figure 7, peR analysis of signal joints of Vo2-lfJa 
and Vo2-Jcx58 rearrangements. peR products were 
analysed by electrophoresis in ethidium bromide 
stained aga[ose gels followed by blotting and 
hybridization with the v-Jasj3' and the J(X58sj3' 
oligonucleotide probes. DNA was obtained from 
fetallhymocytes (lane 1), postnatallhymocytes (lane 
2), adult PB (lane 3), and cell line HeLa (lane 4). 

Rearrangements of the bRec and Y,JOI gene segments In T-ALL and T cell lines 
As T-ALL are assumed to originate from cOltical thymocytes (2, 24), we also 

searched for rearrangements of the IJRec and #01 gene segments in 151 T-ALL with 
Southern blot analysis. We observed ten alleles containing a bRec rearrangement 
(Table IV), of which IJRec-JIJI and IJRec-#OI were found on three alleles (T022, 
T149, T062) and two alleles (T044, T078), respectively (Figure 8). Two other 
rearranged bands were identified as IJRec-J0I49 (TOI5) and IJRec-J0I39 (T068) 
rearrangements (Figure 8). The other three rearrangements could not be identified. 
Besides the two T-ALL samples with a bRec-y,Ja rearrangement, three additional 
unidentified rearrangements of the Y,JOI gene segment were observed. The majority 
(7/13) of the bRec and Y,JOI rearranged bands was found in immature TCR- T-ALL 
(Table IV). In three additional T-ALL patients (TOO I, TO 19, and T020) a weak IJRec
Y,JOI rearranged band was visible, which we estimated to represent 5 to 10% of the 
cells. 

11.6 -

7.5 -

6.4\. 
6.2 -
6.0 ..... 
5.4 -

- oRec-Ju59 

- oRec-Ju39 
/oRec-J(.(49 
- oRec-'{fJu 
"'tiRec-Jo1 
'G 

Figure 8. Southern blot analysis of 
rearrangements of the bRec gene 
segment in T~ALL and a T cell 
line. Lane 1, control DNA (cell 
line HeLa); lane 2, T-ALL T078; 
lane 3, T~ALL T068j lane 4, T~ 

ALL TOt5; lane 5, T-ALL T062, 
lane 6, T cell line HSB-2. The 
filter containing EeoR! digested 
DNA was hybridized with the oRec 
probe TCRDRE. 
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TADLEIV. Allelic frequency of TCR-o deletions and configuration of the TCR-o-deletingelements 
ORec and f]or in T·ALL and T cell line subgroups defined by TCR phenotype 

--,-,-,-,-,-,,-,---- --,-,-,-,--,-,~,-,-,-,,~- .. -,-,-,-,-,-,- -,,-,-,~-,,-,,-,~--~,-,,-,~-,-,~,-,-,-.~ 

bReca ~Jc1' 

cell sample TCR-o deletion G R D G R D 
(number) (number of alleles) (number of alleles) (number of alleles) 

T·ALL 
TCR- 22% 53% 4% 43% 76% 2% 22% 
(n=76) (33) (SO) (6) (66) (116) (3) (33) 
TCR-')'~+ 2% 40% 2% 58% 98% 2% 0% 
(n=30) (I) (24) (I) (31) (59) (I) (0) 

TCR·,,/l+ 82% 16% 3% 81% 18% 1% 82% 
(n=4S) (74) (14) (3) (73) (16) (I) (73) 

T cell lines 
TCR- 83% 8% 6% 86% 14% 6% 81% 
(n=18) (30) (3) (2) (31) (5) (2) (29) 
TCR-')'~+ 25% 25% 0% 75% 75% 0% 25% 
(0=2) (I) (I) (0) (3) (3) (0) (I) 
TCR-«/l+ 100% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 100% 
(n=6) (12) (0) (0) (12) (0) (0) (12) 

a. Configuration or the gene segments: G, allele in gcrmlinc configuration; R, rearranged allele; D, 
deleted allele. 

Twenty·six human continuous T cell lines were analyzed by Southern blotting. 
We detected two rearranged bands with the TCRDRE probe in cell line HSB·2 and 
identified them as oRec-l/;Ja and oRec-Ja59 rearrangements (Figure 8). An additional 
cell line (ARR) was found to contain an unidentified rearrangement of the I/;Ja gene 
segment. As shown in Table IV, most T cell lines contain deletions of the oRec 
andlor I/;Ja gene segments on one or hoth alleles. 

DISCUSSION 

Deletion of the TCR·o gene plays an important role in the bifurcation of the 
TCR-')'o and TCR'aJJ differentiation lineages (8). The high frequency of oRec·I/;Ja 
rearrangements in human thymocytes (7, 10, II and this study) strongly suggest that 
the major fraction of the thymocytes use this nonfunctional rearrangement to delete 
their TCR·o genes during differentiation (9, 25, 26). Although the oRec-I/;Ja 
rearrangement seems to be the most prominent TCR·o·deleting rearrangement in 
human thymocytes, other gene segments can preferentially rearrange to one of these 
so· called TCR·o·deleting elements. Based on our extensive Southern blot analysis, we 
identified two types of preferential oRec rearrangements: rearrangements to TCR-o 
gene segments (oRec-D03, oRec-JOl, and IlRec-J03) and TCR·o-deleting 
rearrangements to TCR·Ja gene segments (oRec-l/;Ja and oRec-J(58). 

The oRec gene segment is not homologous to any V 0 gene segment. However, 
we found that the occurrence of preferential oRec rearrangements to Dil or Jo gene 
segments parallels the occurrence of several VO rearrangements during human 
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ontogeny, i.e. oRec-D03 and oRec-J03 compared to V02-D03 and V02-J03 in fetal 
thymocytes (16, 27, 28), and oRec-Jol compared to Vo-JOl in postnatal thymocytes 
(16:27;~~29)~earrangementonheoR:ecgenesegmenflOlheDOr or~J 01 gene .~ ... 
segments does not delete the complete TCR-o gene, as other upstream Vo gene 
segments can potentially rearrange to the downstream Jo gene segments. The oRec-
J03 rearrangement on the other hand, will exclude functional TCR-o gene 
rearrangements on that allele. 

Several studies have shown that preferential V02-J03 rearrangements in fetal 
thymocytes contain D03 gene segments (16, 27). To investigate the presence or 
absence of Do gene segments in preferential oRec-103 rearrangements, we analyzed 
signal joints. Signal joints, which generally reside in circular excision products, tell 
exactly which gene segments have rearranged to each other, because they remain 
stable, i.e. are unaffected by ongoing rearrangements. For the detection of signal 
joints, PCRprimers were developed downstream of the RSS of the 5' gene segment, 
and upstream of the RSS of the 3' gene segment (Table I). This position of the 
primers excludes the detection of signal joints from oRec-103 rearrangements which 
contain Do gene segments. The absence of J03-oRec signal joints in our PCR analysis 
suggests that the oRec gene segment preferably rearranges to the J03 gene segment 
via Do gene segments. In contrast to the previOUSly described Vol-D02-D03-Jol 
preferential rearrangement in postnatal thymocytes (16, 27, 29), our signal joint 
analysis show that the oRec gene segmeilt can directly rearrange to the 10 I gene 
segment in postnatal thymocytes. 

Although our initial Southern blot analyses were hampered by a polymorphic 
EcoRl site downstream of the Ja53 gene segment, we could demonstrate that the 
oRec-JaS8 rearrangement is the second most prominent rearrangement of the oRec 
gene segment in human thymocytes. Unlike previously pUblished data, which 
described the absence of distinct JaS8 rearranged bands in thymocytes (21), we were 
able to detect rearranged bands in fetal and postnatal thymocytes using our JaS8 
DNA probe. Based on our densitometric studies, we estimate that the oRec-\Ha and 
oRec-Ja58 rearrangements represent -68% and -23%, respectively, of all 
detectable oRec rearrangements in human thymocytes. The nonfunctional oRec-JaS8 
rearrangement also deletes the TCR-o gene, which makes the Ja58 gene segment an 
important TCR-o-deleting element. 

The oRec-.pJa rearrangement appears to be comparable to Va-Ja 
rearrangements, based on the absence of complete Do gene segments in their 
junctional region sequences (II). We show that oRec-Ja58 junctional sequences do 
also not contain complete Do gene segments. Nevertheless we observed five 
junctional region sequences with four putative D03 derived nucleotides and four 
sequences with tlve putative D03 derived nucleotides; most of these nucleotides 
(36/40) appeared to be 0 nucleotides. In four of these junctional regions two 0 
nucleotides can also be regarded as P-region nucleotides (Figure 4). Furthermore, 
preferential utilization of 0 nucleotides and 00 dinucleotides can be explained by the 
enzymatic activity of terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (30), implicating that we 
must be cautious to assign these 0 nucleotides to be D03 derived. 

To further investigate the occurrence of Do gene segments in preferential oRec
Ja58 and oRec-#a rearrangements, we analyzed signal joints. The presence of high 
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levels of Ja58-oRec and ~Ja-oRec signal joints demonstrates that the oRee gene 
-- --segment-preferentially--rearrange-directly-to-the-I aS8-and- #a--gene--segments.--

Fonnally, this does not exclude that some of the oRec-#a and oRec-Ja58 
rearrangements contain a Do gene segment. 

The absence of Do derived nucleotides in oRec-#a and oRec-Ja58 
rearrangements suggests that TCR-o-deleting rearrangements to the #a and Ja58 
gene segments are Va-Ja like rearrangements. To investigate whether this also 
applies to Vo-#a and Vo-Ja58 rearrangements, we perfonned PCR analysis, because 
preferential Vo-#a rearrangements are not detectable by Southern blot analysis, 
indicating that they probably occur in less than 5 % of the cells. PCR analysis of 
coding joints demonstrated that both the #a and Ja58 gene segments can rearrange 
to the six known VO gene segments in thymocytes. All Vo-#a and Vo-Ja58 
rearrangements will delete the TCR-o gene, except for the V03-~Ja and V03-Ja58 
inversional rearrangements. Although the Ja58 gene segment contains a stop codon 
three nucleotides downstream from the RSS heptamer, exonuclease activity during 
Vo-Ja58 rearrangements can result in functional rearrangements, in contrast to Vo
#a rearrangements (19). Indeed, Giachino et al. (21) showed that 80% of the V02-
Ja58 rearrangements in human thymocytes were functional. Several studies have 
shown the presence ofVo-Ja-Ca transcripts in PB (31-34), and it was estimated that 
approximately 1 % of PB lymphocytes contain Vo-Ja-Ca transcripts (35). Therefore, 
we were not sUlprised to t1nd Vo-Ja58 rearrangements in PB. The occurrence of VO
#a rearrangements in PB lymphocytes indicates that they reside on the nonfunctional 
allele. 

To further investigate the genesis of Vo-#a and Vo-Ja58 rearrangements, we 
evaluated the presence or absence of Do gene segments in these rearrangements via 
signal joint analysis. Both Vol and V03 rearrange directly to the ~Ja and Ja58 gene 
segments, and are therefore homologous to Va-Ja rearrangements. Interestingly, the 
lack of #a-V02 and Ja58-Vo2 signal joints in our PCR analyses and the faint 
hybridization signals of these signal joints suggests that the V 02 gene segment 
preferentially rearranges to the ~Ja and Ja58 gene segment via a Do gene segment. 
This is supported by experiments of Giachino et al. (21), which showed Do derived 
nucleotides in 10 of 11 Vo2-Ja58 rearrangements. 

T-ALL and most available T cell lines are assumed to originate from cortical 
thymocytes (2, 24). Based on the abundance of oRec-~Ja and oRec-Ja58 
rearrangements in thymocytes, we expected to find high frequencies of these 
rearrangements in T-ALL. In contrast only two T-ALL and one T cell line contained 
oRec-~Ja rearrangements, while oRec-Ja58 rearrangements were not observed in our 
series of 151 T-ALL and 26 T cell lines. An explanation for this discrepancy might 
be that these rearranged gene segments exist for an extremely short period during 
thymocyte differentiation, and are instantly replaced by Va-Ja rearrangements. In 
that case oRec-#a and oRec-Ja58 rearrangements are part of circular excision 
pmducts, which might still be detectable in the thymus, but which will disappear by 
dilution in dividing T-ALL cells and T cell lines. In three additional T-ALL patients 
we observed a weak oRec-~Ja rearranged band. This rearranged band could represent 
a small T-ALL subclone (5-10% of MNC) containing a oRec-~Ja rearrangement, or 
'background' of oRec-#a rearrangements from normal blood cells. The latter 
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explanation is less likely, because nonnal T cells represent a minor fraction in blood 
---of-T-Abb-patients-at-diagnosis.-~~--·- .-~ ---.- ----.-~~--~-~-

We conclude from our study that preferential rearrangements of the oRec gene 
segment playa pivotal role during human T cell development, with oRec-,pJa and 
oRec-JaS8 being the most prominent oRec rearrangements. Preferential 
rearrangements of the oRec gene segment to 003, Jol, and J03 gene segments parallel 
and are homologous to Yo-JO rearrangements during human ontogeny, whereas the 
most prominent oRec rearrangements to IfJa and JaS8 are homologous to Ya-Ja 
rearrangements. Only the latter oRec rearrangements are essential for deletion of the 
TCR-o locus. Except for oRec-,pJa other IfJa rearrangements could not be identified 
by Southern blot analysis. Nevertheless we were able to detect Yo-,pJa and Yo-Ja58 
TCR-o deleting rearrangements by PCR analysis. Comparable to oRec-If]a and oRec
JaS8 rearrangements, also Yo-IfJa and Yo-Ja58 rearrangements are homologous to 
Ya-Ja rearrangements, except for Y02-,pJa and V02-Ja58 rearrangements which 
resemble Yo-Jo rearrangements, because the majority of their junctional regions 
contain Do gene segments. Our data show that virtually all TCR-o deletional 
rearrangements are Ya-like rearrangements. Based on the very low frequency of oRec 
and IfJa rearrangements in 4 % of the T-ALL patients (n= lSI) and 6% of the T cell 
lines (n=26), we hypothesize that rearranged TCR-o-deleting elements exist for only 
an extremely short period during thymocyte differentiation. However the high 
frequency of these rearrangements during human ontogeny suggests that most human 
thymocytes use these rearrangements to further differentiate into the TCR-aJ] lineage. 
This supports the hypothesis that TCR-o deletion is essential for subsequent Ya-Ja 
rearrangements. 
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS 

The T cell receptor (TCR)-a and TCR-o gene segments are interspersed on 
chromosome 14qll. The TCR-o locus is located between the Va and Ja gene 
segments (1). Therefore deletion of the TCR-o gene plays an important role in the 
bifurcation of the TCR-aJl versus TCR-,),o differentiation lineages (2-4). 

Two non-functional TCR-o-deleting gene segments (oRec and l/IJa) have been 
identified which flank the major part of the TCR-o gene (Figure IA) (2). The high 
frequency of oRec-fJa rearrangements in human thymocytes suggests that a major 
fraction of the thymocytes use this rearrangement to delete their TCR-o genes. We 
recently showed that oRec-Ja58 rearrangements also occur at high frequency in 
human thymocytes, which makes the Ja58 gene segment an additionally important 
TCR-o-deleting element (5). 

Despite the identification of several TCR-o-deleting elements, little is known 
about the precise regulation of TCR-o deletion prior to Va-Ja reafl'angement. The 
position of the oRec gene segment as a major TCR-o-deleting element is peculiar, 
because several VO gene segments (VIll, VIl4, Vo5, and V06) are located upstream 
of the oRec gene segment (Figure IA). Therefore, rearrangements of these VO gene 
segments will delete the oRec gene segment. On the other hand, Vo-Ja 
rearrangements will delete the TCR-o gene as well, and these rearrangements can 
indeed be detected in human thymocytes (5). 

Several studies have shown the presence of Vo-Ja-Ca transcripts in human 
thymocytes and peripheral blood (PB) (6-10). These studies suggest a difference in 
Ja gene segment usage between Vol on the one hand, and V02 and V03 on the other 
hand. We recently analyzed Vo-fJa and Vo-Ja58 reafl'angements and found that the 
V02 gene segment does not preferentially rearrange directly to the fJa and Ja58 gene 
segments, but rearranges via Do gene segments, whereas the Vol, oRec, and V03 
gene segments can more easily rearrange directly to the fJa and Ja58 gene segments 

1 Submitted for publication 
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Figure 1. A. Map of the complete hUman TCR·~ gene and Ihe complete human TCR-Jcx to Ca region, 
The gene segments and enhancer (enlt) regions are indicated as solid boxes. The map from Co to the 
TCRo: enhancer was based on the sequence from koop et al. (2S)(EMBL accession no. M94081). Only 
Jo: gene segments used in this study are named. n. Comparison of relative rearrangement frequencies of 
Vli-JMJcx or liRec-JolJcx in fetal thymus (left column), postnatal thymus (middle column) and PBMNC 
(right column). The upstream gene segments analyzed are indicated at the left, and the downstream J gene 
segments are indicated below each diagram. The bars represent the relative intensity of the signals of the 
PCR products. They therefore only represent a rough estimation of the rearrangement distribution between 
the cell samples. 

(5). In order to further characterize the differences between these gene segments, 
rearrangements of Vol, oRec, V02, and V03 to three Do, three JO, and 16 (randomly 
chosen) Je> gene segments were analyzed (Figure IA), using the polymerase chain 
reaction (peR). 

The cell samples consisted of a fetal thymus from 18 weeks of gestation, three 
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postnatal thymus samples of children undergoing cardiac surgery at the age of 9 days, 
------101ll0Iltll;<md-15-years,and mononuclear cells-(MNG)-isola ted-from-FB-of-a-healthy------__ 

volunteer as described (5). DNA was extracted from the obtained cell samples as 
described (II). Of each DNA sample I JIg was amplified in 100 Jll PCR mixture 
using 12.5 pmol specific oligonucleotide primers (5, 12). DNA of cell line BeLa and 
water were used as negative controls in all experiments. Ten microliter of PCR 
amplification products was loaded on 1.2 % ethidium-bromide agarose gels. The bands 
of the PCR products were visualized with UV light. A life-size photograph was made 
with a reflex-camera and used for scarming at a resolution of 100 dots per inch 
(Collorscallller 2, Bighscreen, Wurselen, Germany). Specificity of the amplified 
fragments was validated by their predicted size. The intensity of these bands was 
measured using computer software as described (13), to obtain a rough measure for 
the occurrence of the studied rearrangements. The measured values of the duplicate 
PCR experiments were always comparable, and the mean values of these experiments 
are presented in Figure lB. We have no reason to assume that differences in PCR 
products were obtained by the use of inappropriate oligonucleotide primers, because 
most of the primers have been previously used for cloning of rearranged and germline 
gene segments (5, 12, 14, 15) and most of the obtained fragments were further 
identified with oligonucleotide hybridization experiments. 

Due to the high sensitivity of the PCR amplification technique a lot of 
rearrangements showed a positive signal. The VOl gene segment rearranges easily to 
the most upstream Ja gene segments' (except for J(59), and to Ja gene segments in 
the middle of the Ja locus, but rearrangements to gene segments downstream of Ja27 
occur less frequently (Figure I B). The main difterence between rearrangements in 
fetal thymocytes and postnatal thymocytes is the amount of PCR products. In 
PBMNC, the amount ofPCR products is less than in fetal and postnatal thymocytes. 
Still almost all tested vln -Ja rearrangements were observed in PBMNC, which is in 
line with a previous study by Miossec et al. (6). 

Interestingly, rearrangements of the oRec, V02, and V03 gene segments to Ja 
gene segments are very much alike. They have a high preference of using the most 
upstream Ja gene segments, and the amount of PCR products rapidly declines when 
Ja gene segments are used downstream of the Ja53 (in case of oRec) or Ja49 (in case 
of V02 and V03) gene segments (Figure 1B). The amount of PCR products of oRec 
and V02 rearrangements is larger than of the V03 gene segment in all samples tested. 
This might be explained by the fact that rearrangements of the V03 gene segment are 
always inversional and are therefore probably more difficult (16). There is little 
difference between the amount of PCR products in fetal and postnatal thymocytes, 
but, as with the Vol gene segment, less PCR amplification products are observed in 
PBMNC (Figure IB). Although Vo-Ja rearrangements can be found in PBMNC, this 
does not mean that Vo-Ja-Ca transcripts are present in PBMNC. For instance, V02-
Ja-Ca transcripts are not observed in PBMNC (8), whereas VOl-Ja-Ca, and Vo3-Ja
Ca transcripts are detectable ill PBMNC (6, 7, 9). 

Vol, V02, and V03 gene segments are the most frequently used VO gene 
segments ill TCR-yo+ Tcells (4,9). Rearrangements of the VOl, V02, and Vo3 gene 
segments to the Do3 gene segment were easily detected in all cell samples tested, 
whereas rearrangements of the V 0 gene segments to the Do I gene segment were not 
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observed and rearrangements to the D02 gene segment were hardly detectable (Figure 
________ lB) ._The_Iatter_can_be_explained_by_the_fact_tha t-wecalmot-detect--Vo=D02-coding---- -

joints which are included in Vo-D02-D03(-Jo) rearrangements due to the position of 
the PCR primers. We observed rearrangements of the Vo gene segments to Jo gene 
segments, although rearrangements to the J02 gene segment were hardly detectable 
in most cell samples. The oRec gene segment is also able to rearrange to tlle D03 
gene segment in all cell samples tested, and to the JOI and J03 gene segments in 
postnatal thymocytes. This is in line Witll our recent observation that preferential 
rearrangements of VO gene segments to Do and Jo gene segments during human 
ontogeny, parallel oRec rearrangements to these gene segments (5). 

Based on the amount of PCR amplification products, we observed a difference 
in Vo-JO rearrangements compared to Vo-Jex rearrangements between the VO gene 
segments. The amount of V02-Do and V02-JO PCR products is slightly higher than 
the amount of V02-Jex PCR products, whereas Vol-Do and VOI-Jo rearrangements 
seem to occur less frequent than Vol-Jex rearrangements in both thymocytes and 
PBMNC. The oRec gene segment seems to resemble the pattern of the VOl gene 
segment, whereas the (low) amount of PCR products of the Vo3 gene segment to the 
Do, Jo, and Jex gene segments were comparable. 

Our data show that rearrangement of the VOl, oRec, V02, and V03 gene 
segments to several Jex gene segments is easily detectable with PCR analysis in fetal 
and postnatal thymocytes and PBMNC. Based on our previous Southern blot studies, 
the oRec gene segment is used most frequently for TCR-o deletion (5, 17). 
Nevertheless Vo-Jex rearrangements also seem to playa role in TCR-o deletion, 
except for V03-Jex rearrangements which will not delete the TCR-o gene. The oRec 
and V02 gene segments delete the TCR-o gene preferably by rearrangement to the 
most upstream Jex gene segments, whereas the Vol gene segment frequently 
rearranges to more downstream Jex gene segments. If the latter rearrangements are 
used for TCR-o deletion then less Jex gene segments are available for subsequent Vex
Jex rearrangements, which results in a smaller potential TCR-ex diversity. However, 
we calmot exclude the possibility that rearrangements of Vol to more downstream Jex 
gene segments are already "replacement" rearrangements, that occurred after TCR-o 
deletional rearrangements of oRec or V02 to the upstream Jex gene segments. 

We conclude that the different Vo gene segments and the oRec gene segment play 
different roles in T cell development. The Vol gene segment is preferentially used 
in TCR-o gene rearrangements in postnatal thymocytes (18, 19). The VOl gene 
segment can also be used to delete the TCR-o gene by rearrangements to most Jex 
gene segments. Moreover, the Vol gene segment is also easily used as a Vex-like 
gene segment in Vol-Jex-Cex transcripts (6, 20-22). 

The V 02 gene segment is preferentially used in TCR-o gene rearrangements in 
fetal thymocytes (18, 23), and the majority of TCR-,),o+ T-Iymphocytes express a 
V02+ TCR (24). The V02 gene segment can also be used for TCR-o deletion, by 
rearrangement to the most upstream Jex gene segments. The occurrence ofV02-Jex-Cex 
transcripts in thymocytes, but not in PBMNC, and the presence of Do gene segments 
in these transcripts (5, 8) suggest that this gene segment is the only tme Vo gene 
segment. 

The V03 gene segment is the third most used VO gene segment in PBMNC (9). 
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Rearrangement of the V~3 gene segment will not delete the TCR-~ gene. 
Nevertheless, VO!-JO! like V~3-JO!-~gJranscripluan be detectedjnPBMNL(9)._~._ 

-~-~-FiUally;the ~Rec gene segment seems pre-eminently suitable for TCR-~ deletion, 
because all non-functional ~Rec rearrangements will force the T cell further into the 
TCR-O!Il differentiation lineage. The TCR-~ deleting ~Rec-JO! rearrangements 
preferably use #01 and J0!58 or other 5' located JO! gene segments; these 
rearrangements preserve an extensive TCR-O! combinatorial diversity, because most 
JO! gene segments are kept available for subsequent VO!-JO! rearrangements. 
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ABSTRACT 

The so-called T cell receptor (TCR)-o-deleting elements, oRec and .pJex, flank the 
major part of the TCR-o gene complex. By rearranging to each other, the oRec and 
iftJex gene segments delete the TCR-o gene and prepare the allele for subsequent TCR
ex rearrangement. This intermediate rearrangement is thought to be caused by a 
specific V(D)J recombinase complex. 

In our studies on TCR-o deletion mechanisms, we identified several T cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemias (T-ALL) with continuous activity of the oRec-iftJex 
rearrangement process. Extensive Southern blot, polymerase chain reaction, and 
sequencing analyses on the coding joints as well as the signal joints of the oRec-iftJex 
rearrangements in these patients, allowed us to prove that this continuous 
rearrangement activity occurred in the leukemic cells and that these cells therefore 
represent a polyclonal sUbpopulation of the otherwise monoclonal T-ALL. In 
additional studies, we also identified a T cell line (DND4l) with continuous activity 
of the oRec-.pJex rearrangement process. 

These T-ALL and the T cell line can serve as experimental model in further 
studies on the elements of the V(D)J recombinase complex which are specific for 
TCR-o gene deletion. 

INTRODUCTION 

T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemias (T-ALL) are assumed to originate from 
differentiating cortical thymocytes (1-3). This is suggested by the presence of the 
enzyme terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) in T-ALL cells, because cortical 

I Submitted for publication 
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thymocytes are the only T cells expressing TdT (4). During the recombination 
_~_~ __ l'rocesses in early T cell differentiation, the etgyme TdT randomly inserts nucleotides ~~ ~_~~ __ 

in the junctional regions, which connect the variable (V), (diversity (D» and joining 
(J) gene segments of the T cell receptor (TCR) (5, 6). In principle, a T-ALL is a 
clonal cell population in which all cells originate from a single malignantly 
transformed thymocyte. Therefore, all leukemic cells in a T-ALL have identical 
monoclonal TCR gene rearrangements (2, 4). This is also the case for T cell lines 
which are derived from T-ALL cells. 

Comparable to cortical thymocytes, T-ALL cells are able to express TCR 
molecules in combination with the signal transducing CD3 complex (2-4). Because 
a complete TCR exists of cdfj chains or "(10 chains, T-ALL cells can feature at least 
three configurations of the TCR/CD3 phenotype: TCR - ICDr, TCR-,,(o+ ICD3 +, 
and TCR-afj+ ICD3 +. The TCR-o gene plays an important role in the divergence of 
the afjlineage versus the "(0 lineage (4, 7-9). Firstly, the majority of the TCR-o gene 
is located in between the Va and Ja gene segments, which excludes the possibility 
of simultaneous TCR-o and TCR-a gene rearrangements on the same allele (8, 10). 
Secondly, there are two human TCR-o gene deleting elements, oRec and 1/tIa, which 
delete the intermediate TCR-o gene by rearrangement to each other (Figure I). This 
deleting oRec-if.-Ja rearrangement is a dominant process in cortical thymocytes (7, 9, 
11, 12). As for now, the hierarchical model of gene rearrangements in the human 

Germlina TCA-cdS fOCllS 
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VI). V51.JS1 ~ Co Vb3 yJa Jtl f------------, e(, 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of ongoing oRec-\Ha rearrangements in leukemic cells of patient 
T019. Top: the germline TCR-a/b locus. The open bars represent the various TCR-o and 1/IJa probes. 
Bottom: allele A contains a monoclonal Vbl-J&l rearrangement and allele B contains a monoclonal Vb2-
Jbl rearrangement. The dotted lines indicate ongoing TCR-o deletion on allele B, which results in 
polyclonal bRec-¢'Ja gene rearrangements, as well as their corresponding circular excision products, The 
presence of the circular products can be analyzed using Southern blot with the TCRDRED (liRec 
downstream) and the TCRAP1U (",101 upstream) probes. 
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TCR-ado locus starts with TCR-o gene rearrangement, followed by deletion of the 
----l'earranged-( or geTfinifierTCR~o-ge1lebytheoRe1:c-.pJ(nearrangement;-which-in-turn

is deleted by subsequent Va-Ja rearrangement (4), 
Indication for the existence of a specific TCR-o gene deletion recombinase 

complex that mediates rearrangement of oRec to fJa was found in the observation 
that T-ALL subgroups defined by their TCR-o gene configuration showed skewed 
distribution of a specific chromosome aberration: the so-called tal-I deletion (13-15). 
Because the heptamer-nonamer recombination signal sequences (RSS) and fusion 
regions of the tal-I deletion breakpoints strongly resemble RSS and junctional regions 
of TCR gene rearrangements, it is generally assumed that they are caused by a 
similar V(D)J recombinase complex (13-15). Noticeable, the tal-I deletions were 
exclusively observed in T-ALL that originated from cells which were already 
committed to the a(3lineage, ie. thymocytes that have two non-functional TCR-o gene 
rearrangements or a TCR-o gene deletion on one or both alleles (13, 16, (7). AJso, 
we recently discovered a DNA binding protein (PJA-BP) that recognizes a 46 base 
pair (bp) binding site inside the fJa gene segment and seems to be involved in the 
specific deletion of the TCR-o gene (18). This hypothesis is supported by the 
expression pattern of PJA-BP which is primarily restricted to T cells with deletion of 
TCR-o genes on both alleles (18). 

In our studies on the TCR-o gene deletion recombinase complex, we identified a 
CD3 - T-ALL, with out-of-frame, complete (V-J) TCR-o gene rearrangements on 
both alleles and with a minor subpopulation containing oRec-fJa rearrangements. 
Extensive polymerase chain reaction (PCR), Southern blot, and sequencing analysis 
enabled us to prove that this sUbpopulation was polyclonal and was caused by 
ongoing oRec-fJa rearrangements in the otherwise monoclonal T-ALL cells. The 
results of this T-ALL were compared with other T-ALL and T cell lines and showed 
that some of them also contain continuous V(D)J recombinase activity for TCR-o 
gene deletion. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Cell samples 
Mononuclear cells (MNC) andlor granulocytes were isolated from peripheral blood (PB) or bone 

marrow (BM) of 139 T-ALL patients and four healthy volunteers by Ficoll-Paque (density: 1.077 g/ml; 
Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) density centrifugation. All MNC samples were frozen and stored in liquid 
nitrogen. Thymocyles were obtained from thymus samples of children undergoing cardiac surgery. The 
thymus samples were gently squeezed in an open filler chamber containing a nylon gauze filter with 100 
J(m openings (NederJands Productielaboratorium voor Bloedtransfusieapparatuuren Infusievloeistoffen 
B. V., Emmer-Compascuum, The Netherlands). The released thymocyteswere washed twice in phosphate 
buffered saline (pH 7.8) supplemented with 0.5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin. All human cell samples 
were obtained with the approval of the Conmlittee of Medical Ethics of the Erasmus University Rotterdam 
and University Hospital Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands. T cell lines CEM, DND41, GHl, HPB
ALL, HPB, HSB-2, HUT-78, JURKAT, MOLT-4, MOLT-l6, PEER, and RPMI-8402; B-celilines 697, 
BV173, ROS-5, ROS-l7, ROS-27, RS4;1I, and SMS-SB; myeloid cell lines K562 and Lama; and the non
hematopoietic cell line HeLa were used (19,20), 

Inuuunologlc marker analysis 
The MNC of the T-ALL patients were analyzed for nuclear expression of TdT, for cytoplasmic 

expression of CD3 (UCHTl), for membrane expression of T cell markers CDl (66HC7), CD2 (Leu-5b), 
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CD3 (Leu-4), CD4 (Leu-3a), CD5 (Leu-I), CD6 (OKTl7), CD7 (3AI) and CD8 (Leu-2a), for the HLA-
-- -- --DR-ant igen and-for -reacl i v il y-w ilh -monoclonal anli bod ies (MoAbs),-BMA031-(anI i -TGR -"ff) ,1-1 F2 (anI i -.

TCR~'YO), TeRM (anti-TCR-b). The rabbit anti-TdT antiserum Was purchased from Supertechs (Bethesda, 
MD); the McAb of the Leu series, anti-HLA-DR and llF2 were obtained from Becton Dickinson (San 
Jose, CAl; the COl antibody was obtained from Monosan/Sanbio (Nistelrode, the Netherlands); the 
OKTl7 from Ortho DiagnoslicSystem (Rarilan, NJ); the JAI hybridoma from the American Type Culture 
Collection (Rockville, MD); TCRol from T cell Diagnoslics (Cambridge, MA); Ihe McAb BMA031 was 
kindly provided by Dr, R. Kurrle (Behring, Marburg, Germany,). The immunotluorescencestainings were 
performed as described (21) and evaluated with fluorescence microscopes (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, 
Germany) andlor a FACScan flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson). 

Isolation of DNA probes 
DNA probes recognizing sequences just downstream of the 5Rec gene segment (TCRDRED), just 

upstream of the ifiJa gene segment (fCRAPJU), and in the coding region of the recombination activating 
genes (RAG! and RAG2) were obtained by cloning the purified PCR amplification products of granulocyte 
DNA from a healthy volunteer using specific oligonucleotide primer sets (Table I). pUC19 was used as 
cloning vector (22). All oligonucleotide primers were synthesized according to published sequence data (9, 
23-25) on a 392 DNA synthesizer (Applied Biosystems, Forster City, CA) with the solid-phase 
phospholriester method and used without further purification. 

Table I. Oligonucleotide primers used in peR and sequencing analysis of liRec-y,Ja rearrange
ments or in the construction of DNA probes. 

Application Cloning Code Positiona Sequenceb Reft:reoce' 
sites 

DNA probes (size) 5' 3' 
TCRDRED (283 bp) Hlndlll hRecDpS' +S2 bp TCGAaagCITGCCTAAACCCTGCAGCTGGCAC 9 

BeoRI hRecDp3 • +286 bp cacagaatTCGCGATCTCCACACAAAGTCCTT 9 
TCRAPJU (86S bp) BeaRI v-1aUpS' -861 bp GTTCTAgAATTCTCTCTAAAATCATAAAC 25 

Hindlll ¢-JaUp) • -40 bp TGGGaAgCTTTACAAAAACCAGAGGTGTCAGC 9 
RAGI (1071 bp) 8amIH RAGIpS' +35 bpd GCCTggaTCCCACCCACCTTGGGACTCAG 23 

Hindtll RAGlp3' + IOS9 bpd TTGCaagCTTITGCTGGACATITCACCATCAGG 23 
RAG2 (1632 bp) EeaRI RAmp5' -25 bpd AGTCATTTTATTTTAgAATTCTTTCAGACA 24 

HindIII RAmp3' + 1588 bpd ACACCTGAATCTGAAAaGCTTTTGCA 24 

liRec-ifiJa rearrangement 
EeaRI hRec-5 'E -204 bp CTAAgAATtcGATCCTCAAGGGTCGAGACTGTC 9 
HindlIl v-la-3'H + 105 bp CCTGaagcTT AAGGCACA TTAGAATCTCTCACTG 9 
88111 hRecsj3' +213 bp AGGCaGATCTTGTCTGACATTTGCTCCG 9 
Hindlll v-Jasj5' -127 bp TaaGCTtTGAAAGGCAGAAAGAGGGCA 9 

hRec polymorphism 
hRecseq -106 bp ATGAAATTTATGAACACATGCTGAGG 9 

HindIII hRecp3' -22 bp CCGTaaGCTtCTCACACGAGAGGATGG 9 

.Rec-~J" 
signal joInt probe bRec-V-lasj RSS' CACTCCTGTG CACGGTGATGC 9 
coding joInt probe hRec·3 ' -45 bp GCAACATCACTCTGTGTCTAGC 9 

a. The position of the 3' side of the oligonucleotide primer is indicated upstream (-) or downstream (+) relative 
to the RSS. 

b. The sequences in lower case characters represent the aspecific nucleotides, which generate restriction sites. 
c. Sequence information used to design the oligonucleotide primers was derived from the indicated literature 

references. 
d. The position of the 3' side of the oligonucleotide primer is indicated upstream (-) or downstream (+) relative to 

the ATG codon. 
e. The oRec-yHa signal joint probe contains the head to head fused heptamers of the oRec and I/IJ« gene segments. 
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Southern blot analysis 
- ---··-·-.. --DNA-was-isolated-from-fresh-or-frozen cells. as-described previously_(2)._Eifteen_llg_DNA_samples __ 

were digested with the restriction enzymes: BamHI, BgfII, EcoRI, HindIII andlor KpllI (Pharmacia), size 
fractionated in 0.7 % agarosegels and transferred to Nytran-13Nnylon membranes (Schleicher and Schuell, 
Dassel, Germany) as described (2). TCR-6 gene rearrangements were studied using 32p random 
oligonucleotide-labeledTCR-b gene DNA probes: TCRDVI (Vbl), TCRDV2 (Vb2), TCRDV3 (Vb3), 
TCRDRE (bRec), TCRDRED (oRec downstream), TCRDDl (Dbl), TCRDD2 (Db2), TCRDD3 (Db3), 
TCRDJI (1bl), TCRDC4 (Cbexon4), TCRAPJU (,pJex upstream), and TCRAPJ (,pJex) (Figure I) (26), 
Other TCR genes were analyzed with the TCR-r gene probes: Jr1.2, Jr1.3, and Jr2.1 (2) and TCR-{l 
gene DNA probes: TCRBJ1 (1{11), TCRBJ2 (J{l2), and TCRRC (C{1) (Langeraket aI., unpublished reSUlts). 

Northern blot analysis 
Total RNA was isolated using the method as described by Chomczynski and Sacchi (27). 

Approximately 15 Ilg of total RNA was size-fractionated in 1.0% agarose gels and transferred to Nytran-
13N nylon membranes (Schleicher and Schuell) as described (2). RNA expression was studied using the 
32p random oligonucleotide-labelled probes for the RAG genes: RAGI and RAG2 probes, and for the 
GAPDH gene: GAPDH probe (28). 

peR amplification analysis 
peR was essentially performed as described previously (13). A 1 p.g sample of DNA, 12.5 pmol of 

the 5' and the 3' oligonucleotide primers and 1 unit of AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (perkin-Elmer Cetus, 
Norwalk, CT) were used in each PCR of 100 Ill. The oligonucleotide primers are listed in Table I and 
Verschuren et al. (Manuscript submitted). The PCR reaction mixture was incubated at 94°C for 3 min, 
at 60°C for 1 min, and at 7ZOC for 3 min in a thermal cycler (Perkin-Elmer Cetus). Following this initial 
cycle, denaturing, annealing, and extension steps were performed for another 29-39 cycles at 94°C for 1 
min, at 60°C for 1 min, and at 72°C for 3 min, respectively. After the last cycle an additional extension 
step of 72°C for 7 min was executed. V6·J6 and V6-Ja gene rearrangements in cell line DND41 were 
compared to Vo-J6 and V6-Ja gene rearrangements in postnatal thymocytes and PBMNC, by measuring 
the intensity of the PCR bands on agarose gels using computer software as described (29). 

Sequencing analysis 
The polyclonaI6Rec-!JtJa PCR products were cloned into a pUC19 vector as described previously 

(12). For the direct sequencing analysis, one III of the original PCR product, 12.5 pmol of the limiting 
primer, 600 pmoi of the opposite primer and 5 units of AmpliTaq DNA polymerase (Perkin-Elmer Cetus) 
were used in each asymmetric peR of 500 p.1. The reaction mixture was incubated for a total of 25-30 
cycles with the above-described regular temperature cycles. After asymmetric amplification, the PCR 
products were precipitated twice in 50% ethanol plus 0.1 volume of 2 M NaAc, pH 5.6 (30). The dried 
pellet was resolved in 22 ~I H20, half of which was used in the sequence reaction. Twenty to fifty pmoi 
sequence primer was used in each reaction, the sequence primers are listed in Table I. All sequence 
reactions were performed with the TI-sequencingkit (Pharmacia) following the manufacture's instructions 
using 35S radiolabeling, and run in normal denaturing 8 % polyacryJamidesequence gels. 

RESULTS 

bRec-,pJa coding joint analysis 
To identify monoclonal T cell populations in which the TCR-b gene deletion 

mechanism via bRec-,pJa rearrangement is active, we analyzed various cell samples 
for the presence of this particular rearrangement. The primary approach was a PCR 
reaction with the primers bRec-5 'E and ,pJ0:-3 'H, which amplify the coding joint of 
the bRec-,pJa rearrangement (Figure I). The reactions were performed on DNA from 
thymic cell samples, PBMNC, T-ALL, and cell lines (Figure 2A). Hybridization of 
the PCR products with the bRec-3' oligonucleotide probe confirmed their identity 
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A 8Rec-1.fJo: coding joints B 6Rec-1{fJa signal joints 

VJusj5' H 3Recsj3" 

.1 1111111 

hybridized with oSAec-3" probe hybridized with oSAec-vJusj probe 

Figure 2. peR analysis of coding joints (A) and signal joints (B) of bRec-,pJa rearrangements. Indicated 
are the peR product analyzed by electrophoresis in ethidium-bromide-stained agarose gels, subsequent 
blotting and identification by oligonucleotide probe hybridization. 

(Figure 2A). All thymic cell samples, as well as the PBMNC and the majority of 139 
tested T-ALL were positive (Table II). Of all 21 cell lines tested, only T cell line 
HSB-2 was strongly positive, because one allele contains a oRec-I/-Ja rearrangement 
(Table II) (7). However, a second T cell line (DND41) appeared to be weakly 
positive (Table II). This is remarkable, because this cell line contains a functional 
Vol-JOI rearrangement on one allele and an unidentified rearrangement to the JOI 
gene segment on the other allele (Table II) (31, 32). 

To confirm the results of the PCR analysis, DNA of the cell samples was 
analyzed by Southern blotting. The advantage of Southern blotting over the PCR 
technique is that it does not amplify the DNA and will therefore allow a realistic 
estimation of the relative frequency of the oRec-#a rearrangements. However, the 
disadvantage is the low sensitivity, which is reflected by a detection limit of 1-5 %. 
By using the oRec probe (TCRDRE) and the I/-Ja probe (TCRAPJ) (Figure I), a clear 
oRec-I/-Ja rearranged band was detected in each thymic cell sample (polyclonal 
rearrangement), and in the T-ALL and T cell line with a oRec-I/-Ja rearrangement on 
one allele (monoclonal rearrangement), e.g. patient T078 and cell line HSB-2 
(Figure 3 and Table II). Weak bands were also visible in PBMNC of all healthy 
volunteers, as well as in some T-ALL. Except for cell line HSB-2, all tested cell 
lines, including DND41 were negative. Because of the presence of the oRec-#a 
rearrangements in PBMNC, it was difficult to determine whether the observed 
rearrangements in T-ALL were caused by "background" rearrangements in PBMNC 
or whether these rearrangements originated from the T-ALL cells. 

oRec-I/-Ja signal joint analysis 
To determine the origin of the 8Rec-#a rearrangements, we investigated the 

circular excision products that are formed as signal joint by-products of this particular 
rearrangement (Figure I). PCR amplification using the 8Recsj3' and I/-Jasj5' primers 
gave 8Rec-I/-Ja signal joint PCR products, which identity was confirmed by hybridiza
tion with the 8Rec-#asj oligonucleotide probe (Figure 2B). All thymic cell samples 



TABLE II. Characteristics of T cells with and without ongoing oRec-"vJa rearrangement$1. 

oRec-#a rearrangement 

PCR Southern blot Direct 

oRec germlineb 
Rearrangement RNA expression sequencing 

TCRlCD3 CD4! coding signal rearran- excision junctional poly-
phenotype CD8 polymorphism TCR-cdo fiomo' TCR-y fr.mJec TCR .. ,B RAG-I RAG-2 joint joint gement products regions morphismd 

Patients 
~ TOl9 CDr 4+/8+ C Vol .. Jol V-y2-Jy1.3 + Jjl2 + + + + + + polyclonal T 

T Vo2 .. Jol V-y2 .. J-yI.3 Jjl2 "" 0 

TOOl CDr 4+/8+ C Vol .. Jol V'}'8 .. J-y2.3 NA Jjl2 NA NA + + ± ± polyclonal T ;;. 
T Vo2 .. Jol G 0 G "" 

T082 CDr NA NA Vol .. JOI Vy3 .. J'}'2.3 NA J~l + + + + + + polyclonal T ~ 
~ 

T V02 .. Jol V-y8 .. J'}'2.3 NA Jjl2 ~ 
TOO5 TCR-,),o+ 4+/8- NA Vol .. Jol + V-y2 .. J-y1.1 + J~l ± ± ± ± polyclonal T ~ 

T Vl2-JO! V-y2 .. J-yl.3 + G " 
T078 CDr 4+/8+ NA Vl3-Jo2 V'}'3-J'}'1.3 NA JPl ± ± + ± +' ± monoclonal C " C oRec-#a 0 V'}'2/4-Jy2.3 NA G " i: 

" T celllioe "" ~ DND41 TCR-,BO+ 4+/8- NA Vll-Jol + V-y5 .. Jy2.3 J~l ± ± ± ± polyclonal T 3 
T V? .. Jol NA V'}'8-J-y2.3 Jjl2 ~ 

" HSB-2 CD3- 4-/8± T oRec .. #a 0 V-y9-Jy2.3 NA J~l + +' monoclonal T '" NA oRec-Ja59 0 VY!O-h2.3 J~l '5. 
:>-

controW " 3 
thymus CD3-rrCR-a,B+I 0 0 VI-I! ± V-y .. Jyl ± J~l + + + + + + polyclonal 0 " " yo+ 0 Va-Ja ± V'}'-J'}'2 ± Jjl2 -i 
PBMNC TCR-a,B+l'}'o+ 0 0 Vo-Ja ± V'}'-Jyl ± J~l + + ± ± polyclonal 0 ~ 

0 Va .. Ja ± V'}' .. J'}'2 ± Jjl2 ~ 

HeLa CDr 4-/8- 0 G 0 G 0 G 0 0 "" 0 G 0 G 0 G 

a. Abbreviations used; NA. not available; 0, not applicable. 
b. This polymorphism is present in the oRec gennline sequence at position - 87 relative to the RSS. 
c. Frame; -. rearrangement is out-of-frame; +. rearrangement is in-frame. 
d. For the oRec polymorphism cf Figures 6 and 7. 
e. These bands are 50% of the Southern blot signal. representing a monoclonal oRec .. \V!a rearrangement on one allele. 
f. The rearrangements indicated in thymus and PBMNC represent the most frequently occurring rearrangements. a-. 
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Fig~l'e 3. Southern blot analysis of 
oRec"~Ja rearrangements. A 
Southern blot filter with Hi1ldIlI 
digests of DNA from various cell 
samples hybridized with the 32p 
labelled TCRDRE (SRee) probe. 
The positions of the germline (G) 
band and preferential oRec-lfJa 
rearrangement are indicated (26). 

were strongly positive, whereas the results in the tested T-ALL varied from strongly 
positive to negative (Figure 2B and Table II). Surprisingly, the control PBMNC were 
also positive, meaning that oRec-"'Ja excision products do occur in normal PBMNC. 
So, we could not distinguish "background" signal joints from signal joints of T-ALL 
cells, therefore it remained impossible to determine the origin of the oRec-l/-1a 
rearrangements in the T-ALL samples. The tested cell lines were all negative, except 
for cell line DND41 , in which, after long exposure times (data not shown), a weakly 
positive signal proved - by lack of background - that this T cell line actively 
rearranges oRec to l/-1a. 

Ifthe oRec-l/-1a excision products found by PCR in normal blood T lymphocytes 
originate from an early thymocyte differentiation stage, we assumed that the 
frequency of this circular DNA will decrease dramatically due to degradation and 
dilution, caused by cell proliferation. To analyze the oRec-l/-1a circular DNA without 
amplification, we developed two new probes, TCRDRED (oRec downstream) and 
TCRAPJU (",Ja upstream), which are able to detect oRec-l/-1a excision products in 
Southern blot analysis (Figure 1). The thymic cell samples showed a clear band 
representing the oRec-"'Ja excision product, whereas some of the analyzed T-ALL 
also showed a weak band (Figure 4 and Table II). In addition, a very faint band was 
visible in control PBMNC, whereas no excision product could be identified in all cell 
lines tested (data not shown). Because T-ALL cell samples generally contain < 10% 
"background" PBMNC, these data showed that the analyzed T-ALL in which a 
(weak) band was visible, actively rearrange oRec to ",Ja. 

Based on combined positive and negative results we selected five T-ALL and two 
T cell lines which we analyzed further for their ability to actively perform oRec-l/-1a 
rearrangements (Table II). The most important phenotypic and genotypic characteris
tics of these T-ALL and T cell lines are summarized in Table II. 

oRec-"'Ja junctional regions 
To further prove that the continuous oRec-"'Ja rearrangements in the T-ALL cell 

samples originate from leukemic cells and thus define a polyclonal subpopulation 
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Figure 4. Southern blot analysis 
of hRec-1PIa circular excision 
products. A Southern blot filter 
with EcoRI or HindIlI digests 
of DNA from cell line HeLa, 
thymocytes, and patient T019 
hybridized with the TCRAPJU 
(l/tJa upstream) probe. The 
positions of the germline (G) 
band and hRec-l/tJa signal joint 
are indicated. 

SRec-vJa -
signal Joint 

EcoRI Hlndlil 

\j/Jo: upstream 

within the monoclonal malignancy, we investigated the junctional regions of these 
rearrangements. 

Direct sequencing analysis of PCR products from the IlRec-y,Ja coding joint can 
ascertain the clonal status, because in a monoclonal situation the sequence can be read 
from the IlRec gene segment through the junctional region into the y,Ja gene segment, 
whereas in a polyclonal situation the random junctional region will make the sequence 
unreadable just after the IlRec gene segment. An example is presented in Figure 5. 
All tested samples were polyclonal except for patient T078 and T cell line HSB-2, 
both of which contain a monoclonaIIlRec-,pJa rearrangement on one allele (Table II). 

Cloning and sequencing of the PCR products revealed the actual junctional 
regions of the IlRec-,pJa rearrangements present in these T-ALL patients and T cell 
lines (Figure 6). The sequences show no significant differences with those present in 
normal thymocytes or T lymphocytes (12). This was most obvious in patient T019 
in which the IlRec-,pJa junctional regions derived from T-ALL cells of PB or BM at 
diagnosis were similar to those derived from normal PBMNC in BM at the time this 
patient was in complete remission (Figure 6). 

patrent T078 patienl TOl9 thymus 
(monoclonal contrOl) (PB diagnosis) (polyclonal control) 

-.-~ 

~ i - ~ -- - -- -:! 
G A T C G A T C G A T C 

Figure S. Direct sequencing analysis of hRec-l/tJa 
rearrangement PCR products. The hRec-l/tJa 
rearrangements of patient T019 are compared with 
a monoclonal control (patient T078) and a 
polyclonai control (thymus). 
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pallent T019 (pB diagnosis) patient TOOl (BM diagnosis) 
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patient T019 (BM diagnosis) 

p bRec junctional region 
I GTGTGAGGAGCC 

T GT'GTGAGGAGCC gAAGAGGAGGT 
T GTGTGAGGAGCC T 
T GTGTGAGGAGC GTC 
T -)B 
T GTGTGAGGAG GGC 
T GTGTGAGGAGCC C'ITCT 
TGTO CC'1UJrf'{jTGG 
TGTO ---r:CCCT 
TGTO CC 
T GTGTGAGGAGCC TACA 
T GTGTGAGGAGC TJO\'I'l\AG 
T GTGTGAGGAGCC gAGG 

patient T019 (BM follow up) 

p oRec 
~ GTGTGAGGAGCC 

C GTGTGAGGAGCC 
C GT 
T GTGTG 
C GTGTGAGGAG 
T -13 
C GTGTGAGGAGCC 
C GTGTGAGGA 
T GTGTGAGGAGCC 
T GTGTG 
T GTGTGAGGAGCC 
T GTGTGAGGAGCC 
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CGGGTI'A T GTGTGAGGAGCC -:r---- 'ITA 
CGGG'ITA T GTGTGAGG TACTCTGA TACCGGGTTA 

GGTACCGGGTrA T GTGTGAGGAGCC CGGG'ITA 
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patient TOOl (PB dIagnosis) 
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I GTGTGAGGAGCC 
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Figure 6, Junctional region sequences of oRec."pJo: rearrangements in various human cell samples. Sequences of the 
oRec-\Ho: junctional regions are aligned with the known (double underlined) oRec and 'fJo: germline sequences. Single 
underlined sequences represent putative Do-gene derived nucleotides. Lower case characters represent P-region 
nucleotides and all other junctional region nucleotides represent N·region nucleotides. The P' indicates the 
configuration of the polymorphism in the involved oRee gene segment 87 bp upstream of the RSS heptamer. 
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Allele-specific bRec rearrangements 
If the 5Rec-fJarearrangenn:n!lr-originate-from~T-AbL~cells.~they~can_only~use_. __ 

the bRec gene segment that is still present in the leukemic cells. Four out of the five 
tested T-ALL had Vbl-Jbl and V52-J51 rearrangements, whereas the fifth contained 
a Vb3-J52 and a bRec-,pJa rearrangement. Because the Vbl-J51 rearrangement deletes 
the intermediate 5Rec gene segment, the only bRec gene segment available, is present 
on the allele with the Vb2-Jbl rearrangement. In some iildividuals it is possible to 
discriminate between 5Rec gene segments of the different alleles on basis of a 
polymorphism present 87 bp upstream relative to the RSS heptamer of this gene 
segment, which contains either a T or a C nucleotide (Figure 7 and Table II). In 
patient TO 19 we were able to prove that only one bRec allele was used in the 
polyclonal 5Rec-,pJa rearrangements, because this patient contained on one allele a 
C and on the other a T nucleotide at this position (Figure 7). All bRec-,pJa 

ele CIT 

fl. 

GAT eGA T 

TIT 

GAT C 

Figure 7. The polymorphism in the liRec gene 
segment at position -87 bp from the RSS. This 
nucleotide is either a T or a C and there are 
therefore three possible configurations: C/C, crr. 
and Trr. 

rearrangements in the T -ALL cells contained the bRec gene segment with the T 
nucleotide, whereas in the normal BM cells of this patient, precisely half of these 
rearrangements contained a T and half a C nucleotide (Figure 6 and Table II). 
Sequencing of the bRec germline DNA sequence in the lenkemic cells revealed a T 
nucleotide, whereas in the bRec germline DNA sequence of normal PBMNC cells 
both nucleotides were present. Therefore, by using this polymorphism we were able 
to prove that the bRec-,pJa rearrangements observed in the polyclonal subpopulation 
of patient TOl9 all used the 5Rec present on the same allele as the Vb2-J51 
rearrangement. Thus, the T-ALL cells were actively deleting the V52-J51 rearrange
ment by bRec-,pJa recombination (Figure I). 

Comparable results were obtained in the T-ALL cell sample derived from BM 
of patient TOOl (Figure 6 and Table II). However, in leukemic cells derived from PB 
of this patient a mixture of T and C nucleotides was observed in the bRec-,pJa 
rearrangements. This phenomenon is in line with a high tumor load of the BM sample 
(88%) versus a low tumor load of the PB sample (45%). Taken together, it can be 
concluded that in the BM sample of patient TOO I, the bRec-,pJa rearrangements come 
from T -ALL cells, whereas in the PB sample at least a considerable portion originates 
from "background" PBMNC. 

In patient T082 and also in patient T005 with TCR--y5+ T-ALL no normal cells 
were available to determine the presence of the TIC polymorphism. So, the exclusive 
presence of T nucleotides in the bRec-,pJa rearrangements (Figure 6) formally does 
not exclude "background" rearrangements derived from normal PBMNC, because 
these patients might contain a T nucleotide on both alleles. 
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TCR-od5 gene rearrangements in T cell line DND41 
___ . _______ ~ __ Tojllvestigate-whether-other-rearrangements-can-also-occur-in-leuke-micTcells-----

with ongoing 5Rec-",JO' rearrangements, we performed PCR analysis using V5 and 
5Rec primers versus J5 and JO' primers. Because of the "background" problem caused 
by rearrangements in normal PBMNC that are present in the T -ALL samples, these 
PCR analyses were performed exclusively on cell line DND41. The results are 
depicted in Figure 8. We compared the relative PCR product intensities of the 
analyzed rearrangements to each other and to those present in PBMNC and postnatal 
thymocytes from healthy donors. The most obvious observation was the absence of 
rearrangements involving either V52, J52, or 153 gene segments in cell line DND41 
(Figure 8), although Southern blot analysis proved the presence of these gene 
segments on at least one allele (data not shown). In normal PBMNC and thymocytes 
these rearrangements do occur (Figure 8). Rearrangements of the V51, V53, and 
5Rec to JO' gene segments did occur, with a skewed distribution to the most 5' located 
JO' gene segments. Noticeable, the ",JO' gene segment is the most frequently 
rearranged JO' gene segment, not only in combination with 5Rec, but also with V5I 
and V53. The JO' gene segment usage in DND41 seemed to be comparable to that 
observed ill PBMNC (Figure 8). Cell line DND41 appears to have an active 
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Figure 8. peR analysis of ongoing rearrangements in T celJ line DND41. Comparison of relative 
rearrangement frequencies of Vo-Ja/Ja or 8Rcc-Jh/Ja in postnatal thyrnocytes (left column) and normal 
PBMNC (middle column) compared to cell line DND41 (right column). The upstream gene segments 
analyzed are indicated at the left, and the downstream J gene segments are indicated below each diagram. 
The bars represent the relative intensity oflhe signals ofthe peR products. They therefore only represent 
a rough estimation of the rearrangement distribution between the cell samples. 
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recombinase complex that does not mediate 'conventional' TCR-o gene rearrange
--ments;-burprimarily-tlle-internredtate-TCR:'lFdeletingleiHTangements anatlie mixeo ---- ----- ----

Va-Ie, gene rearrangements. 

Expression of RAG genes 
The products of the RAG genes are essential for V(D)J recombination and are 

therefore also assumed to be involved in the recombinase complex that mediates 
TCR-o gene deletion. To prove RAG expression in the T-ALL samples and the T cell 
line with ongoing oRec-if'J" rearrangements, we designed RAG-I and RAG-2 probes 
for Northern blot analysis. Although not quantified, it appeared that all T-ALL tested 
as well as T cell line DND41 transcribe both RAG genes as is the case in thymic cell 
samples (Figure 9 and Table II). Control PBMNC, cell line HeLa and cell line HSB-2 
did not show RAG gene transcription (Figure 9 and Table II). 
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Figure 9. Northern blot analysis of the RAG 
expression in several cell samples. A Northern blot 

- GAPDH filter was successively hybridized with the RAG 1 
and GAPDH probes. 

Rearrangement of the human TCR-o gene deleting elements, oRec and >/IJ", to 
each other represents a decisive step in the 'Yo versus the ,,(3 lineage commitment of 
differentiating thymocytes (4, 8, 9, II), because the oRec->/IJ" rearrangement is an 
intermediate rearrangement between TCR-o and TCR-" gene rearrangement (4, 8). 
The only reason for this non-functional rearrangement appears to be the deletion of 
the TCR-o gene in order to prepare the allele for subsequent TCR-" gene rearrange
ment. The high frequency in which this particular rearrangement occurs in a total 
thymic cell sample indicates that the majority of thymocytes use the oRec->/IJ" 
rearrangement to delete their TCR-o genes during differentiation (7,9, 11,33, 34). 

There is evidence that the oRec-if'J" rearrangement is caused by a V(D)J 
recombinase complex, which contains some components that are different from those 
used in TCR-o and TCR-" gene rearrangement. For instance, it is noticeable that the 
oRec gene segment rearranges with such a high preference to the >/IJ" gene segment, 
although the whole J" region (61 gene segments) is assumed to be opened by 
transcription from the T early alpha (TEA) element (7, II, 33, 34). Inversely, 
although the >/IJ" gene segments can rearrange to various gene segments, it most 
frequently rearranges to the oRec gene segment, and not to the proximally located 
V02 gene segment. In addition, rearrangement of oRec to >/IJ" occurs at a later stage 
of thymic differentiation than TCR-o gene rearrangement (Verschuren and Blom, 
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unpublished results), meaning that different factors playa role in (the regulation of) 
-----tliis uniquerearrangeinent. OITeOf-theseTactOl'S coulo-blnheprdteiiIPJKBP-tlmr---

binds to the 1/;10: gene segment presumably during later stages of TCR gene 
rearrangement. Furthermore, our studies on the /a/-I deletions in T-ALL, and 
especially their occurrence in combination with TCR-o gene deletion, strongly suggest 
the existence of a unique TCR-o deleting recombinase complex (13, 16, 17). 

To identify the specific components of this particular recombinase complex an 
experimental model is needed in which the active recombinase complex is present. 
To avoid complicated cell-sorting experiments with differentiating thymocytes to 
obtain sufficient cells for our experimental purposes, we decided to search for a 
monoclonal cell population with an active TCR-o gene deleting recombinase. 

By screening a large number of T-ALL and cell lines using PCR, Southern 
blotting, and direct sequencing analysis we were able to identify several T-ALL and 
one T cell line (DND41) with small subpopulations containing oRec-\f!Jo: rearrange
ments. To investigate whether these rearrangements are derived from the leukemic 
cells or from "background" PBMNC, not only the coding jOints, but also the excision 
products of the oRec-\f!Jo: rearrangements were analyzed. An unexpected problem we 
encountered was the presence of circular excision products of the oRec-1/;1o: 
rearrangements in normal PBMNC. To discriminate "background" rearrangements 
of normal cells and T-ALL-derived rearrangements, we applied several Southern blot 
and PCR-sequencing methods. Frequently occurring circular excision products in T
ALL cells and polyclonal oRec-1/;1a junctional region sequences provided evidence 
that several T-ALL and T cell line DND41 contain small polyclonal subclones. A 
pOlymorphism in the oRec gene segment proved convincingly that these cells were 
actively rearranging oRec to 1/;1a on only one allele, thereby generating a polyclonal 
sUbpopulation. This is a remarkable observation, because leukemic cells in ALL 
patients generally are monoclonal or oligoclonal in some cases (35, 36), and cell lines 
are considered to be fully monoclonal. 

It is especially surprising to find a polyclonal subpopulation in a cell line, which 
is most probably not the result of DNA contamination, because repeatedly isolation 
of DNA from DND41 cells gave similar results. The presence of a polyclonal 
sUbpopulation in this cell line means that continuous rearrangements can not induce 
and support clonal outgrowth. What might occur is that the TCR-o gene deleting 
rearrangement is immediately followed by a TCR-a rearrangement, which in turn 
deletes the oRec-\f!Jo: rearrangement and may lead to TCR-o:J3 expression. These 
TCR-o:J3+ cells may have a lower growth capacity and therefore never result in a 
substantial subclone. In fact, this may also be the case for the T-ALL, because for 
instance in patient TO 19 with a fCR - ICD3 - T -ALL, double immunofluorescence 
stainings revealed the presence of a minor TCR-aJ3+ ITdT+ sUbpopulation (14 %), 
which is normally not found in BM or PB (21). This confirmed the continuous 
rearrangement capacity of these T-ALL cells. This is in line with the observation that 
in cell line DND41 other rearrangements occur involving the Jo: gene segments, 
whereas TCR-o rearrangements do not take place. Altogether, it seems that cell line 
DND41 is in the intermediate phase between TCR-o rearrangement and TCR-a 
rearrangement. Because the rearrangements occur in T-ALL cells that are outside the 
thymus, or in an in vitro cultured T cell line, this suggests that for this particular 
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rearrangement to take place, the thymic environment and all other thymic extracellu-
-~~--lal~signals-art>-not-absolutely-needed. -------~-

It was remarkable that all three T-ALL that showed the most intense ongoing 
oRec-v!,Ja rearrangement, were TCR-CD3- and contained a Vol-Jol and a Vo2-JIlI 
rearrangement, both being out-of-frame. However, the characteristics of T cell line 
DND41 were different compared to these T-ALL, because this cell line expressed an 
unusual TCR-/3o heterodimer (31,32). DND41 cells contain a functional Vol-Jill on 
one allele and a TCR-o gene rearrangement of an unknown gene segment (or RSS) 
5.2 kb downstream of the V02 gene segment to the JIll gene segment on the other 
allele (Verschuren, unpublished results). No TCR-yo heterodimer can be formed in 
this cell line because of the absence of in-frame TCR-y rearrangements (Table II). 
Thus far, the DND41 cell line is the only T cell reported that expresses a TCR-/3o, 
and it does not seem likely that this cell line represents an intermediate stage in 
normal thymocyte differentiation. Our data suggests that ongoing oRec-V-Ja gene 
rearrangements predominantly occur in T cells that cannot express a functional TCR
yo, due to biallelic out-of-frame TCR-o and/or TCR-y rearrangements. 

We can conclude that some T-ALL and T cell lines contain an active TCR-o gene 
deleting recombinase complex. These monoclonal cell populations are invaluable for 
experiments on identification of regulating elements involved in the deletion of the 
TCR-o gene. 
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ABSTRACT 

The T cell receptor (TCR) is a heterodimeric molecule composed of either 'YO or 
all chains. The differentiation mechanisms that force thymocytes into the 'Yo or all 
lineage are poorly understood, but rearrangement processes in the TCR-O/a locus are 
likely to play an important role. The TCR-o gene complex is flanked by the TCR-o
deleting elements oRec and I{;Ja, which are assumed to delete the TCR-o gene before 
Va-Ja rearrangement.The nonproductive oRec-l{;Ja recombination occurs at high 
frequency in both fetal and postnatal immature thymocytes. 

To find DNA-hindiog proteins involved in the oRec-I{;Ja preferential rearrange
ment, we perfOlmed electrophoretic mobility shift assays usiog the recombination 
signal sequence of l{;Ja with additional upstream and downstream sequences. We 
observed a 180 kilodaltons DNA binding protein in nuclear extracts from human 
thymocytes that recognized a 46 base pairs biodiog site on the l{;Ja gene segment, 
containing the core motif GTTAATAGG. This I{;JOi biodiog protein, which we call 
PJA-BP, was also detected in immature CD3 - T cell lines with TCR-o genes deleted 
on both alleles, in a TCR-all+ cell line, and in two of four myeloid cell lines. This 
protein was absent in a TCR-'Yo+ T cell line, in non-hematopoietic cell lines, and in 
all but one B cell lines tested. Although we could detect binding activity of the PJA
BP to some other Ja gene segments, we postulate that binding of PJA-BP to the I{;Ja 
gene segment is one of the factors involved in the preferential oRec-I{;Ja gene 
rearrangement process. 

INTRODUCTION 

The T cell receptor (TCR) plays an iolportant role in the differentiation of 
prothymocytes to mature thymocytes. Two forms of the TCR exist, consisting of a 

1 Published in: 1. Immunol. 1996;156:3806-3814 
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heterodimer of e< and Jl or 'Y and Ii glycoproteins (l, 2). Each chain is encoded by a 
---gene-complex-of-variable--0/-),(diversity-(D),)-joining_(J),-and.constant_(C}_gene 

segments. The TCR-Ii gene is located within the TCR-e< gene complex between the 
Ve< and Je< gene segments (Figure 1) (3). Therefore Ve< to Je< rearrangement will 
delete the TCR-Ii gene, which makes the TCR-e<//j locus very important in the 
bifurcation of the TCR-e<Jl and TCR-'Yli lineages (4). 

Two models have been proposed to explain the differentiation of TCR-e<Jl and 
TCR-'Yli T cells from a common progenitor (4, 5). In the first model, the TCR-Ii gene 
is deleted after failing to successfully rearrange TCR-Ii andlor TCR-'Y genes (6, 7), 
whereas in the second model, the TCR-Ii gene is deleted before rearrangement, 
because the T cells are committed to one of the two lineages (8). 

In 1988 De Villartay et a1. (9) identified the so-called TCR-li-deleting elements 
liRec and if;Je<, which flank the TCR-Ii gene. The nonfunctional rearrangement of 
liRec to I/;Je< is assumed to delete the TCR-Ii gene before Ve<-Je< rearrangement 
(Figure 1). Although TCR-Ii deletion before Ve<-Je< rearrangement is not obligatory 
(10), the liRec-I/;Je< rearrangement is predominantly present in human and mOllse 
thymocytes throughout ontogeny (9, 11 , 12). In addition, several other 
rearrangements involving liRec or if;Je< have been observed, sllch as liRec-Jlil, /jRec
Je<I, and liRec-Je<II (13-15) as well as Dli3-I/;Je<, Ve<3.1-I/;Je< and Vli2-if;Je< (9, 16, 17). 
Previously, we have shown that the liRec-if;Je< rearrangement is highly homologous 
to Ve<-Je< rearrangements (12). However, little is known about the mechanisms 
regulating this preferential rearrangement. 

V(D)J-gene rearrangement processes are mediated by recombination enzymes that 
recognize specific recombination signal sequences (RSS). These RSS consist of a 
conserved palindromic heptamer and nonamer, separated by spacer regions of 12 or 
23 base pairs (bp) that are less conserved (18). Several proteins (recombination 
enzymes) have been identified which might playa role in V(D)J recombination (for 
review see Ref. 19). 

The recombination activation genes RAG-l and RAG-2 (18) are essential for 
V(D)J recombination. They were shown to be involved in the generation of double 
strand breaks and the fomlation of hairpins at RSS (20, 21). Another involved protein 
complex is the DNA-dependent protein kinase, which consists of three polypeptide 
components: Ku-70, Ku-80 and a 350 kilodaltons (kDa) catalytic subunit (p350). The 
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Va Vo1 Va SRee V82 

V8-0B-08-J8 rearrangements ./ 

8Rec-\jIJa rearrangement (o deletion) 

Vu.·Ja rearrangement 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the human TCR-cdo 'oeus. The position of the TCR-o gene within 
the TCR-a gene complex is indicated as well as the TCR-o-delctingelemcnts (oRec and v"Jcv.) and the TEA 
genetic element. The dotted lines indicate the possible consecutive gene rearrangements: Vo-Do-Do-Jo, 
oRec-y,Jo:, and Vo:-Jo:, 
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DNA binding proteins Kn-70 and Ku-80 have been proven to be essential components 
____ jjLbllllLdm!ble_strand_break_repaiLand_'l(D)LrecombinatiOlL(22,24),-whereas-the

p350 protein is encoded by the scid gene (25, 26). Many attempts have been made 
to identify DNA binding proteins capable of binding to the conserved RSS heptamer 
and nonamer sequences (27-31). All (DNA binding) proteins mentioned are thought 
to playa general role in V(D)J recombination because of their presence in both Band 
T cells, but they calmot account for the lineage-restricted V(D)J rearrangements in 
Band T cells or for the occurrence of preferential rearrangements. 

Here we describe a DNA binding protein in human thymocytes, that recognizes 
the tfJOI gene segment. This protein might playa role in the preferential bRec-tfJOI 
rearrangement, and therefore it might be involved in the TCR'yMTCR-OlJl lineage 
commitment. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell samples 
Thymocytes were obtained from 14 postnatal thymus samples of children undergoing cardiac surgery 

at the age of 22 days to 2 years. 1\'10 additional thymus samples were obtained from older patients at the 
ages of 4 and 20 years respectively. The thymus samples were minced with scissors in RPMI 1640 medium 
and were flushed through a nylon gauze filter with 100 pm openings. All human thymus samples were 
ohtained wilh the approval of the Medical Ethics Committee of Ihe Erasmus University Rotterdam/U
niversity Hospital Rotterdam (Rotterdam, The Netherlands). 

Nineteen human continuous cell lines were used to study the PJA-BP expression pattern: seven T cell 
lines (HSB, P12, CEM, MOLT·4, DND41, PEER, and HPB-ALL) (32); six B cell lines (RVT, 
P3010hkubo, NALM-I, Daudi, ROS-I5, and U266) (33,34); four myeloid cell lines (KG-la, K562, HEL, 
and U937) (35); and 2 non-hematopoietic cell lines (HeL'l. (adenocarcinoma) and HEP-2 (laryngeal 
carcinoma». 

Nuclear extracts 
Crude nuclear extracts were prepared from thymocytes (25 x 106), HeLa cells (2.5 x 106) or other 

cell lines (10 x 106), according to the methods of Schreiber et a!. (36) and Olnes and Kurl (37) with minor 
modifications. Cells were washed twice with 25 111M Tris, 0.14 mM NaCI, and 2.7 mM KC1; pH 7.4, and 
cell pellets were resuspended in 400 pi of ice-cold buffer A (10 mM HEPES (pH 7.9),10 mM KCI, 0.1 
10M EDTA, 0.1 10M EGTA, I mM DTT, and 0.5 mM PMSF (Sigma Chemical Co., SI. Louis, MO». 
The cells were allowed to swell on ice for 15 min, after which 0.6% (vol/vol) Nonidet P-40 (Sigma 
Chemical Co.) was added followed by vigorously vortexing for 10 s. Nuclei were pelleted for 30 s at 
10.000 x g in a microcentrifugeand pellets were washed twice with 100 Jd of ice-cold buffer A to remove 
residual Nonidet P-40. The pellets were resuspended in 30 to 50 ,ul of ice-cold buffer B (20 mM HEPES 
(pH7.9),0.4MNaCI, I mMEDTA, I mMEGTA, 1 mMDTTand I mMPMSF)8ndvigorouslyrocked 
at 4°C for 15 min. The Iysatcs were microcentrifuged for 5 min at 10.000 x g and the supernatants were 
aliquoted and stored at _80oe for a maximum of 1 month. The protein concentrations were usually 1 to 
3 mghnl as determined by the method of Bradford (38). 

DNA probes 
Eight !fJo: DNA probes, seven Jo: DNA probes, and one oRec DNA probe were obtained by cloning 

purified polymerase chain reaction (peR) amplification products of granUlocyte DNA from a healthy 
volunteer, using the cloning vector pUC19 as previously described (39). All oligonucleotideprimcrs (listed 
in Table I) were synthesized according to published sequences of the ",Jex, Jo:, and oRec regions (11,40) 
(EMBL databank accession no. M94081). 

OligonucleolideshRECcod (ATGCATAGGCACCTCGACCCCGT, loc8ted8 bp upstream oftheoRec 
heptomer RSS) and oRECsj5; (Table I) were used to obtain peR amplification products for electrophoretic 
mobility shift assay (EMSA) competition experiments. 

For EMSA experiments, cesium chloride purified plasmid containing one of the DNA probes was 
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TABLE I. Ollgolludeotlde prin1ers used bl construction of 'fJa, Ja, and bRec DNA probes for EMSA 

'- --'---"'-'·probeNanrc--Sizea-cloning-Primer--PositionLSequence£-----,---,_, __ ,_,_, ____ , ___ ,_ 
Sites Code 

",J« probes 

TCRAPJ-RSS 155 .s1llaI y,Jasj3 ' - 67 TGTGaaGcttAGAGGGGTGCCTCTGTCAACAAA 
171d SIIUlI fJaS' + 43 CTTGCTGAGTTTCATGATTCCTC 

TCRAPJ-Cl 61 ,~)n.aI fJaUI + 23 TGTGGGatCCGGGTT AAT AGGAAACTG 
79d Shull ~Ja5' + 43 

TCRAPJ-C2 48 Ball/HI .,HaUl + 23 
EeoRl tfJaD2 + 35 GCTGgaaTTCATGATTCCTCT AGTGTTG 

TCRAPI-C3 41 BamlIl ,HaUl + 23 
EeaRl fJaDI + 25 TTCAgaATTCCTCTAGTGTTGGCTCCAAATG 

TCRAPJ-C4 43 HindIII y,JaU2 + 31 OT ACaaGcTT AAT AGGAAACTGACATTTGG 
HeoRI y,JaD2 + 35 

TCRAPJ·C5 40 llilldlII o}JaU3 + 33 CCGGaagclT AGGAAACfOACATTTGGAG 
EeaRI ifJaD2 + 35 

TCRAPJ-C6 36 llil/dIll fJaU4 + 35 GGTT AAgcttAAACfOACATTTGGAGCC 
EeoRl ..J;JoD2 + 35 

TCRAPJ-C7 33 BamHI ..J;JaU5 + 38 AATAGGAtcCTGACATTTGGAGCCAAC 
EeoRI ..J;JaD2 + 35 

Ja probes 

TCRAJ60 58 BamHI J«60/5 ' +22 tgtgggatccTGAAGATCACCT AGATGCTCAACf 
EeoRl 10;6013 ' + 35 Igtgg(lattCAGGCTCACAATTAACfCAGTC 

TCRAJ57 65 BamHI J«57/5 ' + 23 IgtgggatccT AACTCAGGGCGGATCTGAAAAG 
EeoRI ]«57/3 ' + 40 tglggaattcATGGGTTTACTGTCAGTTTCGTTC 

TCRAJ49 58 BamHI ]04915 ' + 25 tgtgggalccGAACACCGGTAACCAGTTCTATTTT 
EeoRI J049/3 ' + 33 IglggaaltcTTGGAATGACCGTCAAACTTGTCC 

TCRAJ39 65 BamHl 1«3915 ' + 25 tgtgggatccTGAAT AAT AATGCAGGCAACATGCT 
EeoRl 1«39/3 ' + 40 tgtggaattcGGGGTTTGACCATTAACCfTGTTC 

TCRAJ36 61 BamHl 103615 ' + 23 tglgggatccTCAAACTGGGGCAAACAACcrCf 
EeoRl la36/3 ' + 37 tgtggaattcAGGGAAT AACGGTGAGTCICGTT 

TCRAJ33 58 BamHI ]a33/5 ' + 25 tgtgggatccTGGAT AGCAACf ATCAGTT AATCTG 
EcoRI ]a33/3 ' + 34 tgtggaallCTGGCTTT AT AATT AGCfTGGTCC 

TCRAJ8 62 BamHI Ja8!5 ' + 24 IgtgggatccTGAACACAGGCTTTCAGAAACTTG 
EcoRI Ja8/3 ' + 39 IgtggaattcTTGGACTGACCAGAAGTCGGGT 

bRec probe 

TCRDRE-RSS 160 SlIwI oREC3' - 45 GCAACATCACTCTIGTGTCTAGC 
1711' S),wl bRECsj5 ' + 71 GCTGAAGCfTTTGCAACTCGTGAGAACGGIGAAT 

a, Size of double strand DNA fragments after restriction endonuclease digestion, 
b, The position of the 3' side of the oligonucleotide primer is indicated upsteam (-) or downstream (+) relative to 

the cleave site of the RSS, 
c. The sequences in lower case characters represent the aspecific nucleotides, which generate restriction sites, 
d, Size of double strand DNA fragments of ,Sl,wI cloned peR products after digestion with BamIII or EeoRl 

(Pharmacia), including aspecific pUC19 vector sequences. 

digested using BamHI or HilldIlI restriction endonuclcases(Pharmacia, Uppsala, Swedcn) and incubated 
for 1 hr at 37°C with calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (ClAP; 1 ,7 U; Pharmacia). After extraction and 
precipitation, the DNA was resuspended in H20, Subsequently, 1.5 Jtg was labeled for 30 min at 37°C 
with 0.74 MBq b,)2p}dATP (ICN Biomedicais, Costa Mesa, CA, USA) and 10 U T4 polynucleotide 
kinase (Pharmacia) in 10 Jtl of reaction mixture containing 50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7,6), 10 ruM MgClz, 0,1 
mM spermidine,O.l mM EDTA and 5mM DTT. After heat inactivation, the second appropriate restriction 
endonuclease was added: EcoRI, Hpall (Pharrnacia); Mael, DdeI (Boehringcr Mannheim, Manllheim, 
Germany), NfallI (Minotech, Heraklio, Greece) or NlaIV (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA), After 
incubation for 1 hr at 37°C, the samples were purified by 8% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE; 
Biorad Laboratories,Hercules, CA) for 1,5 hr at ISO Vat room temperature in 0.5x TBE (Ix TBE= 890 
mM Tris, 890 mM boric acid, and 20 mM EDTA; pH 8.0). The labeled probes were isolated from gel 
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slices by overnight elution in elution buffer (0.5 M ammonium acetate, 0. 1 % SDS and 1 mM EDTA) and 
--preci pita t ion ,-Pe Ilets-were -resuspended -i n -water- at -a-co nee n tration of-7-5OO-ep mIll 1- a nd- stored -at- 4 4?C -f or--

a maximum of 2 weeks. 

EMSA 
Two micrograms of crude nuclear extract was incubated with 7500 cpm labeled DNA for 30 min at 

room temperature in 20 J.tl of reaction mixture containing 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 60 mM KCI, 4% 
(vol/vol) glycerol,S mM MgCI2, 1 mM CaCI2, and ImM DTT, supplemented with 0.1 to 2 J.tg unlabeled 
competitor poly (dl:dC)-(dl:dC) DNA (Pharmacia). The optimal amount of poly (dl:dC)-(dI:dC) was 
determined empirically. Samples were loaded on a 4% polyacrylamide gel (PAG) containingO.25x TBE. 
Electrophoresiswas carried out for 1.5 hr at 150 V at room temperature, and gels were dehydrated for 15 
min in 10% methanol and 10% glacial acetic acid, dried under vacuum, and exposed to a KodakX-OMAT 
film (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, NY) or Fuji NIF-RX film (Fuji Photo Film Co., Tokyo, Japan). 

To define the protein nature of the retarded bands, crude nuclear extracts were heated for 5 min at 
90°C or treated with 20 J.tg of proteinaseK (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) at room temperature for 15 min. 

For EMSA competition experiments nuclear extracts were first incubated for 10 min at room 
temperaturewith variouscollcentrationsofunlabeledcompetitor DNA (TCRAPJ-Cl or TCRDRE-C I), then 
the labeled DNA probe was added, and incubation proceeded for another 30 min at room temperature. 

Ml"ising contact analysis 
Plasmid containing TCRAPJ-CI, TCRAJ39, or TCRAJ33 was digested with HindUI, treated with 

ClAP, labeled with {y_32p]dATP, and digested with EeaRI as described above. A separate sample of the 
same plasmid was first digested with EeaRI, treated with ClAP, labeled and then digested with HindUL 
10 microliters of labeled probe (IOO,ooocpmlJ.ti) was incubated for 20 min with 25 III of formic acid. The 
reaction was stopped by adding 200 JIi of stop buffer (0.3 M sodium acetate, 0.1 mM EOTA and 25 Itg/mi 
tRNA, pH 7.0) and the DNA was precipitated with 750 J.tl of ice-cold ethanol. Pellets were resuspended 
in 10 III of water and used in an EMSA as described above using 5 J.tg crude nuclear extract from 
thymocytes. After electrophoresis the gel was exposed for 3 hr to a KodakX-OMAT film, after which both 
the retarded band as well as the free probe were isolated from gel slices by overnight elution in elution 
buffer followed by precipitation. DNA peliets were resuspended in 200 J.tl of 10 mM Tris-HCI and 1 mM 
EDTA, pH 7.6) supplemented with 0.1 M NaCI and purified by passage through DE52 columns 
(Whatman, Maidstone, U.K.) as previously described (41). After precipitation, peliets were resuspended 
in 70 J.tl of 10% piperidine (AldriCh-Chemic, Steinheim, Germany) and incubated at 9if'C for 30 min. 
Samples were then passed on Sephadcx G-50 spin columns as previously described (41) and again 
precipitated. Finally, pellets were resuspended in formamide loading buffer (80% deionized formamidc, 
10 mM EOTA, to mM NaOH, 0.025% xylene cyanolFF (Biorad Laboratories)andO.025% bromphenol
blue (Biorad Laboratories», loaded and run on a 10% denaturingPAG (7 M urea) containing Ix TBE. The 
gel was dried under vacuum and exposed to Kodak X-OMAT mm. 

DNA protein UV-cross-Iinking 
Plasmid (1.5 J.tg) containing the TCRAPJ-Cl probe was digested with BamHI, treated with ClAP, 

and resuspended in 25 It! EeaRI restriction enzyme dilution buffer (Pharmacia). Six nanograms of M13 
primer was added and the reaction mixture was heated for 5 min at 90°C, incubated for to min al 60°C, 
and slowly cooled down to room temperature for primer annealing. Primer extension was performed by 
incubating 50 III reaction mixture containing 7.4 MBq [a-32p]dATP (ICN), 0,05 mM dCTP, 0.05 mM 
dOTP, 0.005 mM dATP (Pharmucia), 0.05 mM 5-bromo-2' -dUTP(Sigma Chemical Co.), I mM DTT, 
and 10 U Klenow polymerase (Pharmacia) for 90 min at room temperature. After heal inactivation, the 
DNA was digested with EeaRI (1 hr, 37°C) and purified by 8% PAGE. Labeled DNA probe (120,000 
cpm) was used in an EMSA containing 5 Ilg of thymocyte nuclear extract and 2.5 tlg poly (dI:dC)-(dl:dC). 
After electrophoresis, the gel was irradiated with UV light of 245 nm in an UV Stratalinker 2400 
(Slratagene, La Jolla, CA) on ice for various intervals (I to 30 min). Subsequently,the gel was exposed 
for 3 hr to a KodakX-OMAT film. The retarded DNA-protein band and the free probe were excised from 
the gel; eluted overnight in to mM Tris-Hel (pH 8.0), 0.1 mM EDTA, and 0.1 % SDS at room 
temperature; and precipitated with 4 volumes of ice-cold acetone. Proteins were separated by SDS-IO% 
PAGE according to the method of Laemmli (42) and visualized by autoradiography. 
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RESULTS 
---- --------- -- -------------- ---

Detection of a specific PJA-BP in crude nuclear extracts from human thymocytes 
In order to identify DNA binding proteins that could be involved in oRec-fJe< 

preferential real'fangement~, we cloned oRec and fIe< germline sequences containing 
RSS with additional upstream and downstream sequences (TCRDRE-RSS and 
TCRAPJ-RSS). EMSA experiments with the TCRAPJ-RSS probe using cntde nuclear 
extracts from human thymocytes resulted in two faint retarded bands with 
intennediate and high electrophoretic mobilities, and one strong retarded band with 
low electrophoretic mobility (Figure 2B). EMSA experiments with the same probe 
using crude nuclear extracts from HeLa cells showed that only the strong, low 
electrophoretic mobility, retarded band was absent (Figure 2B). This retarded band 
was also not visible when the TCRDRE-RSS probe was used in EMSA experiments 
(data not shown). 

The TCRAPJ-RSS DNA fragment was digested with restriction endonuclease 
HpaII, resulting in two fragments (TCRAPJ-RSSlHpaII5' and TCRAPJ
RSSIHpaII3 ') as depicted in Figure 2A. EMSA experiments showed that binding 
activity of the PJA-BP in crude nuclear extracts from human thymocytes was 
restricted to the 3' side of the TCRAPJ-RSS probe containing the fJe< gene segment 
(Figure 2A and 2B). Again, crude nuclear extracts from HeLa cells were negative 
(Figure 2B). Because this protein recognizes the fJe< gene segment, we call it the 
fJe<-binding protein (PIA-BP). 

After cloning the fIe< gene segment (TCRAPI-C I; Figure 2A), we demonstrated 
that heating the crude nuclear extracts from thymocytes or pre incubating the nuclear 
extracts with proteinase K completely destroyed DNA-binding activity (Figure 3A), 
confinning the protein nature of the PIA-BP. 

To confinn the DNA specificity of the PIA-BP, competitive EMSA experiments 
were perfOimed. We were able to compete binding of the PIA-BP to the TCRAPI-Cl 
probe by using 100 ng of unlabeled TCRAPI-Cl probe, but not by using 100 ng of 
TCRDRE-Cl probe (Figure 3B). 

Determination of the minimal DNA-binding sequence of the PJA-BP 
To detennine the minimal sequence to which the PIA-BP binds, we constntcted 

a series of deletion mutants from the fIe< gene segment. We obtained seven 3' 
deletion constructs by digesting the TCRAPI-Cl fragment with restriction endonu
cleases DdeI, NiaIIl, MaeI, and NlaN or by cloning PCR amplified products of fIe< 
fragments (TCRAPI-C2 and TCRAPI-C3). The position and length of these 
constructs are depicted in Figure 2A. EMSA experiments with crude nuclear extracts 
from thymocytes using these different deletion constructs showed strong binding of 
the PIA-BP with TCRAPI-CliDdeI and TCRAPI-C2, and weak binding with 
TCRAPI-CliNlaIII (Figure 2C; right panel). We were not able to detect binding of 
the PIA-BP to smaller 3' deletion constntcts (Figure 2C; right panel). 

Four 5' deletion constructs (TCRAPI-C4, TCRAPI-C5, TCRAPI-C6, and 
TCRAPI-C7; Figure 2A) were obtained by cloning PCR amplification products of the 
fJe< gene segment using the minimal 3' DNA-binding sequences as determined by 
the 3' deletion consttuct TCRAPJ-C2. Another three 5' deletion constructs were 
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Figure 2. Detection and mapping of the minimal binding sequence of the PJA-liP. A) Outline of the ",Jex 
DNA constructs used in EMSA experiments (see Materials and Methods). Size of the ",Jex DNA constructs 
include V-I«-spccificdoublc strand bp only. B) EMSA of ,,1« DNA probes TCRAPI-RSS (/) or TCRAPI
RSS digested with restrictionendonucJeaseHpalI, TCRAPJ-RSSIHpaIIS' (2) and TCRAPJ-RSSIHpaII3~ 
(3), with crude nuclear extracts from Ihymocytcs or HeLa cells. C) EMSA of #ex 5' deletion constructs 
(left panel) and ",Jev. 3' deletion constructs (right panel) with crude nuclear extracts from Ihymocytes. The 
positions of the free probes, the specific protein complex (pJA-BP), and the nonspecific bands (ex) are 
indicated. * indicates residual activity retained in the PAG slots. Numbering of the lanes in Band C is 
according to the construct numbering outlined in A. 
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Figure 3. Inactivationand sequence 
specificity of the 1fJ~ binding 
activity of the PJA-BP. A) EMSA 
of probe TCRAPJ~Cl with (lanes 
2,3,and 4) or without (lane 1) 
crude nuclear extracts from Ihymo
cytes. Nuclear extracts were heated 
for 5 min at 90°C or preincubated 
with proteinase K for 15 min at 
room temperature, D) EMSA of 
approximately 1 ng of labeled 
TCRAPJ-CI probe with 1,10 or 
100 ng of unlabeled TCRAPJ-CI 
or TCRDRE-Cl as competitor 
DNA. *illdicates residual activity 
retained in the PAG slots. 

obtained by digesting probe TCRAPJ-Cl with HpaIl, NlaTV or Mael. AlthoughPJA
BP recognized the TCRAPJ-ClIHpaIl fragment (shown in Figure 2B), deletion of 
another 3 bp completely abolished binding of the PJA-BP (Figure 2C; left panel). 
Therefore we conclude that the minimal DNA-binding sequence for proper binding 
of the PJA-BP consists of a 46 bp fragment of the #a gene segment starting 8 bp 
downstream of the .pJa RSS heptamer. 

Most of the known DNA binding proteins i.e. transcription factors recognize 
only 5 to 10 bp sequences (43, 44), whereas the recognition site of the PJA-BP spans 
46 bp. To identify the exact sequences involved in DNA binding we performed 
missing contact analysis (45) using both strands of the TCRAPJ-Cl probe. The G+ A 
sequence reaction was applied to identify the nucleotides involved in the binding of 
the PJA-BP. Figure 4A illustrates several contact sites (marked by vertical bars) on 
both the coding and the noncoding strands of the TCRAPJ-Cl probe. The DNA 
binding site for the PJA-BP starts 9 bp downstream of the .pJa RSS heptamer and 
consists ofa sequence of9 bp (GTTAATAGG; Figure 4B). We also observed a very 
weak second binding site, consisting of 3 bp (TCA), starting 49 bp downstream of 
the .pJa RSS heptamer (Figure 4). However, detection of this binding site was 
inconsistent. The data obtained by the missing contact analysis were in line with those 
obtained from the deletion studies. 

Binding of the PJA-BP to other Ja gene segments 
The #a gene segment, also called TCRAJ61 (40) , is the most 5' Ja gene 

segment. We compared the sequences of the 61 different human Ja gene segments, 
for homology between the PJA-BP binding site of the #a gene segment and other 
Ja gene segments. The 9 bp GTTAATAGG binding site of the PJA-BP was not found 
in any other Ja gene segment, although homology (7/9 bp) was observed in four Ja 
gene segments (Ja60, Ja54, Ja39, and Ja33). Because the homologous sequence of 
the Ja54 gene segment overlaps with the conserved RSS heptamer sequence, which 
might be bound by other recombination ellZymes (see the introduction), cloning was 
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Figure 4. Missing contact analysis or the TeRAPJ-Cl, 
TCRAJ39, and TCRAJ33 probes. A) Modified cnd-Iabeled 
DNA fragments from the coding strand of TCRAPI-Cl or 
the noncoding strand of TCRAPI-Cl were incubated with 
crude nuclear extracts from hUman thymocytes. Free and 
bound DNA fractions were separated by gel retardation and 
recovered. After cleavage at missing base pair sites, the 
fractions were analyzed on a 10% PAG in parallel with a G 
+ A sequence reaction. The contact sites of PIA-BP are 
indicated by bars. B) The position of the probes in the TCR
ex. locus is indicated, and the data obtained by missing 
contact analysis are summarized. Small and large triangles 
represent weak and strong PIA-BP binding, respectively, 
Sequences that could not be analyzed due to close proximity 
of restriction sites are underlined. 

restricted to the other three Ja gene segments (TCRAJ60, TCRAJ39, and TCRAJ33). 
EMSA experiments with the TCRAJ60 probe showed no retarded band of similar size 
as the PJA-BP, whereas the probes TCRAJ39 and TCRAJ33 showed strong binding 
of the PJA-BP (Figure 5). Competitive EMSA experiments, using unlabeled 
TCRAPJ-CI, indicated differential binding affinity of PJA-BP to these TCRAJ 
probes: TCRJA33 > TCRJA39 > TCRAPJ-CI (data not shown). 

To determine which sequences were recognized on the TCRAJ39 and TCRAJ33 
gene segments, we performed missing contact analysis experiments. These 
experiments showed that PJA-BP recognizes the sequences GAATAATAAT and 
GITAATG on TCRAJ39, and the sequences ATCAGITAAT and AAGCTAAITA 
on TCRAJ33 (Figure 4B). Interestingly, the binding sequences on TCRAPJ-CI, 
TCRAJ39 and TCRAJ33 contain one or two TAAT/AITA motifs. 

We compared the 61 Ja gene segments for the presence of the TAAT/AITA 
motif; II Ja gene segments contain the TAAT sequence and eight Ja gene segments 
contain the complementary A IT A sequence (Table II). EMSA experiments with 
randomly cloned Ja gene segments without a TAAT/AITA motif (TCRAJ-57, 
TCRAJ49, TCRAJ36, and TCRAJ8) showed no retarded bands of similar size as the 
PJA-BP (Figure 5). We therefore conclude that the TAAT/AITA sequence is the core 
motif for PJA-BP binding. 
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PJA-BP-

Figure 5. Binding of the PIA-BP to Jex 
sequences. EMSA experiment using crude nuclear 
extracts from human Ihymocytes with probes 
TCRAPJ-CI ("J",) , TCRAJ60 (J",6Q) , TCRAJ57 
(J",57), TCRAJ49 (J",49), TCRAJ39 (J",39), 
TCRAJ36 (J",36)j TCRA133 (J",33), and 
TCRAJ8 (J0:8), indicates residual activity 
retained in the PAG slots. 

TABLE II. Sequence homology between the 
PJA-lIP bintllng sequence of the 

- -l/iJ«gene-'-segmcnt-'-and~other--JN--
gene segments containing the 
TAAT/ATTA core motif 

Gene segment positiona PJA-BP binding 
sequence 

'fI'" +9 GTTAATAGG 

Ja60 +41 ------T-T 
J",55 +10 -G----GCT 
J",54 -2 TG----TCA 
J",52 -I -C----GCT 
J",48 +20 - _____ TTCb 

J",45 +50 TC----CAT 
J",42 +1 CA ____ TCAb 

J",139 +3 AA-----AT 
+6 AA----GCA 

+47 ------G-T 
J",38 -2 TG----GCT 
J",37 +22 AC----CTT 
J",34 +39 TG----CT-b 

J",33 + 17 ------CT-
+41 -C----TAT 
+42 TA----TA- b 

J",32 +1 CA ____ TCAb 

J",19 +45 CA----GTC 
J",14 +33 -A ____ CTTb 

J",3 +22 -A----CTT 
J",2 +54 TA----GAAb 

J",I +8 -G-----c"'" 

,. Position of the sequence upstrerun (-) or downstream (+) 
relative to the cleave site of the RSS, 

b. Homology of the noncoding strand of Ja gene segments 
with the coding strlUld of the >fIe< gene segment, 

Expression of the PJA-BP in human hematopoietic cell lines 
To investigate whether PJA-BP expression was differentiation stage and/or 

lineage specific, we performed EMSA experiments using crude nuclear extracts froIll 
17 different human continuous hematopoietic cell lines (representative eXaIIlples are 
given in Figure 6). Expression of the PJA-BP was detennined in seven T cell lines 
representing differentiation stages from immature to more mature T cells (32). We 
were able to detect a faint retarded band in cell lines CEM (CDr), MOLT-4 
(CD3 +1-) and DND41 (TCR-JlO+) and a strong retarded band in cell line HPB-ALL 
(TCR-<>ll +). The other CD3 - immature T cell lines HSB and PI2 and the TCR-'¥o+ 
T cell line PEER were negative for PJA-BP. 

We were not able to detect PJA-BP expression in nuclear extracts from the 
inmlature B cell lines RVT and N ALM -I, the Burkitt cell line Daudi, the mature B 
cell line ROS-15, and the plasma cell line U266. Cell line P30/0hlcubo (a very 
immature B cell line with germline TCR-o genes) showed a faint retarded band of 
similar size as the PJA-BP. 

PJA-BP expression is not T cell restricted, because we could detect retarded 
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Figure 6. PJA-BP expression in 
human continuous hematopoietic 
cell lines. EMSA of probe 
TCRAPJ·Cl with crude nuclear 
extracts from immature CD3- T 
cell lines (HSB, and CEM), more 
mature T cell lines (DND41 and 
HPB~ALL), immature B cell lines 
(P30/0hkubo, RVT, and NALM
I), mature B cell line (ROS-IS), 
myeloid cell lines (KG-la, KS62, 
HEL, and U937), and nOIl
hematopoietic cell lines (HeLa and 
HEP-2). *indicates residual activity 
retained in the PAG slots. 

bands of similar size in two of four myeloid cell lines. The cell lines KG-la (early 
myeloblast) and U937 (monoblasl) were positive, whereas the cell lines K562 and 
HEL (both myeloblast/erythroblast) were negative. 

Determination of the molecular weight of the PJA-BP 
Finally we tried to detennine the molecular weight of the PJA-BP with UV 

cross-linking experiments. The TCRAPJ-CI probe was used in an EMSA experiment 
with clUde nuclear extracts li'om thymocytes. The gel was subjected to UV light to 
covalently link DNA-protein interactions. After I min of UV cross-linking, we were 
able to detect a faint band of approximately 210 kDa. This band was only visible in 
the lanes containing the PJA-BP bound DNA Ihetion and became more intense atter 
longer UV incubation times (Figure 7). No other bands appeared, even atter 30 min 
of UV cross-linking. To determine whether the observed band consisted of a protein, 
we used proteinase K in one of the experiments; this resulted in total loss of the 210 
kDa band (Figure 7). Atter subtracting the molecular weight of the free probe, the 
molecular weight of the PJA-BP was estimated to be approximately 180 kDa. We 
assume that the PJA-BP consists of only one protein, but we cannot fully exclude the 
possibility that the PJA-BP represents a protein complex. 

DISCUSSION 

In this report we describe a DNA binding protein of approximately 180 kDa, 
expressed in nuclei of thymocytes and capable of binding the #ex gene segment. We 
call this protein PJA-BP. From missing contact analysis, we conclude that the PJA-BP 
recognizes the sequence GTTAATAGG on the #ex gene segment, but also needs an 
additional sequence three DNA helix turns downstream for proper binding. 

The 9 bp GTTAATAGG binding site of the PJA-BP was not found in any other 
Jex gene segment, but four Jex gene segments showed homology for 7 of 9 bp (Jex60, 
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Figure 7, Molecular size of Ihe PJA-DP estimated 
after UV cross-linking to TCRAPJ-Cl. DNA 
fragment TCRAPJ-Cl was incubated wilh crude 
nuclear extracts from human thymocytes. Free and 
hound DNA fractions were recovered after UV 
cross-linking for 0, i, 5, 15, or 30 min 
respectively I followed by SDS-PAGE, The asterisks 
indicate lanes (5 min *). in which protein activity 
was tested after incubating the recovered gel slices 
with proteinase K, The molecular mass standards 
are indicated (kDa). 

Ja54, Ja39, and J(33). Using EMSA experiments and missing contact analysis, we 
showed that the PJA-BP recognizes the TAAT/ATIA core motif on fJa, Ja39, and 
Ja33. The TAAT/ATIA core motif is generally recognized by homeodomain 
proteins, which are suggested to regulate the development of higher organisms (46). 
There is evidence that homeodomain proteins are also hnportant in hematopoietic cell 
proliferation and lineage commitment (reviewed in Ref. 47). The higher binding 
affinity of the PJA-BP to TCRAJ33 and TCRAJ39 compared with that to TCRAPJ-CI 
can be explained by the presence of mUltiple TAAT/ATIA core motifs in the former 
two probes. Interestingly, the TAAT/ATIA motif in fJa is conserved between 
human and mouse, and two of three TAAT/ATIA motifs of both Ja39 and Ja33 are 
also conserved (40). Although the Ja60 gene segment contaith' a TAAT motif, we 
could not detect binding of the PJA-BP; probably because the probe did not contain 
binding sequences three DNA helix turns downstream of the TAAT motif. 

We were able to detect the PJA-BP in all thymus samples tested regardless of age 
(data not shown). Also the oRec-y,Ja rearrangement is present as a dominant 
preferential rearrangement in human thymus cell samples throughout ontogeny (9, I I , 
12). Two out of four inunature CDr T cell lines showed weak expression of the 
PJA-BP. Interestingly these two positive cell lines have both TCR-o genes deleted, 
whereas the other two immature T cell lines have one rearranged TCR-o allele (CEM) 
or a oRec-Ja59 rearrangement on one allele (HSB) (our unpublished observations). 
The PJA-BP was also expressed in the TCR-all+ cell line HPB-ALL (both TCR-o 
genes deleted), but not in the TCR-,),o+ T cell line PEER. PJA-BP expression might 
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be correlated with TCR-o deletion and consecutive Va-Ja rearrangements . 
. - ----~-We-coul(CnotdetecrPJK_BP expressiOn-in-five ofsix-Bcell-Jilles;-lftlt-tlie--

immature B cell line P3010hkubo was weakly positive. This cell line was obtained 
from a patient with a T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) (33) and is the only 
published cell line with transcription of the T-early-a (TEA) element which is 
assumed to be responsible for opening the TCR-Ja locus to the V(D)J recombinase 
(48). It would be interesting to detelmine whether high expression ofPJA-BP in this 
cell line actively induces TCR-o deletion. Previous experiments showed the presence 
of cross-lineage TCR-o deletion in precursor B-ALL, but no cross-lineage oRec->,Ha 
rearrangements were found (39). Two offour myeloid cell lines were weakly positive 
for the PJA-BP, of which cell line U937 has a cross-lineage Vo2-Do3 rearrangement 
(our unpublished observations), and cell line KG-Ia also has some T cell 
characteristics (49). 

Different factors can playa role in the process of V(D)J recombination, 
including I) the expression of general and lineage specific recombination proteins, 
such as RAG-I, RAG-2, DNA-dependent protein kinase and perhaps PJA-BP; 2) the 
presence and sequence of the RSS; 3) locus accessibility; and 4) the distance between 
the rearranging genes (reviewed in Ref. 19). 

I) RAG-I and RAG-2 are essential for V(D)J recombination (18). RAG-l may 
playa role in both the initiation of V(D)J recombination as well as the formation of 
coding junctions (21, 50). Recently, it was shown that a RAG-I mutant needs 
particular dinucleotides adjacent to the RSS heptamer for efficient recombination (51). 
The enzyme terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) is responsible for the 
template-independent addition of nucleotides at gene segment junctions, but the exact 
mechanism is not understood (52, 53). PJA-BP is not probably the same molecule as 
RAG-lor TdT, because our EMSA experiments showed no retarded band with lower 
electrophoretic mobility (supershift) after adding polyclonal anti-RAG-lor 3nti-TdT 
(unpublished observations). 

Binding of the PJA-BP to the >,Ha gene segment might playa role in the process 
of TCR-o deletion, but PJA-BP might also playa role in ongoing Va-Ja gene 
rearrangements. The preferential partner of the I{IJa gene segment in thymocytes is 
the oRec gene segment, but no comparable T cell specific DNA binding protein could 
be detected that recognized the oRec gene segment. If binding of the PJA-BP to the 
TAAT core motif of >,Ha were important for oRec-I{IJa rearrangements, then, based 
on our in vitro data, 19 different Ja gene segments (including >,Ha) can theoretically 
rearrange to the oRec gene segment. However, we have to be careful to extrapolate 
the results of in vitro experiments to functions in vivo. We are currently investigating 
whether other (preferential) oRec-Ja gene rearrangements can be detected in thymus 
cell samples. We assume that not all Ja gene segments containing the TAAT/ATTA 
core motif (Table II) are likely to be involved in rearrangement to the oRec gene 
segment. 

2) The three bases of the RSS heptamer sequence closest to the recombination 
cleavage site and the sixth and seventh nucleotides of the RSS nonamer sequence are 
critical for V(D)J recombination (54). Ja60, Ja19, Ja2, and Jal gene segments, do 
not contain all essential nucleotides (40) and are therefore probably used less 
frequently. 
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3) It has been hypothesized that transcription of the TEA element could be 
·--respommle-for openiilglhe-TCRcJalocusfOlhe V(D)J recOlfillitlasesys!enn1l8;-55;--

56). It has not yet been detemlined whether the complete TCR-Ja locus or only the 
5' part of the TCR-Ja gene region becomes accessible by TEA transcription. The 
.pJa gene segment might be the first accessible Ja gene segment because of its 
location inllllediately downstream of TEA (Figure I). 

11) The distance and the proximity of the gene segments have been proposed to 
be involved in V(D)J recombination as well. Three studies showed that Ja gene 
rearrangements during T cell ontogeny are nonrandom (57-59). They conclude that 
the most 5' Ja gene segments are preferentially used in inllllature thymocyte 
populations. According to the above-mentioned locus accessibility and distance 
effects, only the first few 5' Ja gene segments might easily rearrange to the hRec 
gene segment. The #a and Ja60 gene segments are the only 5' gene segments 
containing the PJA-BP binding motif, and because Ja60 does not contain the 
appropriate RSS, the .pJa gene segment is the most likely candidate for rearrangement 
to the hRec gene segment. During further differentiation, the PJA-BP might play an 
additional role in rearrangements ofYa gene segments to more downstream Ja gene 
segments (e.g., Ja39 and Ja33). 

Based on our in vitro data, we postulate that the PJA-BP might be one of the 
factors involved in the preferential recombination of hRec to .pJa. However, in vivo 
characterization of the PJA-BP during ontogeny as well as characterization of DNA 
binding proteins capable of binding the preferential partner gene segment of .pJa (Le. , 
hRec) await further investigation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Recombination of oRec to .pI1X will delete the T cell receptor (TCR)-o gene, 
which is thought to play an important role in the bifurcation of the TCR-1X1l versus 
TCR-,¥o lineages. We recently detected a DNA-binding protein in human thymocytes, 
the so-called PJA-BP, which might be one of the factors involved in the regulation 
of this preferential oRec-1fJIX rearrangement. In this regard we investigated PJA-DP 
expression and its correlation with TCR-o deletion in human thymocytes. 

Our electrophoretic mobility shift assay experiments showed that the PJA-BP is 
evolutionary conserved in human, simian, and murine thymocytes. Using a large 
series of human hematopoietic malignancies (n=30), we showed that PJA-BP 
expression is probably thymocyte specific, and might be restricted to thymocytes 
committed to the TCR-lXlllineage. 

Analysis of seven well-defined human thymocyte subpopulations showed that 
preferential oRec-.pI1X rearrangements as well as PJA-BP expression can be detected 
from the CD34-/CDI +/CDr/CD4+/CD81X+1l- thymocyte cell stage onwards. 
These experiments suggest that expression of the PJA-BP in human thymocytes starts 
simultaneously with preferential oRec-1fJIX rearrangement, which supports our 
hypothesis that the PJA-BP is one of the factors involved in the preferential 
recombination of oRec to 1fJIX. 

INTRODUCTION 

The T cell receptor (TCR)-o gene complex is flanked by the TCR-o-deleting 
elements oRec and 1fJIX (I, 2), which are assumed to delete the TCR-o gene before 
VIX-JIX rearrangement (3). The nonproductive oRec-1fJIX recombination occurs at high 

1 Submitted for publication 
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frequency in both human and murine thymocytes (I, 2, 4). However, little is known 
... _-- about- the-cell-stage-at-which··this--rearrangement-is··irlitiated·in-human-·'!'- cell-

differentiation, or the mechanisms that regulate this preferential rearrangement. 
We recently detected a DNA-binding proteirl of approximately 180 kilodaltons, 

the so-called .;,Ja-binding protein (PJA-BP), which recognizes the fJa gene segment 
(5). Preliminary results on the expression pattern of the PJA-BP in a few human 
continuous cell lines suggested that PJA-BP expression might be correlated with TCR-
15 deletion or consecutive Va-Ja rearrangements. Based on our previous data, we 
postulated that the PJA-BP might be one of the factors involved in the preferential 
recombination of I5Rec to fJa (5). 

In this study we characterized the expression pattern of the PJA-BP in different 
species and in human hematopoietic malignancies. Furthermore, we investigated the 
correlation between PJA-BP expression and TCR-15 deletion in a series of seven well
defined human thymocyte subpopulations. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell samples 
Human Ihymocylcs were obtained from poslnatalthymus samples of children undergoing cardiac 

surgery at the age of 22 days to 2 years, as described previously (5). All human thymus samples were 
obtained with the approval of the Medical Ethics Committee of the Erasmus University RotterdarnfU
niversity Hospital Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands. 

Murine Ihymocytes were obtained from seven weeks old Balb/C mice and 10-14 weeks old C57BLl6 
mice. Simian thymocytes were obtained from an adult Macaque. 

Patient cell samples were obtained from 30 patients with a hematopoietic malignancy: 10 T cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemias (ALL), including six TCR -/CD3 - T -ALL, two TCR-o:B+ T -ALL, and two TCR
)'0+ T-ALL; five mature T cell leukemias, including three TCR-cill+ T cell large granular lymphocyte 
leukemias (T-LGL) and two TCR-003+ Sezary syndromes; five precursor-B-ALL; five B cell chronic 
lymphocytic leukemias (B-CLL); and five acute myeloid leukemias (AML). Periheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMNC) were isolated from the patients and a healthy volunteer by Ficoll-paque (density: 1.077 
g/ml; Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) density centrifugation. 

Preparation of thymocyte subpopulations. 
To isolate the most immature thymocytesubpopulations.Lymphoprep (density 1.077 g/ml; Nycomed 

Pharma, Oslo, Norway) density centrifugation was performed on the thymocyte suspension. The CD34 + 
population was then enriched using the QBEND/lO kit (Miltenyi Biotec Inc., Auburn, CA) following 
manufacturer's instructions. Subsequently, the CD34+/CDI- subpopulation (fraction 1) and the 
CD34+ ICD 1 + subpopulation(fraclion2) were sorted with the FACStar plus (Becton Dickinson,San Jose, 
CAl using CD34 (HPCA-2) and CD!a (T6-RD!) antibodies. The CD8- subpopulalion(fraclion 4) was 
obtained by depletion of glycophorin+, CD8+, CD27+, CD69+, CD19+, and CD3+ cells by incubation 
with Ihe IOF7 MN, RPA-T8, CLB-3A12, Leu·23, CLB CDI9, and SPV-T3b antibodies, respcclively, 
followed by depletion with magnetic beads coated with sheep anti-mouse immunoglobulins(Dynal, Oslo, 
Norway). Part of this subpopulation was further sorted for the CD3 -/CD4 + ICD8o: - phenotype (fraction 
3) with the FACStar plus (Becton Dickinson). Purity of the cell population was> 97 %. 

Two additional subpopulationswere obtained by depletion of CD8B+, CD27 + , and CD69+ cells 
(fraclion 5), or CD27+ and CD69+ cells (fraction 6) using Ihe 2ST8-5H7, CLB-3A12, and Leu-23 
antibodies and magnetic beads (Dynal). Bead-coatedthymic cells of the lattcr fraction, which contained the 
more mature CD27+/CD69+ thymocytes(fraction7), were obtained by magnetic separation. 

Eleclrophoreticmobility shlfl assay (EMSA) 
Two pg of crude nuclear extract was incubated for 30 min at room temperature with the labeled 

human DNA probes TCRAPJ-Cl (Figure lA) as described previously (5). Furthermore, EMSA 
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FiJ-:urc 1. PJA-BP expression in human, simian, and murine thymocytes. A) Homology between the 
human and murine ",Jex gene segments (2, 6, 10, 11). The presented ",Jex sequences start immediately 
downstream from the heptamer of the re~ombination signal sequence. The human (TCRAPJ-Cl) and 
murine (MuTCRAPJ) DNA probes used in this study are indicated; the ",Jex sequences in lower case 
characters arc not present in the TCRAPJ-CI probe. The hUman PJA-BP binding site is depicted in bold, 
and the additional ATTA core domain of the murine ",Jex gene segment is underlined. EMSA of the 
human DNA probe TeRAPJ-C] (B) or the murine DNA probe MuTCRAPJ (C) using crude nuclear 
extracts from human thymoeytes (lane 1), murine thymocytes of a Balb/C mouse (Jane 2) and C57BL/6 
mice (lanes 3 and 4) and simian thymocytes (lane 5). 

experiments were performed with an additional DNA probe (MuTCRAPJ; Figure lA), containing the 
murine ",Jex gene segment (6, 7). 
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Southern blot analysis 
______ ~,_,_,_.D~__A,,~,?~isolated from,thymocyt<: sub~~,pulaH,ons, digested wjt~ the _restriction enzyme EeoRI, size 

fractionated in agaro~egcls(o.7%).-iin{rironsrerredTo-Nytyail:13N nytonmembranes-(Schleicher-and-
Sclmeil, Dassel, Germany) as previously described (8). Filters were hybridized with a 32p random 
oligonucleotide labeled TCRDRE probe (9). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Expression of the PJA-BP in simian and mnrine thymocytes 
We recently detected a DNA-binding protein in human thymocytes which 

recognizes the ..pIa gene segment (5). We were interested to see whether this protein 
is evolutionary conserved. Initial EMSA experiments using the human TCRAPJ-CI 
DNA probe showed PJA-BP expression in nuclear extracts from simian thymocytes 
and in two out of three nuclear extracts from murine thymocytes (Figure IB). 
Because the negative sample was obtained from a Balb/C mouse, whereas the positive 
samples were obtained from C57BL/6 mice, additional experiments with several 
murine nuclear extracts from these mouse strains were performed. We found a 
variable expression of PJA-BP in these cell samples irrespective of the mouse strain 
used (data not shown). We fonnally cannot exclude that proteolysis caused the 
variable PJA-BP expression in murine thymocyte nuclear extracts, but we never 
observed a variable expression of PJA-BP in our large series of human thymocyte 
nuclear extracts. 

The human ",Ja gene segment shows 80% homology with the murine "'Ja gene 
segment (2). The major difference between the human and murine gene segments is 
the presence of a variable number of T nucleotides in the murine ..pIa gene segment, 
which is not strain dependent (2, 6, 10, II) (Figure IA). However, these nucleotides 
are not located in the major DNA-binding site of the PJA-BP (5). 

We cloned and sequenced the murine ..pIa DNA probe MuTCRAPJ (Figure I A). 
EMSA experiments using this DNA probe showed that the PJA-BP from human, 
simian, and murine nuclear extracts can bind to the murine ",Ja DNA probe, except 
for the Balb/C cell sample tested (Figure 1C). PJA-BP binding to the murine DNA 
probe appeared to be stronger than to the human DNA probe in all nuclear extracts 
tested (Figures IB and IC). This can be explained by the presence of an additional 
ATTA core domain, necessary for PJA-BP binding (5), in the murine "'Ja sequence 
(Figure I A). 

Our EMSA experiments show that PJA-BP is evolutionary conserved, although 
the expression in murine thymocytes is variable. 

Expression of the PJA-BP in human hematopoietic malignancies 
Our previous EMSA experiments with nuclear extracts from human 

hematopoietic cell lines showed that PJA-BP expression might be correlated with 
TCR-o deletion and subsequent Va-Ja rearrangements (5). In order to further 
investigate the correlation between TCR-o deletion and the expression pattern of the 
PJA-BP, we performed EMSA experiments using crude nuclear extracts from 30 
different human hematopoietic malignancies (representative examples are given in 
Figure 2). 
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PJA-BP -
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Figure 2. PJA~BP expression in human 
hematopoietic malignancies. EMSA of 
probe TCRAPJ-CI with crude nuclear 
extracts from thymocytes and patients with 
aT-ALL (TCR-/CDr, TCR-OOl+, or 
TCR-yo+), TCR-()(~+ T-LGL, precursor
B-ALL, B-CLL, and two patients with an 
AML. 

We were able to detect weak PJA-BP expression in five out of six TCR-/CD3-
T-ALL tested, and in the two TCR-odl+ T-ALL tested. However, the two TCR-yo+ 
T-ALL tested were negative for PJA-BP expression. In contrast to our previous data 
(5), no full correlation was found between PJA-BP expression and TCR-o deletion in 
these inlillature T cell malignancies; i.e. PJA-BP expression was observed in one 
patient with both TCR-o genes in gemtline configuration and in one patient with two 
rearranged TCR-o genes. Nevertheless, the absence of PJA-BP expression in TCR
yo+ T-ALL, still suggests a correlation of PJA-BP expression with T cells from the 
TCR-alllineage. 

We also performed EMSA experiments with nuclear extracts from cell samples 
of three patients with TCR-aJ1+ T-LGL and two patients with TCR-aJ1+ Sezary 
syndrome. No PJA-BP expression was found in these mature TCR-aJl+ T cell 
malignancies. Because these malignancies are derived ti'om peripheral T cells, 
whereas the T-ALL are assumed to be derived from cortical thymocytes (3, 12), we 
hypothesize that PJA-BP expression is restricted to thymocytes. The absence ofPJA
BP expression in PBMNC from healthy volunteers and in the E-rozet+ fraction of 
PBMNC (data not shown) supports this hypothesis. 

We were not able to detect PJA-BP expression inprecursor-B-ALL (n~5) or B
CLL (n~5) cell samples, but one patient with a precursor-B-ALL contained a very 
weak and vague retarded band of similar size as PJA-BP (data not shown). In contrast 
to our previous data using nuclear extracts from myeloid cell lines (5), no retarded 
band of similar size as the PJA-BP could be detected in five AML cell samples tested, 
representing different myeloid differentiation stages. Interestingly, a retarded band 
with only a slightly lower electrophoretic mobility compared to PJA-BP was observed 
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in these AML cell samples (Figure 2). Although we cannot fully exclude that this 
.. .... retarded band consists· of·a·· protein· complex-of-PJ A-BP-with·· other-proteins,-we· 

hypothesize that PJA-BP expression is T cell specific. 

PJA-BP expression and TCR-~ deletion in human thymocyte subpopulations 
Our EMSA experiments using human continuous T cell lines and T cell 

malignancies suggest that PJA-BP expression might be correlated with commitment 
to the TCR-rxB lineage. Little is known about the lineage commitment of human 
thymocytes, although deletions of the TCR-~ gene (and in particular oRec-',[,Jrx 
rearrangements) are thought to play an important role (3). Based on the very low 
frequency of ~Rec-y,Jrx rearrangements in human Tcelilines and T cell malignancies, 
we recently hypothesized that these rearranged gene segments exist for only an 
extremely short period during thymocyte differentiation (Verschuren et al. , submitted 
for publication). This might explain the weak PJA-BP expression in our T-ALL 
samples and the lack of correlation between PJA-BP expression and TCR-o deletion 
in these cell samples. We therefore performed additional studies using freshly isolated 
human thymocytes to further investigate the correlation between PJA-BP expression 
and TCR-o deletion. 

We designed a hypothetical scheme for human T cell differentiation in the 
thymus, based on inmlUnologic marker analysis (3, 13-20) (Figure 3A). According 
to this scheme seven thymocyte subpopulations were isolated (Figure 3A). DNA and 
nuclear extracts were isolated for Southern blot analysis with the ~Rec probe 
TCRDRE and EMSA experiments, respectively. 

No preferential oRec-y,Jrx rearrangements could be detected by Southern blot 
analysis in the three most immature T cell subpopulations characterized by the 
phenotypes: CD34+/CDI-/CDr/CD4-/CDS- (fraction I), CD34+/cDI +/CDrl 
CD4-/CDS- (fraction 2), and CD34±/CDI +/CD3-/CD4+/CD8- (fraction 3). A 
weak oRec-y,Jrx rearranged band, representing approximately 5% of the thymocytes, 
was detected in the thymocyte subpopulation obtained by depletion of the CD8B + 
thymocytes (fraction 5). Based on these data we conclude that oRec-y,Jrx 
rearrangements start at the CD34 - ICD 1+ ICD3 - ICD4 + ICD8rx +0 - thymocyte cell 
stage, which is consistent with the initiation of TCR-rx rearrangements in mice (21, 
22). The next thymocyte subpopulation (fraction 6) was obtained by depletion for the 
activation markers CD69 and CD27 (20). This subpopulation, in which the majority 
of the cells (- SO%) are double positive (CD4 + ICDS+), showed a strong oRec-y,Jrx 
rearranged band, suggesting that the major part of the oRec-y,Jrx rearrangements 
occur in these double positive thymocytes. Interestingly, our data therefore suggest 
that oRec-y,Jrx rearrangement occurs during or after thymocyte expansion (23). The 

Figure 3. TCR-6 deletion and PJA-BP expression in human thymocyte subpopulalions. A) Hypothetical 
scheme for human T cell differentiation based on immunological marker analysis (3, 13-20). The different 
isolated thymocyte subpopulations (fractions 1 to 7) are indicated with bars, directly below the scheme; 
the total thymocyte population is depicted as fraction 8, B) Southern blot analysis of filters containing 
EeoRI digested DNA hybridized with the oRee probe TCRDRE. C) EMSA of DNA probe TCRAPJ-C I 
with crude nuclear extracts from thymocyte subpopulations, Numbering of the lanes in Band C is 
according to the sUbpopulations numbering outlined in A. ND, not determined, 
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oRec-#CI rearranged band was also present in de CD69+ ICD27 + subpopulation 
---- (fraction-'7),whieh-contains-moremature.single.positiy~th),!!lOCY1()§.{2Q). We.cannot 

determine whether this rearranged band represents new oRec-,pJCI rearrangeJl1el1ts-oi~ 
remaining rearrangements from earlier stages still present in genomic DNA or in 
circular excision products of ongoing VCI-JCI rearrangements. 

Our EMSA experiments using nuclear extracts from the thymocyte 
subpopulations revealed that PJA-BP is not expressed in the thymocyte subpopulation 
depleted for CD8C1 + cells (fraction 4), but PJA-BP expression could be detected in 
the thymocyte subpopulation depleted only for CD8B+ cells (fraction 5; Figure 3C). 
The thymocyte subpopulation obtained by depletion of CD69+ and CD27+ cells 
(fraction 6) showed the strongest expression of the PJA-BP. Because the magnetic 
beads severely hampered the isolation of nuclear extracts, we were not able to isolate 
nuclear extracts from the CD69+CD27+ thymocyte fraction (fraction 7). 

Our study supports the idea that PJA-BP expression starts simultaneously with 
the occurrence of preferential oRec-#CI rearrangements during T cell differentiation. 
The amount of PJA-BP protein in the nuclear extracts of the thymocyte 
subpopulations tested seemed to correlate with the amount of oRec-,pJCI 
real'1'angements in these subpopulations. These findings provide additional evidence 
for our hypothesis that PJA-BP is one of the factors involved the preferential 
recombination of oRec to #CI. 
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INTRODUCTION 

T lymphocytes recognize foreign antigens through the action of the heterodimeric 
T cell receptor (TCR). Although four TCR glycoproteins exist, only two types of 
heterodimers are usually formed, which consist of TCR-a and TCR-JJ chains in most 
peripheral T lymphocytes, or TCR-y and TCR-o chains in 5-15% of the peripheral 
T lymphocytes. In both heterodimers one of the chains is encoded by a TCR locus 
with variable (V), diversity (0), and joining (J) gene segments (TCR-JJ and TCR-o), 
whereas the other chain is encoded by a TCR locus with V and J gene segments 
(TCR-a and TCR-y) (I). 

l! is interesting to see that the Va and V 0 gene segments are very homologous 
(2) and moreover that the gene segments of the TCR-a and TCR-o genes are 
interspersed on chromosome 14qll (3). Most of the VO gene segments have indeed 
been found rearranged to either Jo or Ja gene segments in human thymocytes and/or 
peripheral T lymphocytes (4-9). Nevertheless, it appears that only three VO gene 
segments from the TCR-a/o locus are preferentially utilized by TCR-yo+ T 
lymphocytes (10). Because the TCR-o locus is located between the Va and Ja gene 
segments (3) (Figure I), Va-Ja rearrangements will delete the TCR-o chain, 
excluding co-expression of TCR-a and TCR-o glycoproteins from one allele. 

Va Vol v(( BRee V82 

~~~~~I~~~-H~++~'-~ 
...... 

""'" 
VfrDo..Do-J8 rearrangements 

....... 
. ............................. . 

, •• ,1 ........ . ...... .. 

. .... 
,,: .. -

.......... 6Rec-\j!Jo: / oRec-JaBS rearrangements (8 deletion) ....... . 
........................ . ....... _ ... " ......... , ........ . 

Va-Jo: rearrangement 

..... 
. ... 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the human TCR-odo locus. The position of the TCR-o gene within 
the TCR-o: gene complex is indicated as well as the TCR-o-deletingelements (oRecand I/-Jo:) and the TEA 
genetic element. The dotted lines indicate the possible consecutive gene rearrangements: Vo-Do-Do-JO, 
oRec-I/-Jo: or oRec-J0:58, and Vo:-Jo:. 
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In 1988 De Villartay et al. (11) identified the so-called TCR-li-deleting elements 
---------IiRec-and--..pJOI.--These--gene-.segments_Jlank.thcmajOL._palt Q.LJ\le TCR:1Ll(jcus __ 

(Figure 1). Based on the strong rearranged IiRec-.pJOI band detected by Southern blot 
analysis, we and others suggested that most human thymocytes use this rearrangement 
for specific deletion of the TCR-Ii gene to prepare the TCR-OI/Ii locus for subsequent 
VOI-JOI rearrangements (11-13 and Chapter 2). FurthelTIlOre, we also suggested that 
there might be a specific TCR-Ii gene deletion recombination complex (14). The 
genomic position of the IiRec gene segment remains however peculiar, because only 
two (V1i2 and V1i3) of the six Vii gene segments are located downstream of the IiRec 
gene segment (Figure 1). Therefore, rearrangements of the other Vii gene segments 
will delete the IiRec gene segment, thereby excluding subsequent TCR-Ii deletion by 
IiRec-.pJOI rearrangements. 

Several questions remain to be answered, such as: What is deleted by the IiRec
",JOI rearrangements?; Is there a specitic TCR-Ii gene deletion recombination 
complex?; How are preferential TCR-li-deleting rearrangements regulated?; and last 
but not least: Why do we need a specific mechanism for TCR-Ii deletion? 

WHAT IS DELETED BY THE IiRec-fJOi REARRANGEMENT? 

Our Southern blot analysis using DNA from thymus cell samples showed that the 
majority of IiRec rearrangements represent IiRec-.pJOI rearrangements (Chapter 2). To 
identify the cell stage(s) at which these preferential rearrangements occur, we isolated 
several thymocyte subpopulations. Preferential IiRec-.pJOI rearrangements were first 
observed in the CD34 - ICDI + ICD3 - ICD4+ ICDSOI+Jl- thymocyte subset, but most 
of these rearrangements were found in the double positive (CD4 + ICDS+) thymocyte 
subset (Figure 2A). This implies that preferential IiRec-.pJOI rearrangements occur 
during or after human thymocyte expansion (15, 16), which probably explains the 
high fr.equency of IiRec-",JOI circular excision products in human thymocytes (Chapter 
4). 

The TCR-Ii configuration in these thymocyte subsets might give some 
information about what actually is deleted by IiRec-"'JOI rearrangements. Therefore 
we performed additional Southern blot analyses using the TCRDJ1 probe (17). We 
observed only low frequencies of incomplete D1i2-D1i3 and DIi2-Jlil rearrangements 
in the most immature thymocyte cell sample tested, containing 
CD34 + ICD 1 - ICD3 - ICD4 - ICD8 - thymocytes (Figure 2B). In this thymocyte subset 
most cells have their TCR-Ii genes in gennline configuration. Complete Vlil-Jlil and 
V 1i2-J Ii 1 rearrangements were observed in the more mature 
CD34+ICDI +ICDr/CD4-ICD8- thymocyte subset. In this thymocyte 
subpopulation only a weak germline Jlil band was observed. Our Southern blot 
analyses showed that in the thymocyte subpopulations with preferential IiRec-..pJOI 
rearrangements both complete Vii-IIi 1 and incomplete D1i2-D1i3 and DIi2-Jlil 
rearrangements were detectable, and virtually no gernlline TCR-Ii genes were 
observed. Those data suggests that IiRec-.pJOI rearrangements mainly delete rearranged 
TCR-Ii genes instead of gennline TCR-Ii genes. These observations are in line with 
studies in mice, demonstrating the occurrence of rearranged TCR-o genes within 
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Figure 2. TCR-J: gene rearrangements in human tl~ymocY'e subpopulatiolls. Human th¥mocyte 
subpopulatiol1s were isolated as described in Chapter 6. The CD34+/CDl- and CD34 ICDl+ 
subpopulations consist of sorted CD34+/CD 1- ICD3- ICD4 - ICDS- and 
CD34 + ICDl + ICD3-ICD4 - ICDS- thymocytes t respectively. The immature single positive (ISP; 
CD34±/CDI-/CD3-/CD4+/CDS-) fraction was obtained by depletion of total thymocytes with CDS 
antibodies and sorting for CD3-/CD4+/CDS- cells. The CDS6- fraction was obtained by depletion of 
total Ihymocytes with CDS6 antibodies. Therefore the most mature thymocyles in this fraction are 
CD34-/CDI + ICDr ICD4 +/CD8",+n-, The CD27-/CD69- and CD27+/CD69+ fractions were 
obtained by depletion and sorting, respectively. using CD27 and CD69 antibodies. DNA of these 
subpopulationsand DNA from a totallhymus cell sample were digested with EeoRY and hybridized wilh 
the TCRDRE probe (J:Rec)(A) and the TeRD) I probe (la!) (B). Cell line HeLa was used as a gcrmline 
control. 

circular excision products of Ya-Ja rearrangements (4), 
Additional analyses showed only minor differences in the signals of the 

rearranged bands between the initial cell stages Witll oRec-l/tJa rearrangements and 
the more mature CD69+ /CD27+ cell stage. This presence ofTCR-o rearrangements 
in the CD69+ /CD27 + thymocyte sUbpopulation suggests that TCR - /CDr 
thymocytes committed to the TCR-all lineage and TCR-all + /CD3 + thymocytes 
indeed contain some remaining rearranged TCR-o genes, This supports the stochastic 
model for thymocyte differentiation, in which thymocytes first attempt to rearrange 
TCR-y and TCR-o genes, and only attempt further TCR-a and TCR-{3 gene 
rearrangements if the foroler fail to successfully produce a TCR-yo receptor (Chapter 
I), Our data are also in line with previous studies on murine thymocytes (18-21), 

A more detailed analysis of our thymocyte subsets is hampered by the presence 
of thymocytes from seveml differentiation stages in most of the subsets (Figure 2 and 
Chapter 6), Therefore we tried to identify clonal T cell populations with continuous 
activity of the oRec-fJa rearrangement process. We identified two 
CD3 - CD4 + CD8 + T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) patients with ongoing 
oRec-l/tJa rearrangements (Chapter 4), In these patients both TCR-o alleles contained 
complete Yo-Jo rearrangeme '1ts, It has to be notified that only complete Yo2-Jo or 
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V03-Jo rearrangements can be deleted by a oRec-fja rearrangement (Figure I) . 
. ---Indeed,-the-alleles·containing-the-V02-Jol .. rearrangements_were_actively_dlllete_d in_ .. 

these patients. We also identitied a T cell line (DND41) with ongoing oRec-fja 
rearrangements (Chapter 4). In this cell line, the allele with an unidentified 
rearrangement (or deletion) ofa "gene segment" 5.2 kilobase pairs dowlL'tream of the 
V02 gene segment to the Jol gene segment is actively deleted by the oRec-fja 
rearrangement. Based on the combined thymocyte and T-ALL studies, we hypothesize 
that the oRec-fja rearrangement mainly deletes complete and sometimes incomplete 
TCR-o rearrangements according to a stochastic model of T cell differentiation. 

IS THERE A SPECIFIC TCR-o GENE DELETION RECOMBINATION 
COMPLEX? 

Our studies on the so-called tal-I deletions in T-ALL revealed that they only 
occur in T-ALL with one or preferably two deleted TCR-o genes, especially TCR
a(3+ T-ALL, but that tal-I deletions are absent in T-ALL without TCR-o deletion, 
especially TCR-I'o+ T-ALL (14). To explain the absence of tal-I deletions in T-ALL 
without TCR-o gene deletion, we postulated the existence of a special recombinase 
complex for TCR-o deletion and/or TCR-a gene rearrangement, which is exclusively 
present in immature thymocytes committed to the TCR-a(3 lineage (14). 

The l' cell line DND41 further supports the presence of a specific TCR-o 
deletion mechanism. This cell line contains a productive TCR-Jl and TCR-o 
rearrangement and two out-of-ti'ame TCR-I' genes. DND41 cells express the 
"illegitimate" TCR-JlIl heterodimer on its cell membrane (22, 23). We showed that 
this cell line exhibits continuous oRec-fja rearrangements (Chapter 4). The DND41 
cells contain an in-frame Vol-JOl rearrangement on one allele, which calUlOt be 
deleted by oRec-"'Ja rearrangements. Therefore the deletions involve the other, nOll
productive allele (see above). Interestingly, the two T-ALL patients WiU, continuous 
TCR-o deletion activity both contain two out-of-frame TCR-o alleles. These results 
suggest that a non-productive rearrangement on both alleles of either TCR-o (T-ALL 
patients) and/or TCR-I' (DND41 cell line) induce TCR-o gene deletion. 

In order to further investigate the TCR-o gene deletion mechanism, we 
perfonned extensive Southern blot analysis (Chapter 2) and polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) analysis (Chapters 2, 3, and 4) on DNA from human thymocytes and DND41 
cells. With our Southern blot analysis we were able to identify two types of 
preferential rearrangements of the oRec gene segment in hlUnan thymocytes; i.e. to 
Do and Jo and to Ja. oRec rearrangements to Do and Jo gene segments appeared to 
be Vo-Jolike, which parallel comparable preferential TCR-o rearrangements (Vo-Jo) 
during human ontogeny (Chapter 2). These oRec rearrangements do not delete the 
TCR-o gene and probably just represent side effects of the preferential TCR-o 
rearrangement processes that occur during the same developmental stages. The 
preferentialoRec to Ja rearrangements mainly represented oRec-fja and the newly 
identitled oRec-Ja58 rearrangements, which are Va-Ja like reanangements (Le. 
without involvement of Do gene segments), that indeed delete the TCR-o genes. 

In addition to the preferential oRec and JOI rearrangements, we also identified 
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TCR-IJ deleting VIJ-JOI rearrangements by use of PCR analysis. The PCR technique 
-is.-much-more-sensitiv~than-Southem-blot-analysis.which-probably-explains-that-----

many VIJ-JOI primer sets showed a positive signal (Chapter 3). We and others 
observed an interesting phenomenon: the VIJI gene segment can rearrange to almost 
all JOI gene segments, whereas the VIJ2, IJRec and VIJ3 gene segments only rearrange 
to the most 5' JOI gene segments (5,7, 8, 24; Chapters 2 and 3). The patterns 
observed in these TCR-IJ-deleting rearrangements support the hypothesis that the 
distance between (or proximity of) the gene segments intluences the choice of the 
gene segments in V(D)J recombination processes, as suggested previously from VOI-
JOI rearrangement patterns in immature murine thymocytes (25-27). 

To ful1her investigate the possible relationship between "distance" and V(D)J 
recombination, we also perfornled PCR studies on rearrangements of the ViJ4, VIJ5, 
and VIJ6 gene segments to the JOI gene segments. As shown in Table I, there is an 
inverse correlation between "distance" and the usage of JOI gene segments. The VIJ 
gene segments proximal to the JOI region mainly rearrange to the most 5' JOI gene 
segments, whereas the V IJ gene segments more distal of the JOI region rearrange to 
both upstream and downstream JOI gene segments. It might therefore be that 
rearrangements of distal VIJ gene segments to downstream JOI gene segments in fact 
replace preceding rearrangements of V IJ gene segments to upstream JOI gene segments 
(Figure 1). 

TABLE I. peR analysis of coding joints of VO rearrangements to the Jet' gene segmentsil 

5~ gene SCb'Jllenlb 

3 ~ gene scgmentC VM V06 Vbl Vb5 oRec V02 V03 

..pJa + ± ++ + ++ + + 
J,,6O ± ++ + + + 
J,,59 ± + ± ++ + + 
J,,58 ++ + + ++ ++ + + 
J,,57 + + ++ ++ + + 
J,,53 ++ ++ ++ + + + 
J,,49 + + ++ ++ ± + 
J,,43 + + + ++ ± ± 
J,,39 + + ++ + 
J,,36 ++ + ++ ++ 
J,,33 + ± ++ + + 
J,,27 + ± ++ ± 
J,,21 + + + 
J,,14 
J,,8 + ± + 
J,,4 + ± 

a. Density of the peR product was determined semi-quantitatively as previously described (47), and the 
following symbols were given to the measured values: + +; values> 1000; +, values betweel1300 
and 1000; ±, values between 100 and 300; -, values < 100. 

b. The order of the VO and oRec gene segments in this table correspond to the order in the genome. The 
V&3 gene segment is located proximal to the In: region and VM is the most distal gene segment 
(Figure 3). 

c. The order of the Jrx gene segments in this table correspond to the order in the genome. The ..pJn: gene 
segment is the most 5 ~ Jrx gP' _-' segment and Jrx4 is the most 3' gene segment used. 
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The presence of preferential oRec-I,bJa and oRec-Ja58 TCR-o-deleting 
----- ---rearrangements,in-combination-with-the-absence-of--preferentiat--V02-I,bJaand-V02------

Ja58 rearrangements suggests that besides "distance" additional factors play an 
important role in TCR-o gene deletion process. Based on our combined Southern blot 
and PCR analyses, we will now elaborate a hypothetical scheme of rearrangement 
processes during T cell differentiation, which includes the presence of a specific 
TCR-o gene deletion recombination complex. This hypothetical scheme consists of 
tln'ee stages (Figure 3): 

Stage 1: TCR-o rearrangements. In this initial stage the gene segments of the 
TCR-o locus start to rearrange. There is evidence for sequential TCR-o rearrangement 
pathways in the thymus during human ontogeny (28-31). As discussed above, our 
Southern blot analyses, using thymocyte subsets from postnatal thymi, showed that 
incomplete 002-003 and 002-Jol rearrangements and complete V02-Jol 
rearrangements precede preferential oRec-#a rearrangements. 

Stage 2: Deletion of the TCR-o gene. Initiation of this intermediate stage is 
probably a consequence of the presence of two non-fimctional TCR-o andlor TCR-y 
chains as discussed above. Nevertheless, we call1lot fully exclude that germline TCR
o genes andlor incomplete TCR-o rearrangements also can give rise to signals that 
initiate the TCR-o deletion mechanism. The most prominent TCR-o-deleting 
rearrangements are oRec-#a and oRec-Ja58. Activation of these rearrangements is 
probably initiated by several factors. Based on transgenic mice studies, it has recently 
been proposed that there is a regulatory sequence neal' the human oRec gene segment 
which is recognized by putative regulatory proteins and induces oRec rearrangements 
preferably in the TCR-a/3 T cell lineage (32). Furthermore, transcription of the T
early-a (TEA) element is assumed to be responsible for opening the TCR-Ja locus 
to the V(O)J recombinase complex (33, 34). As discussed below, additional factors 
are probably necessary for regulating the observed preferential TCR-o-deleting 
rearrangements. 

Besides the oRec gene segment, other VO and may be some Va gene segments 
can rearrange to the TCR-Ja locus at this stage (Chapters 2 and 3, Table I). These 
alternative TCR-o-deleting rearrangements are not detectable by Southern blot 
analysis, indicating that they occur at low frequency. Based on the rearrangement 
patterns of V03, V02, and oRec in human thymocytes (Chapters 2 and 3), we now 
hypothesize that TEA expression only activates the most upstream Ja gene segments, 
in order to preserve maximum potential TCR-a diversity for subsequent Va-Ja 
rearrangements. 

We also studied the rearrangement patterns of Vo-Ja and oRec-Ja in the T cell 
line DN041, which contains an active TCR-o-deleting mechanism without 
detectability of, functional, ongoing Va-Ja rearrangements. In this cell line, 
rearrangements of both oRec and V03 gene segments to the Ja gene segments are 
comparable to those observed in thymocytes. However, we observed a difference in 
Ja gene segment usage for rearrangements of the Vol gene segment. In ON041 cells, 
which expresses the TEA transcript, only rearrangements to the most upstream Ja 
gene segments were observed, whereas in normal thymocytes the Vol gene segment 
can rearrange to nearly all Ja gene segments. This supports our hypothesis that the 
TCR-o deletion mechanism, present in ON041 cells, is restricted to 5 - Ja gene 
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segments by the action of the TEA element. It also provides additional evidence that 
. _____ YtlLrearrangements_JfLdownstream Ja g~Il~~gments in human thymocytes pr()balJ1y. ___ _ 

are the result of subsequent Ya/o-Ja rearrangements (see Stage 3). 
Based on the very low frequency of oRec and fJa rearrangements in T-ALL 

cells and T cell lines (Chapter 2), we hypothesize that rearranged TCR-o-deleting 
elements exist for only an extremely short period during thymocyte differentiation; 
i.e. they are rapidly replaced by subsequent Ya-Ja rearrangements. 

Stage 3: Ongoing TCR-a rearrangements. The rearrangements induced by the 
TCR-o deletion mechanism will automatically delete the TEA element. Deletion of 
TEA probably activates the downstream part of the TCR-Ja locus, by making it 
accessible for Y (D)J recombination. The loss of restriction of Ja gene segment usage 
is indeed observed. YO and Ya gene segments upstream of the oRec gene segment 
can now easily rearrange to both upstream and downstream Ja gene segments (Table 
I) (25-27). Thereby, the YO gene segments have actually become Ya gene segments. 
Indeed, functional rearrangements of these upstream Yo gene segments to Ja gene 
segments are found, and the produced Yo-Ca proteins can be expressed on the 
surface of the membrane together with TCR-Jl proteins (2, 4, 5). To obtain additional 
evidence for ongoing TCR-a rearrangements, it might be interesting to further 
investigate the occurrence of Ya-Ja rearrangements and TCR-a protein chains in 
minor subclones from the DND41 cell line, if such subelones occur at all in this cell 
line. 

Our hypothesis of a three-stage rearrangement process during T cell 
differentiation implies that rearrangement processes in the TCR-a/o locus represent 
in fact a regulated cascade of replacement rearrangements, until a functional TCR 
heterodimer molecule is produced. 

HOW ARE PREFERENTIAL TCR-b-DELETING REARRANGEMENTS 
REGULATED? 

Little is known about the regulation of (preferential) rearrangements in both T 
and B cells, but different factors have been proposed to playa role as reviewed 
previously (1). The most prominent TCR-o-de1eting rearrangement in human 
thymocytes is the oRec-fJa rearrangement. A.., discussed above, we have obtained 
experinlental evidence that this rearrangement is regulated by a specific TCR-o gene 
deletion recombination complex. Two factors have been described that might playa 
role in regulating the oRec-fIa rearrangement: a sequence near the oRec gene 
segment (32), and the expression of TEA (33, 34). If expression of TEA is important 
for regulating the oRec-fJa rearrangement by opening the 5' part of the TCR-Ja 
locus, why are not all Ja gene segments inlmediately downstream of the fIa gene 
segment preferentially used? 

We assume that specific sequences, representing binding sites for DNA-binding 
proteins, might be involved in regulating the preferential oRec-fJa rearrangement. 
In order to find such regulatory sequences, we searched for homologous sequences 
in and around the two gene segments. We observed the same sequence of seven 
nucleotides in the spacer of the recombination signal sequences (RSS) of the oRec and 
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,plex gene segments (Fignre 4). RSS consist of conserved palindromic heptamer and 
. _______ n.onameLS_e_quences ,_separated_ by __ a __ non,conserved.spacel'_region_of_l2or __ 23_ base------ -

pairs (bp). The presence of RSS is essential for both TCR and immunoglobulin V(D)I 
recombination (I, 35), but the exact function of the spacer has not been determined 
yet, although it is known that the length of the spacer plays an important role (36). 
The homologous sequence in the spacer region of the oRec and y,Iex gene segments 
is conserved between man and mice (12), except for one bp which is the same in the 
murine oRec and y,Iex gene segments (Fignre 4). Besides the oRec and ,plex gene 
segments, other human and murine V 0 gene segments were observed to contain the 
homologous sequence (V03 and V06, Fignre 4). However, no preferential Vo3-,plex 
or Vo6-,plex were detected using Southern blot analysis of human thymocytes (Chapter 
2). Interestingly, the most common V 0 gene segments in T cell development (Vol and 
Vo2) do not contain this sequence. We tried to identify DNA-binding proteins that 
bind to these spacer sequences, but we were not able to detect such T cell specific 
DNA-binding proteins (Verschuren, unpublished results). However, this does not 
mean that these sequences do not playa regnlatory role in oRec-,plex rearrangement. 
More infomlation about the function of these spacer sequences in preferential oRec-
,plex rearrangements can be obtained by investigation of rearrangement processes in 
plasmid constructs with mutated RSS which are introduced into the T cell line 
DND41. 

We then performed additional studies to identify DNA-binding proteins 
recognizing sequences upstream or downstream of the ,plex gene segment. We 
detected a DNA-binding protein of approximately 180 kilodaltons, the so-called PIA
BP, in nuclear extracts from human thymocytes (Chapter 5) and murine thymocytes 
(Chapter 6), which recognizes a 46 bp sequence containing a TAAT/ATTA core 1110-

gene 
segment 

hWllan 
oRee 
",Jc< 

Vb3 
V06 

murine 
oRec 
ifiJex 
VoS' 
Vc<2IVh8' 

RSS' 

7 
7 
9 
7 

7 
7 
9 
7 

SPACER" 

ATGCATAGGCACCTCGACCCCGT 9 
G-G------------TT 9 

TATGAC-T-C--G-----------GC-T 7 
C--C--CC---------GC-G--T-- 9 

G----C-A------GC----T-- 9 
G-GA------TT- 9 

ACAGGC-C-C-G-------GC-- 7 
C-CTCC--------GT-G---A- 9 

Figure 4. Sequence homology between the spacers orvrxJo RSS. a. Hcptamer (7) and nonamer (9) RSS 
are indicated to show the genomic orientation of the sequences. h. Spacer region or RSS. The Illutations 
or the murine oRec and ifiJex gene segments in the consensus GGCACCT sequence are given in italics. 
-. identical nucleotides aftcr alignment. c. The murinc V85 gene segment is homologous to the human 
V83 gene segment and the murine Vex2/V88 gene segment is homologous to the human V06 gene segment 
(48). 
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tif within the >/tJa gene segment. The expression pattern of this protein in human 
._- - .. continuous· eeU-·lines·· and-malignancies.suggests ... thaLt1!i!; .. protein is .... probab1y 

thymocyte-specific and might be restricted to T cells of the TCR-aJllineage (Chapters-
5 and 6). Furthermore, additional evidence for a role of this protein in the 
preferential 5Rec-y,Ja rearrangements was obtained by the observation that PJA-BP 
expression and preferential 5Rec-y,Ja rearrangements occur simultaneously in the 
same inunature human thymocyte subpopulations (Chapter 6). Although we have to 
be careful to extrapolate these experiments to the ill vivo function of this protein, we 
postulate that this protein might play an important role in the preferential 5Rec->/tJa 
rearrangement. Purification and cloning of PJA-BP should be perfonned in order to 
further investigate the role of PJA-BP in 5Rec->/tJa rearrangements. 

During thymocyte development the 5Rec-Ja58 rearrangement appeared to be the 
second most important TCR-5-deleting rearrangement (Chapter 2). The frequency of 
this rearrangement is three times less than the 5Rec->/tJa rearrangement based on our 
semi-quantitative Southern blot analysis (Chapter 2). The finding of this preferential 
rearrangement is in contradiction with the above mentioned function of the PJA-BP, 
because the Ja58 gene segment does not contain the TAAT/ATTA core domain 
necessary for PJA-BP binding (Chapter 2). If this gene segment is only used 
preferentially because of its close distance to the TEA gene segment (or the >/tJa gene 
segment), why are the interjacent gene segments (Ja60 and Ja59) not preferentially 
used? We therefore looked for additional homologous sequences between the >/tJa and 
Ja58 gene segments, which might represent binding sites for DNA-binding proteins. 
We observed a sequence inunediately upstream of the RSS nonamer of the Ja58 gene 
segment which was homologous in 13 out of 14 bp with a sequence 27 bp upstream 
of the RSS nonamer of the >/tJa gene segment (Figure 5). Comparable sequences were 
not observed in other Ja gene segments or in the oRec gene segment. Therefore, it 
would be very interesting to see whether there are DNA-binding proteins in human 
thymocytes that bind to this sequence! 

We think that several factors are involved in regulating the preferential TCR-5-
deleting rearrangements, including regulatory sequences in or near the TCR-5-deleting 
elements, expression of the PJA-BP, and transcription of TEA. Furthermore, the 
TCR-5 and TCR-a enhancers (37, 38) and the previously identified locus control 
region in the murine TCR-al5locus (39) undoubtedly can also play an important role. 
The T cell line DND41 will probably give us a good opportunity to further isolate 
and study the regulating factors of the human TCR-5 deletion mechanism. 

,pJa gene segment 
JaS8 gene segment 

AAGGTGATGCCACATCCCTTTCAACCATGCTGACACCTCTGGTTTTTGT 
---c---------- ......................... ,--------c 

Figure 5. HomOlogy between the ,pJa and 10:58 gene segments. The nonamers of the RSS are depicted 
in bold. -, identical nucleotides after alignment; .• gap for alignment. 

WHY DO WE NEED A SPECIFIC MECHANISM FOR TCR-b DELETION? 

One of the remaining issues that has to be elucidated is the need for a specific 
mechanism for TCR-5 deletion. This topic is especially intriguing because of the 
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peculiar position of the oRec gene segment in the genome, between the frequently 
.. us.ed.Ybl ... and .. y02.gene.segments .. One.oftheexplanations. is·that·the·TGR-o· deletion· 

mechanism deletes some regulatory sequences that, if present, inhibit Va-Ja 
rearrangements. Another less likely possibility is that TCR-o deletion just brings the 
Va gene segments proximal to the Ja gene segments for recombination. 

We showed that most of the TCR·o·deleting rearrangements are Va-Ja like 
rearrangements, because oftlle lack of Do gene segments (Chapter 2). The V02 gene 
segment seems to be the exception to this rule. PCR analysis with DNA from human 
thymocytes showed that V02-fJa and V02-Ja58 rearrangements preferably contain 
Do gene segments, indicating that these rearrangements resemble Vo-Jo 
rearrangements (Chapter 2). Even more intriguing is the observation that DND41 
cells lack ongoing V02-Ja rearrangements (Chapter 4). The V02 gene segment is still 
present on one allele in this cell line, but the Do gene segments are either rearranged 
or deleted on this allele. Based on these data we assume that the V02 gene segment 
is the only Vo gene segment that in principle has to rearrange via Do gene segments. 
Therefore we hypothesize that V02 is the only true Vo gene segment. 

This is further supp0l1ed by the observations of Giachino et a1. (7), who showed 
that V02-Ja-Ca transcripts are present in· human thymocytes, but that they are 
completely absent in the periphery. They suggested that V02-Ca chains might not be 
selected to form heterodimers with the TCR-Jl chain. Previous studies have already 
shown the occurrence of the other Vo-Ca transcripts in peripheral T lymphocytes and 
thymocytes (5, 6, 8, 24), which makes the V02 gene segment a special gene segment. 

Cross-lineage V02-D03 rearrangements are frequently observed in precursor-B
ALL (17,40-43) and normal B cells (44), whereas cross-lineage rearrangements of 
the other VO gene segments are rare or absent (43, 45). Furthermore, it was shown 
that V02-D03-Ja rearrangements occurred in precursor-B-ALL, whereas V02-Do-Jo 
rearrangements were not observed (17,42-44,46). The absence of oRec-fJa and Va
Ja rearrangements in precursor-B-ALL (17) might be explained by the absence of 
factors involved in the TCR-o-deleting mechanism like PJA-BP (Chapter 6). 

The before mentioned data support the idea that the V02 gene segment is a 
special gene segment, which might be regulated in a different way compared to the 
other VO gene segments. Because the V02 gene segment is located downstream of the 
oRec gene segment, it might be that the oRec-if;Ja rearrangement is especially suitable 
for deleting the V 02 gene segment or its nearby located TCR-o gene regulating 
sequences. In that case, the observed preferential oRec-Do and oRec-Jo 
rearrangements during human ontogeny (Chapter 2) can no longer be regarded as 
"side effects" of the preferential TCR-o rearrangements processes that occur during 
the same developmental stages, as proposed above. In this point of view these 
rearrangements represent "normal TCR-o-deleting rearrangements" which can be 
followed by subsequent Va-Ja rearrangements. 

Rearrangement of the Vol gene segment, which is preferentially used in postnatal 
thymocytes (28, 31), automatically deletes the V02 gene segment and the oRec gene 
segment. If deletion of the V 02 gene segment and its regulating sequences is sufficient 
to overcome inhibition ofVa-Ja rearrangements, then ongoing Va-Ja rearrangements 
should occur after VOl rearrangement. In this case the specific TCR-o-deletion 
rearrangement is not needed anymore, which makes the function of TEA elusive. The 
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TEA might not be expressed or rearrangements of gene segments upstream of VOl 
... are··stillinfluenced···byTEA,-and·.therefore.stilLrearrange_10 ... the ... most.5:JJLg'me 

segments. The latter might explain the presence of small amounts of PCR products 
ofV04 and V06 to the most upstream Ja gene segments in human thymocytes (Table 
J) . 

The TCR-o deletion mechanisms of human and mouse seem to differ (12, 32). 
Therefore studies using transgenic or knock-out mice will probably resolve only a 
part of the function of TCR-o deletion. The DND41 T cell line probably will give us 
the opportunity to further investigate the TCR-o deletion mechanism. It will be a 
challenge to investigate the deletion of certain sequences near the V02 gene segment 
or deletion of the TEA gene segment, which might be accomplished by applying 
homologous recombination to DND41 cells. 
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SUMMARY 

Band T lymphocytes are responsible for the specific innnunity that protects 
the human body against infectious agents. These lymphocytes recognize foreign 
material (antigens) via specific surface receptor molecules. the so-called antigen
specific receptors. The specific recognition of antigens by T lymphocytes is 
mediated by the membrane bound T cell receptor (TCR), a heterodimer molecule 
composed of either TCR-a and TCR-Il or TCR--y and TCR-8 protein chains. The 
four protein chains are encoded by four different TCR genes. These TCR genes 
contain sets of variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (1) gene segments in case of 
TCR-{1 and TCR-8 genes and sets of V and J gene segments in case of TCR-a and 
TCR--y genes. The gene segments are joined (the so-called coding joint) via gene 
rearrangement processes. The interjacent DNA sequences are deleted as circular 
excision products, which contain the so-called signal joints. The large series of 
gene segments and the gene rearrangement process itself account for an enormous 
diversity of TCR-a{1 and TCR--y8 molecules, with the potential of recognizing a 
very large number of foreign antigens. 

Both TCR-a{1+ and TCR--y8+ T lymphocytes are thought to be derived from 
a common precursor cell which differentiates in the thymus to become a mature T 
lymphocyte. The regulation mechanisms that force thymocytes into the TCR-all or 
TCR--y8 differentiation lineage are poorly understood, but rearrangement processes 
in the TCR-a/8 locus are likely to play an important role because of the special 
location of the TCR-8 gene segments between the Va and Ja gene segments. The 
mqjor part of the TCR-8 gene complex is flanked by the so-called TCR-8-deleting 
elements, 8Rec and ifJa. Rearrangement of 8Rec to ifJa is assumed to delete the 
TCR-8 gene prior to Va-Ja rearrangement. The non-productive 8Rec-ifJa 
recombination occurs at high frequency in both fetal and postnatal immature 
thymocytes, but is also detectable at low levels in peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells. 

The aim of this thesis was to gain more insight in the mechanisms of TCR-8 
deletion through rearrangement of the TCR-8-deleting elements. We therefore 
performed studies to characterize which gene segments are involved in preferential 
rearrangements that delete the TCR-8 gene (Chapters 2, 3, and 4). Furthermore, 
we attempted to identify DNA-binding proteins that might be involved in the 
process of TCR-8 gene deletion (Chapters 5 and 6). 

Based on our Southern blot analyses we identified two prominent TCR-8-
deleting 8Rec rearrangements: 8Rec-ifJa and 8Rec-Ja58 (Chapter 2). The 8Rec
ifJa rearrangement represents approximately 70% of all 8Rec rearrangements. The 
8Rec-Ja58 rearrangement appeared to be the second most important 8Rec rearran
gement in human thymocytes (-25% of the detected 8Rec rearrangements), which 
makes the Ja58 gene segment an important new TCR-8-deleting element. The high 
frequency of these rearrangements during human ontogeny suggests that most 
human thymocytes use these rearrangements to further differentiate into the TCR
all lineage. Based on the very low frequency of oRec, ifJa, and Ja58 rearrange-
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ments in 4% of the T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia patients (n= 151) and 6% 
- ... of the-T···· cell-lines ...... (n =26) ,we-hypothesize_ ... that_rearrange.d..IS;;.R:Q:Q~leti!1g .. 

elements exist for only an extremely ShOlt period during thymocyte differentiation, 
probably due to rapid subsequent Va-Ja rearrangements. 

The oRec gene segment has no sequence homology to V 0 or Va gene 
segments. In order to compare rearrangements of the oRec gene segment with 
those of VO gene segments, we searched for similarities in rearrangement patterns 
of these gene segments (Chapters 2 and 3). Polymerase chain reaction analyses of 
oRec-"Ha, Vo-fJa, oRec-Ja58, and Vo-Ja58 coding and signal joints revealed that 
except for V 02 rearrangements all other TCR -o-deleting rearrangements are 
homologous to Va-Ja rearrangements, because Do gene segments are absent in 
their junctional regions. Furthermore, we showed that the oRec, V02, and V03 
gene segments rearrange only to the upstream Ja gene segments, whereas the Vol 
gene segment can rearrange to virtually all Ja gene segments tested. oRec and VOl 
rearrange more easily to Ja gene segments than to Do and JO gene segments. On 
the other hand, the V02 gene segment rearranges more easily to Do and 10 gene 
segments than to Ja gene segments. Our study suggests that rearrangement of the 
oRec gene segment can play an intermediate role between consecutive rearrange
ments of V02 (the only true Vo gene segment) and Vol gene segments. 

The T cell line DND41 and several T cell acute lymphoblastic leukemias were 
found to exhibit continuous activity of the TCR-o deletion proces (Chapter 4) and 
therefore can serve as an experimental model to further study the process of TCR
o deletion. Based on this study we suggest that TCR-o deletion is an intermediate 
phase between consecutive TCR-o rearrangements and TCR-a rearrangements. 

Little is known about the regulation mechanisms of TCR-o deletion. Although 
we showed that the IJRec and fJa gene segments can rearrange to different gene 
segments, they preferentially rearrange to each other. We therefore attempted to 
find cis-acting factors that recognize these gene segments (Chapter 5). We were 
able to detect a DNA binding protein of approximately 180 kDa (the so-called 
PJA-BP) in nuclear extracts from human thymocytes, that recognizes a sequence 
of 46 base pairs containing a TAAT core motif within the fJa gene segment. 
Using a large series of human hematopoietic cell lines (n= 19) (Chapter 5) and 
human hematopoietic malignancies (n=30) (Chapter 6), we showed that expressi
on of the PJA-BP is probably thymocyte specific and might be restricted to 
thymocytes of the TCR-aB lineage. 

Our electrophoretic mobility shift assays with a series of seven well-defined 
human thymocyte subpopulations (Chapter 6) showed that PJA-BP expression 
starts from the immature CD34-/CDl+/CDr/CD4+/CD8a+B- thymocyte cell 
stage onwards. Southern blot analyses using these thymocyte subpopulations 
showed that preferential oRec-fJa rearrangements in human thymocytes start 
simultaneously with the expression of the PJA-BP. We conclude from these studies 
that the PJA-BP is probably one of the factors involved in the preferential 
recombination of oRec to fJa. 

In conclusion, we can say that the work in this thesis provides new insight 
into the process of TCR-o deletion in human thymocytes. The rearrangement 
patterns of the oRec and V 0 gene segments gave us the opportunity to propose a 
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new hypothetical model for TCR -b deletion during T cell differentiation (Chapter 
... '7},J.lUPj§ __ .ID.m-Lel.,_TCR,b_._.deletion_is.activated-.-.by.a·-·specifieTGR-b-gene-deleting· ... 

recombinase complex which preferentially uses the TCR-b-deleting elements bRec 
and >/tJet or JetS8. In addition, other gene segments (Vb gene segments and most 
Jet gene segments) can be used at low frequency for TCR-b deletion. Rearrange
ment of the latter gene segments is probably influenced by several factors, 
including transcription of the T early alpha element and distance between the 
rearranging gene segments, in order to restrict TCR-b deletion rearrangements to 
the most upstream Jet gene segments. This allows a large set of downstream Jet 
gene segments to be used for subsequent Vet-Jet rearrangements, in order to 
preserve maximal potential TCR-et diversity. The identification of a possible 
regulatOlY protein for preferential TCR-b deletion rearrangements and the DND41 
cell line with continuous TCR -b-deletion recombinase activity give us new 
opportunities to further investigate the mechanisms for TCR -b deletion. 



..... ·--SAMENVATTING_ ....... _ .. _ .... _ 

B- en T-Iymfocyten zorgen voor de specifieke immuniteit die het lichaam 
beschermt tegen ziekteverwekkers. Lymfocyten herkel1llen lichaamsvreemde 
stoffen (antigenen) door middel van specifieke oppervlakte receptoren, de zoge
noemde antigeen-specifieke receptoren. In geval van T-Iymfocyten is de antigeen
specifieke receptor een membraan gebonden T -celreceptor (TCR) , een molecule 
dat be staat uit twee verschillende eiwit ketens, nl. TCR-a en TCR-{3 of TCR-,), en 
TCR-o. De vier eiwitketens worden gecodeerd door vier verschillende TCR 
genen. Deze TCR genen bevatten een aantal "variable" (V), "diversity" (D) en 
"joining" (J) gensegmenten in geval van TCR -{3 of TCR-o genen, en een aantal V 
en J gensegmenten in het geval van TCR-a en TCR-y genen. De gensegmenten 
worden aan elkaar gekoppeld (de zogenaamde "coding joint") door middel van 
genherschikkingsprocessen. De tussenliggende DNA sequenties worden verwijderd 
(gedeleteerd) als cirkelvormige produkten, die de lOgenaamde "signal joints" 
bevatten. Het grote aantal gensegmentcn en het genherschikkingsproces zelf 
zorgen voor een enorme diversiteit aan TCR-ex{3 en TCR-yo moleculen, die het 
vermogen hebben om een zeer groot aantal Iichaamsvreemde antigenen te herken
nen. 

Er wordt gedacht dat lOwel TCR-a{3+ als TCR-yo+ T-Iymfocyten afkomstig 
zijn van een voorlopercel die in de thymus dirrerentieert tot een rijpe T-Iymfocyt. 
Het is niet bekend welke regulatiemechanismcn ervoor zorgen dat de thymocyten 
in de TCR-all of TCR-yo differentiatielijn terecht komen, maar genherschikkings
processen ill het TCR-a/o locus spelen waarschijnlijk cen belangrijke rol vanwege 
de speciale positie van de TCR-o gensegmentcn tussen de Vex en Jex gensegmenten. 
Het grootste gedeelte van het TCR-o gcncomplcx wordt geflankeerd door de 
zogenoemde TCR-o-deleterende elementcn, oRec en if;Jex. Er wordt aangenomen 
dat herschikking van oRec naar if;Ja het TCR-o gen deleteert voordat Va-Ja 
genherschikkingen optreden. De niet-produktieve oRec-if;Ja herschikking vindt in 
hoge frequentie plaats in zowel foetale als poslnatale onrijpe Ihymocyten. Kleine 
hoeveelheden van deze herschikte genen worden cchter ook waargenomen in de 
mononucleaire celfraktie van het perifere bloed. 

Het doel van dit promotie-onderzoek was hel verkrijgen van meer iuzicht in 
het mechanisme van TCR-o deletie door de TCR-o-deleterende elementen. Daartoe 
werd onderzocht welke gensegmenten betrokken zijn bij preferentiele genller
schikkingen die het TCR -0 gen deleteren (Hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4). Verder hebben 
we getracht om DNA-bindende eiwitten te identificeren die mogelijk betrokken 
zijn bij het TCR -8-deletieproces (Hoofdstuk 5 en 6). 

Met behulp van ouze Southern blot analyse hebben we twee belangrijke 
TCR-o deletie genllerschikkingen ge'identificeerd: oRec-if;ja and oRec-Ja58 
(Hoofdstuk 2). De oRec-if;Ja genherschikking vertegenwoordigt ongeveer 70% 
van aile oRec herschikkingen. De oRec-Ja58 genherschikking blijkt de op een na 
belangrijkste oRec genilCrschikking te zijn (±25% van de gedetecteerde oRec 
genllerschikkingen), wat het Ja58 gensegment een nieuw belangrijk TCR-o-
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deleterend element maakt. De hoge frequentie van deze genherschikkingen tijdens 
~ de_humane .. ontogenese_suggereert dat .. de_ meeste-humane thymocyten~. deze~ genher

schikkingen gebruiken om verder te differentieren in de TCR-a(J differentiatielijn. 
Gebaseerd op de zeer lage frequenties van oRec, ",Ja en Ja58 genherschikkingen 
in 4% van de T-cel acute lymphoblastaire leukemieen (n=151) en in 6% van de 
T-ceIlijnen (n=26), veronderstellen wij dat herschikte TCR-o-deleterende elemen
ten gedurende een zeer korte peri ode aanwezig zijn tijdens de differentiatie van 
thymocyten, omdat ze waarschijnlijk zeer snel worden vervangen door Va-Ja 
genherschikkingen. 

Het oRec gensegment heeft geen sequentie homologie met VO of Va genseg
menten. Om genherschikkingen van het oRec gensegment te vergelijken met die 
van V 0 gensegmenten zochten wij naar overeenkomsten in genherschikkingspatro
nen tussen deze gensegmenten (Hoofdstuk 2 en 3). Polymerase ketting reactie 
analyse van oRec-",Ja, Vo-",Ja, oRec-Ja58, and Vo-Ja58 "coding" en "signal 
joints" liet zien dat behalve V02 genherschikkingen aIle andere TCR-o-deleterende 
genherschikkingen homoloog zijn aan Va-Ja genherschikkingen, omdat Do 
gensegmenten afwezig zijn in de koppelingsplaatsen tussen deze gensegmenten. 
Daarnaast hebben we laten zien dat oRec, V02 en V03 gensegmenten aIleen naar 
de dichtstbijzijnde Ja gensegmenten herschikken, terwijl het VOl gensegment kan 
herschikken naar bijna aIle Ja gensegmenten die werden onderzocht. De oRec en 
VOl gensegmenten herschikken makkelijker naar Ja gensegmenten dan naar Do en 
JO gensegmenten. Aan de andere kant herschikt het V02 gensegment makkelijker 
naar Do en Jo gensegmenten dan naar Ja gensegmenten. Ons onderzoek suggereert 
dat genherschikkingen van het oRec gensegment een tussenstap vormen tussen 
genherschikkingen van V02 (het enige echte VO gensegment) en VOl genseg
menten. 

De T-cellijn DND41 en verschillende T-cel acute lymphoblastaire leukemieen 
bleken een continue activiteit van het TCR-o-deletieproces te hebben (Hoofdstuk 
4). Daarom kunnen ze dienen als een experimenteel model om het TCR-o-deletie
proces verder te bestuderen. Gebaseerd op deze studie hebben we gesuggereerd 
dat TCR-o deletie een fase vertegenwoordigd tussen de achtereenvolgende TCR-o 
genherschikkingen en TCR-a genherschikkingen. 

Er is tot nu toe weinig bekend over het regulatiemechanisme van TCR-o 
deletie. Alhoewel we hebben laten zien dat de oRec en ",Ja gensegmenten kunnen 
herschikken naal' verschillende gensegmenten, herschikken ze toch voornamelijk 
naar elkaar. Daarom hebben we getracht om DNA-bindende eiwitten te vinden die 
deze gensegmenten herkennen (Hoofdstuk 5). We hebben in kernextl'acten van 
humane thymocyten een DNA-bindend eiwit gedetecteerd van ongeveer 180 kDa 
(het zogenaamde PJA-BP), dat een sequentie van 46 basenparen herkent in het ",Ja 
gensegment. Onderzoek van humane cellijnen (n= 19) (Hoofdstuk 5) en humane 
maligniteiten (n=30) (Hoofdstuk 6) liet zien dat expressie van PJA-BP waar
schijnlijk specifiek voorkomt in thymocyten, en dat het eiwit mogelijk aIleen tot 
expressie komt in thymocyten van de TCR-a(J differentiatielijn. 

Ons electroforese-onderzoek met een serie goed gedefinieerde humane 
thymocyten subpopulaties (Hoofdstuk 6), liet zien dat de expressie van PJA-BP 
start vanaf het CD34 - ICD! + ICDr/CD4 + ICD8a+ll- thymocyten stadium. 
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Southern blot analyses met deze thymocyten subpopulaties hebben laten zien dat 
preferentie1e ... oReco\VJa .... genherschikkingen ... m ... c.l'prc.sJ!.i.C ... YlmI'JA:J3I'.Jege1ijicertiJct 
starten in humane thymocyten. Daarom is het PJA-BP eiwit waarschijn1ijk een van 
de factoren die betrokken is bij de preferentiele genherschikking van oRec naar 
\VJa. 

Conc1uderend knnnen we stellen dat het onderzoek in dit proefschrift heeft 
ge1eid heeft tot llieuwe inzichten in het proces van TCR-o gendeletie in humane 
thymocyten. De genherschikkingspatronen van de oRec en Vo gensegmenten 
hebben ons de mogelijkheid gegeven een nieuw model voor TCR-o gendeletie 
tijdens de T-ce1 differentiatie op te stellen (Hoofdstuk 7). In dit model wordt 
TCR-o gendeletie geactiveerd door een specifiek TCR-o gendeletie recombinatie
complex dat preferentieel gebruik maakt van de TCR-o-deleterende elementen 
oRec en \VJa of Jet58. Bovendien knnnen andere gensegmenten (Vo gensegmenten 
en de meeste Jet gensegmenten) met een lage frequentie gebruikt worden voor 
TCR-o gendeletie. Deze laatstgenoemde genherschikkingen worden waarschijn1ijk 
belnvloed door verschillende factoren, inc1usief transcriptie van het T early alpha 
element, en de afstand tussen de herschikkende gensegmenten. Hierdoor worden 
de TCR-o-deletie genherschikkingen beperkt tot de meest dichtstbijzijnde Jet 
gensegmenten, zodat een zo groot mogelijk aantal Jet gensegmenten kan worden 
gebruikt voor daaropvolgende Va-Jet genherschikkingen, met als doel het bewaren 
van een maximale potentiele TCR-a diversiteit. De identificatie van een regulatie 
eiwit, dat mogelijk betrokken is bij preferentiele TCR-o-deletie genherschikkingen, 
en de cellijn DND41 met continue TCR-o-deletie recombinatie aktiviteit, geeft ons 
de mogelijkheid om het mechanisme van TCR -0 deletie verdeI' te onderzoeken. 
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CD 
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N region nucleotides : 
PAG 
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PB 
PCR 
PJA-BP 
P region nucleotide 
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RAG 
~SS 
RT-PCR 
SP 
TCR 
TdT 
TEA 
T-LGL 
TN 
V 

ABBREVIATIONS 

acute lymphoblastic leukemia 
acute myeloid leukemia 
base pairs 
bone marrow 
constant 
cluster of differentiation/cluster of designation 
calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase 
chronic lymphocytic leukemia 
diversity 
double positive (CD4+CD8+) 
electrophoretic mobility shift assay 
fetal thymic organ culture 
germline 
joining 
kilobase pairs 
kilodaltons 
neonatal cord blood 
monoclonal antibodies 
major histocompatibility complex 
mononuclear cells 
part of junctional region of randomly-inselted nucleotides 
polyacrylamide gel 
polyacrylamide gel electrophorese 
peripheral blood 
polymerase chain reaction 
~JQ'-binding protein 
junctional region nucleotides, which form a palindromic 
sequence together with the juxtaposed nuc1eotides of an 
untrimmed gene segment 
recombination activating gene 
recombination signal sequences 
reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction 
single positive (CD4 + or CD8 +) 
T cell receptor 
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase 
T-early-Q' 
T cell large granular lymphocyte leukemia 
triple negative (CDrCD4 -CD8-) 
variable 
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